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This dissertation develops analytical expressions for the effective hydraulic

conductivity If, of a three-dimensional porous medium bounded by two parallel

planes of infinite extent separated by a distance 2a. Head varies randomly along

each boundary about a uniform mean value. The log hydraulic conductivity Y forms

a homogeneous, statistically anisotropic random field having a variance 4 and prin-

cipal integral scales A i , A2, A3. Flow is uniform in the mean parallel to the principal

coordinate x l . A solution is first derived for mildly nonuniform media with 4 < 1

via an approximate form of the 1993 residual flux theory by Neuman and Orr. It is

then extended to strongly nonuniform media with arbitrarily large 4 by invoking

the Landau-Lifshitz conjecture as K, = KG exp {4 [1/2 — (D + S)]} . Here, KG is

the geometric mean of hydraulic conductivities and D and S are domain and sur-

face integrals, respectively. Based on a rigorous limiting analysis we show that when

the length scale ratio p = a/A 1 —÷ 0, If, is equal to the arithmetic mean hydraulic

conductivity KA. This supports the theoretical finding of Neuman and Orr and the

numerical result by Desbarats. When p ,— co we obtain expressions for K, that



have been previously derived in the stochastic literature for infinite flow domains.

For strongly anisotropic media with integral scale ratios £ 2 = A 2 /A 1 and 63 = A 3 /A 1

equal to each other and tending to zero or infinity ( ) i 0) we obtain the closed

form solution Ke = KG exp { aMexp(—p) — 0 .5]} . The latter reduces to KA when

p —> 0 and tends to the harmonic mean KH as p —> œ.. One can think of the case

£ 2 = E3 = 0 as mean flow along parallel channels having mutually uncorrelated hy-

draulic conductivities, and of the case £ 2 = £3 -> 00 as mean flow normal to layers

having uniform hydraulic conductivities. For statistically isotropic media we show

numerically that K, equals KA when p = 0.01; when p > 4, If, = KG exp(4N6)

the three-dimensional infinite domain solution. Our results support the analytical

finding of Rubin and Dagan, and predict and explain all related bounded domain

numerical results. Finally, contrary to Dagan's assertion, we show that for small p

boundary effects are extremely important; the absolute value of the surface integral

S equals the value of the domain integral D.
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ABSTRACT

This dissertation develops analytical expressions for the effective hydraulic

conductivity If, of a three-dimensional porous medium bounded by two parallel

planes of infinite extent separated by a distance 2a. Head varies randomly along

each boundary about a uniform mean value. The log hydraulic conductivity Y forms

a homogeneous, statistically anisotropic random field having a variance 4 and prin-

cipal integral scales A i , A2 , A3. Flow is uniform in the mean parallel to the principal

coordinate x l . A solution is first derived for mildly nonuniform media with 4 < 1

via an approximate form of the 1993 residual flux theory by Neuman and Orr. It is

then extended to strongly nonuniform media with arbitrarily large 4 by invoking

the Landau-Lifshitz conjecture as K e = KG exp {4 [1/2 — (D + S)]}. Here, KG is

the geometric mean of hydraulic conductivities and D and S are domain and sur-

face integrals, respectively. Based on a rigorous limiting analysis we show that when

the length scale ratio p = a/A 1 0, Ke is equal to the arithmetic mean hydraulic

conductivity KA. This supports the theoretical finding of Neuman and Orr and the

numerical result by Desbarats. When p --> co we obtain expressions for If, that

have been previously derived in the stochastic literature for infinite flow domains.

For strongly anisotropic media with integral scale ratios E2 = A 2 /A 1 and E3 = A 3 /A i

equal to each other and tending to zero or infinity (A i 0) we obtain the closed

form solution Is  = KG exp {4[exp(—p) — 0.5]}. The latter reduces to KA when

p --- 0 and tends to the harmonic mean KH as p co. One can think of the case

E2 -= E3 = 0 as mean flow along parallel channels having mutually uncorrelated hy-

draulic conductivities, and of the case E2 = E3 -p co as mean flow normal to layers

having uniform hydraulic conductivities. For statistically isotropic media we show
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numerically that K e equals KA when p = 0.01; when p > 4, Ke = KG exp(4N6)

the three-dimensional infinite domain solution. Our results support the analytical

finding of Rubin and Dagan, and predict and explain all related bounded domain

numerical results. Finally, contrary to Dagan's assertion, we show that for small p

boundary effects are extremely important; the absolute value of the surface integral

S equals the value of the domain integral D.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction and Scope

During the last two decades an increasing number of scientists in the field of sub-

surface hydrology have adopted a statistical (over a deterministic) framework in the

study of flow and transport through porous media [Dagan, 1986]. Such a conceptual

approach came about from the recognition of (i) the spatial variability of parame-

ters and variables of interest [Freeze, 1975; Smith and Freeze, 1979a, b; Neuman,

1982; Hoeksema and Kitanidis, 1985; Dagan, 1986; Gelhar, 1986; Sudicky, 1986],

(ii) the uncertainty arising from the incomplete characterization of this variability

and/or measurement and interpretive errors [Delhomme, 1979; Clifton and Neuman,

1982; Dagan, 1982a; G6mez- Hernández and Gorelick, 1989; Desbarats and Dimi-

trakopoulos, 1990; Neuman and Orr, 1993], (iii) the uncertainty in boundary and/or

initial conditions and source terms [Gelhar, 1986; G6mez-Hern.indez and Gorelick,

1989; Neuman and Orr, 1993], and (iv) the versatility of the statistical approach to

address relationships at different scales [Cushman, 1983b, 1984, 1986, 1987, 1993;

Baveye and Sposito, 1984, 1985; Dagan, 1986; Neuman, 1990, 1991, 1994].

In this thesis, randomness is primarily associated with the hydraulic conduc-

tivity K(x) of soils and rocks, found to vary erratically in space over several orders

of magnitude [Bakr, 1976; Clifton and Neuman, 1982; Sudicky, 1986; Neuman and
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Depner, 1988; Holmes et al., 1990; Winberg, 1991]. In line with existing stochastic

subsurface flow theories, K(x) is depicted here as a random function [Matheron,

1971; Dagan, 1989], viewed locally as a scalar [Bakr et al., 1978; Gelhar and Axness,

1983a; Neuman and Depner, 1988; Dagan, 1989]. We address also uncertainty in-

troduced from the scarcity of data on aquifer boundaries and source terms [Gelhar,

1986; Neuman and Orr, 1993], by treating the prescribed source, head and flux in a

similar manner.

The most general description of steady state saturated flow, on a local scale

co which is small compared to the flow domain 52, is given by

—V • q(x) + f(x) = 0
	

for x E S-2,	 (1.1)

subject to the boundary conditions

h(x) =H(a)
	

for X C FD, 	(1.2)

—q(x) • n(x) = Q(x)	 for x E FN,	 (1.3)

and where, according to Darcy's law,

q(x) = —K(x)Vh(x).	 (1.4)

Here the flux q(x), K(x), the gradient of head h(x), and the randomly prescribed

source function f(x) are defined on this volume w (centered about the point x)

on which Darcy's law (1.4) is taken to apply. H(x) and Q(x) are randomly pre-

scribed head and flux functions on the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary segments

FD and FN, respectively, and n(x) is a unit outward normal on the total boundary

F =- FD U FN. Equations (1.1)-(1.4) are the starting point of our analysis, with the

stipulation of statistical independence for the prescribed head, flux and source term.
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The above, general, description of steady state saturated flow is usually re-

duced in the stochastic literature to

— V • q(x) = 0 ; q(x) = — K (x) V h(x), (1.5)

subject to deterministic boundary conditions in (1.2) and (1.3). One typically pre-

scribes H deterministically, sometimes Q (most often Q = 0). Equation 1.5 is often

analyzed in the form of

V 2 h(x) VY(x) • V h(x) = 0, (1.6)

where the random function Y(x) = ln K(x) is characterized by smaller fluctuations

around its mean than the original K-field, thus making possible the use of small

perturbations theory in the study of (1.6).

In order to solve, either analytically or numerically, the stochastic flow equa-

tion 1.6 for moments of head and/or flux, the joint probability density function of the

random function Y(x) needs to be specified over the entire flow field. The difficulty

of such a task for real-life situations makes necessary the introduction of simplifying

assumptions. The hypothesis of weak stationarity (or statistical homogeneity), usu-

ally invoked for the log hydraulic conductivity field, implies that the expected value

of Y is the same at all points, and that the autocovariance Cy (r) is a function of the

separation vector r = x, — x 3 but not of the specific locations x, and x 3 . When the

spatial correlation is independent of direction, i.e. Cy is a function of r = the

medium is called statistically isotropic, otherwise it is anisotropic. Hydraulic con-

ductivity data often seem to fit a lognormal distribution [Freeze, 1975; Delhomme,

1979; Neuman, 1982; Hoeksema and Kitanidis, 1985; Gelhar, 1986; Sudicky, 1986],

though other distributions may also fit such data [Smith, 1981; Jones et al., 1985;
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Woodbury and Sudicky, 1991]. This has commonly been interpreted to mean that

Y(x) is a multivariate Gaussian field (which the former does not necessarily imply).

This makes the analysis of (1.6) much easier, allowing one to make use of existing

theory on the properties of Gaussian fields. The assumptions of weak stationarity

and multivariate normality, together with a functional form for the auto covariance

of Y(x), provide a complete statistical description of spatial heterogeneity [Dagan,

1989, Chapters 1.2 and 3.2]. Underlying all of this is the concept of an ensemble

of many, equally possible aquifers, the real aquifer being a single realization of this

ensemble. Since in reality one always deals with a specific geologic formation rather

than an ensemble of formations, the sample moments of measurable data (Y, h)

cannot be taken to represent ensemble moments without invoking the hypothesis

of ergodicity. Ergodicity means that the probability law (or moments) governing

a random function can be derived either from repeated sampling of an ensemble

of statistically equivalent media at given points in space, or from samples collected

at different points within a single medium (that is, from a single realization of the

stochastic process) [Neuman, 1982; Papoulis, 1984; Priestley, 1989].

The development of expressions for the effective hydraulic conductivity

K,(x), which comprises the subject of our study, constitutes an area of important

effort in the stochastic literature. The traditional concept of effective conductivity is

limited to a relatively narrow class of flow problems [Neuman and Orr, 1993]. Where

the concept applies, it allows replacing a random nonuniform medium by a ficti-

tious "equivalent" uniform medium which preserves the original "average hydraulic

behavior". In terms of ensemble moments, one can replace (1.5) by

V. (q(x)) = 0	 ;	 (q(x)) = — K e (x) • V (h(x)) ,	 (1.7)
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where < • > denotes ensemble mean. Although the first equation in (1.7) is merely

the ensemble average of the continuity equation in (1.5), the second relationship does

not follow directly from ensemble averaging of Darcy's law (see Chapter 3) and is

not valid except under special circumstances [Dagan, 1989; Neuman and Orr, 1993].

The representation in (1.7) constitutes a definition of K e as utilized in our

study. It coincides with similar definitions by Matheron [1967], Freeze [1975], Gut-

jahr et al. [1978], Dagan [1979, 1981, 1982a, 1982b, 1986, 1989], Smith and Freeze

[1979b], Gelhar and Axness [1981, 1983a], Gelhar [1986], Poley [1988], Naff [1991],

and Neuman and Orr [1993]. In studies concerned with the problem of upscaling,

i.e. defining block averaged conductivities from point variables, or relating measure-

ments and properties on different scales, Kle is defined for each realization i of the

ensemble as the ratio between spatially averaged flux and head gradient [Desbarats

1987a, 1992a; Desbarats and Dimitrakopoulos, 1990; Rubin and Gómez-Hern6,ndez,

1990; Fenton and Griffiths, 1993]. The ensemble mean of these 1‘', corresponds to

our definition of an effective hydraulic conductivity over the averaging volume.

Analytical expressions for K e have been presented by numerous authors in-

cluding Matheron [1967], Gutjahr et al. [1978], Dagan [1979, 1981, 1982a, 1982b,

1989], Gelhar and Axness [1981, 1983a], Gelhar [1986], Neuman and Depner [1988],

Poley [1988], and Naff [1991]. The determination of Ke via Monte Carlo simu-

lations under uniform mean flow has been pursued by Freeze [1975], Smith and

Freeze [1979b], El-Kadi and Brutsaert [1985], Desbarats [1987a, 1987b, 1992a, 1992b],

G6mez-Herng,ndez and Gorelick [1989], Desbarats and Dimitrakopoulos [1990], Ru-

bin and Gómez-Hernández  [1990], Fenton and Griffiths [1993], and Neuman and Orr

[1993].
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The focus of all the previous analytical work has been on heterogeneous media

of infinite extent. In this dissertation we offer, for the first time, analytical expressions

for the effective conductivity of a bounded flow domain. These analytical solutions

will be seen to be in excellent agreement with bounded domain results obtained

independently by means of numerical methods. They also confirm a theoretical

conclusion by Neuman and Orr [1993] regarding the behavior of K e in the limit as

1.2 Dissertation Preview

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews stochastic and determin-

istic theories by means of which analytical expressions for K e in infinite flow domains

have been derived in the past. We also present the numerical Monte Carlo studies of

flow in bounded domains that are related to our topic, the results of which are later

compared to our analytical expressions. Chapter 3 contains elements of the residual

flux theory [Neuman and Orr, 1993] that this thesis relies on. The advantages of

this approach over other existing theories, for flow in finite domains, are highlighted.

The generality of the residual flux theory is shown by replicating some known re-

sults for domains of infinite extent. In Chapter 4, we develop expressions for the

effective hydraulic conductivity in three-dimensional statistically anisotropic porous

media which account for the presence of given mean head boundaries. Chapter 5

presents asymptotic analyses when these boundaries come arbitrarily close together

and when they tend to infinity. For some anisotropic cases we obtain a simple closed

form expression for the effective hydraulic conductivity. For isotropic media we show

numerically that the infinite domain solution is a good approximation when the dis-
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tance between the two constant head planes exceeds 8 integral scales. Our results are

shown here to be in excellent agreement with those from numerical Monte Carlo stud-

ies of flow in bounded domains. Finally, Chapter 6 presents the major conclusions

from this study.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

In the stochastic literature, analytical expressions for effective hydraulic con-

ductivity have been reported mostly for steady state saturated groundwater flow

under a uniform mean hydraulic gradient in an infinite, stationary, lognormal K(x)

field. In this chapter we review solutions for K e for heterogeneous media subject to

the above flow conditions in domains of both infinite and finite extent. Our discussion

focuses on theory rather than results, with the aim of elucidating their assumptions

and ranges of validity. For this, we sometimes include detailed derivations of the

more significant solutions for K e to expose the source of the relevant assumptions.

Various solutions and intermediate expressions are compared to reveal similarities

and differences between the underlying formalisms. This chapter also sets the stage

for an in depth examination in Chapter 3 of the range of validity of existing theories

in light of the residual flux theory developed by Neuman and Orr [1993] on which

this dissertation relies.

2.1 Infinite Domain Solutions 

Analytical solutions for K e have been published only for infinite flow domains;

bounded domains have been analyzed only numerically. We commence by reviewing

some of these theories and results.
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2.1.1 Small Perturbation and Spectral Approach

The small perturbation and spectral approach [Bakr et al., 1978; Gutjahr et al., 1978;

Gelhar and Axness, 1981, 1983a; Gelhar, 1986] has been historically the stochastic

theory by means of which the majority of expressions for K e , for both statistically

isotropic and anisotropic media, have been derived. The starting point is the follow-

ing equation for steady state flow in a heterogeneous porous medium [Bakr et al.,

1978, equation 14; Gelhar and Axness, 1983a, equation 11; Gelhar, 1986, equation

6],
a ( ah

K —) 0	 (2.1)

where the Einstein summation convention is utilized here and in the rest of this

subsection. If K 0 and we set Y = ln K, then (2.1) can be rewritten as [Bakr at

al., 1978, equation 15; Gelhar, 1986, equation 7]

a2 h ay  ah
= o.

Dxi + axiax,
(2.2)

Representing h and Y in terms of their mean values and fluctuations h' and Y' about

these means according to [Bakr et al., 1978, equation 4; Gelhar and Axness, 1983a,

equations 2 and 23; Gelhar, 1986, p. 137S]

	h(x) = H(x)	 (x); H(x) = (h(x)) ,	 (h t (x)) = 0	 (2.3)

Y (x) = F (x) Y' (x); F(x) 	 (Y (x)) ,	 (Y' (x))	 0,	 (2.4)

allows rewriting equation 2.2 as

02R- 02h' OF OH OF ah' ay' an- ay' ah'
	 + 	 +	 o.	 (2.5)
a4	 ax, ox i

+ ax, ax i
+ ax, ax, + ax, ax,
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The ensemble mean of (2.5) is

( a2H) + (aF an- ) (aF ah') + Kay' 	(ar ah'))= 0. 	(2.6)
ax,!	 axi axi	 axi axi	 ax, ax,	 ax, ax,

To simplify (2.5) and (2.6) it is assumed that the mean gradient J,

1,• • • ,E, where E is the Euclidean space dimension, is constant (uniform) [Bakr et

al., 1978, equation 16; Gelhar and Axness, 1983a, p. 163; Gelhar, 1986, equation 10 1 .

This implies the absence of sinks or sources and the presence of constant mean head

boundaries which maintain a constant mean hydraulic gradient vector J. Equations

2.5 and 2.6 now simplify to

a2h' aF DH aF ph' ay , pH ay' ail'+	 +	 +	 (2.7)
ax	+ ax, ax, ax, ax i ax, ax, ax, ax, = o

DH ( aF) K) (ay' ah ,+ aF ah' + --) O.	 (2.8)ax, ax,	 axi ax i 	ax, ax,

Equation 2.8 can be further simplified by assuming that aF/ax, = constant (i =

1, • • • ,E; stationarity will later imply aF/axi = 0),

aF (ar ph')

	

=0. 	(2.9)
ax i ax, 

+ 
ax, ax,

Subtracting (2.9) from (2.7) we obtain [Gelhar, 1986, equation 8]

a2h' aF ah' an- ay' lay' ah'\ ay' ah'
.94 + ax i axi + ax i ax i 	ax, ax,	 ax	

(2.10)
ax, •

At this stage it is assumed that if the log hydraulic conductivity perturbations Y' are

small (have a variance 4 < 1), then the products of their derivatives with those of

the head perturbations h' would also be small and the right hand side of (2.10) can

be neglected [Bakr et al., 1978; Gelhar and Axness, 1983a; Gelhar, 1986]. Equation

2.10 then becomes [Gelhar, 1986, equation 9],

a2hi aF ah'
+ 	

ay,+	 o--	 (2.11)
Dx	 ax, ax, ax, axi
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The supposition that smallness of the perturbed quantities Y' and h' implies small-

ness of the product of their derivatives has been questioned by Cushman [1983a] (see

also reply by Gelhar and Axness [1983b]). The linearized expression for the effective

hydraulic conductivity obtained by means of this approach was shown to be a good

approximation to the exact nonlinear Ke only for 4 < 1 [Gutjahr and Gelhar, 1981;

Dagan, 1982a; Gutjahr, 1984; Dagan, 1985]. Otherwise, as 4 grows beyond 1, the

exact If e deviates from the linear approximation exponentially (Figures 2.2 and 3.1)

[Dykaar and Kitanidis, 1992b; Neuman et al., 1992]. The governing equation for the

perturbations of head and Y is finally obtained from (2.11) by invoking stationarity

of ln K [Bakr et al., 1978, equation 17; Gelhar and Axness, 1983a, equation 26; Naff

and Vecchia, 1986, equation 1; Rubin and Dagan, 1988, equation 3],

a2h'	 ay ,

ax
	 = J	 .

ax:
(2.12)

To this point, the small perturbation approach has employed the assumptions

of uniform mean hydraulic gradient, stationarity of Y, and mild heterogeneity which,

in one form or another, are common to most stochastic theories. We proceed now

to show that an additional assumption is imposed by the small perturbation and

spectral approach, that of stationarity of the fluctuation of head and its gradient,

which we will see later is not shared by (among others) the residual flux theory. As

will be revealed in Chapter 3, it is precisely this assumption which renders the theory

described in this subsection unsuitable for addressing problems of bounded domains.

Let us express Darcy's law in terms of the quantities in (2.3) and (2.4) [Gelhar

and Axness, 1983a, equation 48] as

ah	 Y'2 ) (an- ah')
qi	 —K = —KG	 • •	 + —

ux i 	2
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for i = 1, • • • ,E, (2.13)

where KG = exp (Y), the geometric mean of hydraulic conductivities. Taking the

ensemble mean of (2.13) and dropping terms beyond second order (which holds at

best for o-,?, < 1) yields [Gutjahr et al., 1978, equation 33; Gelhar and Axness, 1983a,

equation 49]

(qi) = — KG { pH (1axi (17'4Tx-ah:)}

for i = 1, • • , E. (2.14)

One can cast (2.14) in the form

(T) =
ah , \ , a

—KG 
{((h)1 a (h) 

1 012, )+ v , i„ ) ,  axi axi

for i = 1, • • • , E, (2.15)

reminiscent of (1.7). To evaluate (2.15), and consequently K, the terms (raiii/ax,)

(i = 1, • • • , E) are evaluated from (2.12) via a spectral approach that considers the

head fluctuation to be stationary. Taking the Fourier Transform (FT) of (2.12), with

the FT pair defined in (B.1) and (B.2), and utilizing relationships (C.7) and (C.10),

one obtains

i ki
dZh,   dZy,,

k 2
(2.16)

where k2 = q, the squared magnitude (Euclidean norm) of an E-dimensional wave-

number vector with components ki , and dZh, = FT(h') dk, dZy , = FT(r) dk.

Equation 2.16 has been obtained by Bakr et al. [1978, equation 19], Gelhar and

Axness [1983a, equation 27] and Gelhar [1986, equation 10]. There is a difference in

sign between (2.16) and their equations due to our definition of the FT pair [Bakr
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et al., 1978, equation 18] (opposite sign in the exponent of (B.1) which gives rise to

a positive sign in (C.10)).

Let us now set m i =	 (i = 1, • • , E). The cross-covariance Cy , m

(rah' I ax i ) is given by

1Cy', =
(2)-E/2 k

f Sy , m (k) Cz k. X dk
7 

i= 1, • • • ,E,	 (2.17)

where Sy,,(k), the cross-spectrum (the FT of the cross-covariance) of Y' and

(i = 1, • • , E). For u(x) in (B.1) stationary, the "spectral representation the-

orem" ensures that the following relationships hold [Dagan, 1989, equations 1.6.14],

(dZu (k) dZ:(k i )) = 0

(dZu (k) dZ:(k)) = S(k) dk

for k	 (2.18)

for k = .	 (2.19)

Here, dZu = FT(u) dk, dZ,': is its complex conjugate, and the spectral density (or

spectrum) S(k) is the FT of the autocovariance of u(x). At this point, the use

of the representation theorem requires assuming that head perturbations and their

gradients are stationary. With this, using (2.18)-(2.19) one can write

Sy ,,,(k) dk = (dZy ,	 = (dZy , iki

= (dZy, iki   d.41)

kkJ
	k2

i
(dZy , d4,) = kk

i Ji 
 S(k) dk	 (2.20)

k 2

where i,j = 1, • • ,E, and summation over the index j is implied. The second and

third equalities were obtained by taking the complex conjugate of equation dZ„,„ =

—iki dZh, (i = 1,- • • , E), obtained through (B.1), and of (2.16), respectively. Using
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(2.20), equation 2.17 becomes for x = 0 [Gutjahr et al., 1978, P. 956; Gelhar and

Axness, 1983a, p. 166; Gelhar, 1986, equation 13]

CY'm, = ( 171 ahl al ') — (2	
f

70E/2	 k2
	  Syy(k) dk.	 (2.21)

Expression 2.21 is an odd function in ki (i = 1, • • • ,E) and, due to integration over

a symmetric interval, can be simplified to

J	 k2
Cy'mj

f
=  	 Syy(k) dk

(27)E/ 2 k k2

i = 1, • • ,E.	 (2.22)

Substituting in (2.15) one finally obtains [Gutjahr et al., 1978, p. 956; Gelhar and

Axness, 1983a, p. 166]

r.7.2	 1 	f	
} 

°
Syy(k) dk,_

(h) 
(qi) = -KG { + ‘ f )2	 (27r)E/2 k k 2 	xi

	i = 1,- • , E.	 (2.23)

For the one-dimensional case (E =1) the second term within braces in (2.23)

equals, by definition, 4 and hence [Gutjahr et al., 1978, equation 32],

= K K G [1 — 4/2] 1-D. (2.24)

Here, Kti- is the linearized expression for the harmonic mean, the exact one-

dimensional infinite domain solution being If, = If H = KG e-4/ 2 [Bear, 1972,

p. 154; Gutjahr et a., 1978, equations 29, 30; Dagan, 1982a, equation 76]. For

two- or three-dimensional flow (E = 2 or E = 3) the sum of the integral terms in

(2.23) yields 4, and if in addition Y' is a statistically isotropic field, they equal each

other. Thus, from (2.23), for statistically isotropic porous media, one easily obtains

[Gutjahr et al., 1978; Gelhar and Axness, 1981, 1983a; Gelhar, 1986],

= KG	 2-D,	 (2.25)
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KG [1 + 4/6]
	

3-D.	 (2.26)

Matheron [1967] was the first to prove (2.25) rigorously for an infinite two-

dimensional, statistically isotropic log hydraulic conductivity field of any variance

4. Matheron's method is presented in Neuman and Orr [1993] and will not be

repeated here. He, as Shvidler [1962] before him, employed an asymptotic approx-

imation and Green's function approach which is valid for infinite flow domains and

resembles closely the subsequent analysis by Dagan [1989] which is discussed exten-

sively in the next section. Shvidler and Matheron, like Landau and Lifshitz [1960] in

the context of electrodynamics, conjectured that in an infinite isotropic field

= K0 exp [(3-?,— 1 )] .
2 E

(2.27)

A rigorous proof for the three-dimensional (E = 3) result has recently been reported

by Noetinger [1990]. Equation 2.27 for E = 3 has been verified numerically by Dykaar

and Kitanidis [1992b], and Neuman et al. [1992], for 4 up to 6 and 7, respectively

(Figures 2.2 and 3.1). Hence (2.27) is a generalization of (2.24)-(2.26) for arbitrary

large 4.
For statistically anisotropic media the general expression (2.23) for the ef-

fective hydraulic conductivity, initially derived by Gutjahr et al. [1978], was evalu-

ated further by Gelhar and Axness [1981, 1983a] using an exponential, geometrically

anisotropic covariance function. Gelhar and Axness [1981, 1983a] rewrote (2.23)

in a system of coordinates oriented parallel to the principal directions of statistical

anisotropy [Gelhar and Axness, 1983a, equation 52],

2
Keii =KG [(1 —1LCI-2 ) 6ij — Fia = 4 i3mi 	(2.28)Onj gmn•
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Here /3, 3 (i, j = 1, • • ,E) is the matrix of direction cosines between the two coor-

dinate systems, and g„ are the integrals of (2.22) (divided by 4) expressed in

the new system. The integrals g„ were evaluated in spherical coordinates which

reduced the triple integral to a single one [Gelhar and Axness, 1981, Appendix G],

and subsequently by numerical integration. For a two-dimensional flow system the

matrix 3 is given by
( cos=

sin 0
— sin 0 )
cos 0

(2.29)

where 0 is the angle between the direction of mean flow and the first principal axis of

the autocovariance of Y. The integrals grrin were expressed in closed form as [Gelhar

and Axness, 1983, equation 55]

A2	 A,
gii =  	 g22 	

+ A2	 + A2
(2.30)

and g„ = 0 for m i n. Here A, (i = 1, 2) are the integral scales in the principal

coordinate directions. Substituting (2.29) and (2.30) in (2.28) one obtains

Kett = KG
 [

1 + _Cr?, _ 0.2 ( Ai COS 2 0 + A i sin 2 0)1
2	 Y Al + A2

	 = 1, 2

and i	 j,	 (2.31)

and

2 —= KG cry2 cos° sin 0 	
+ 2

for i	 j.	 (2.32)

When the directions of the mean flow and the first principal axis of the covariance

function coincide (or equivalently when K e is expressed in the principal directions

of the covariance function) 0 = 0, then (2.31) reduces to

2_2 1ay	 A.3 ° Y K
et 

= KG	 = 1, 2
2	 A i + A2

and i	 j,	 (2.33)
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and (2.32) equals zero. This derivation of a closed form two-dimensional anisotropic

result for K e based on the work of Gelhar and Axness [1983a] was brought to our

attention by Sanchez-Villa and Carrera [1993]; it has not been explicitly noted in the

stochastic literature.

Gelhar and Axness [1983a, p. 167] proposed that in order to extend (2.28) to

the domain of large 4, it be considered as the first two terms in the Taylor series

expansion of an exponential,

e

▪

 , = KG exp [o-?,	 — fi)]	 ; fi = ,2 )3ni grfiri

	i= 1,2,3.	 (2.34)

A similar extension of the two-dimensional anisotropic result yields

(1 	Ai  )1K e

• 

n = KG exp	
+ A2)]	

i,j = 1,2

(2.35)and i j.

For a statistically isotropic medium both (2.33) and (2.35) reduce to the well known

result lie = KG [Matheron, 1967]. For perfectly stratified media with A i 	A3 where

j = 1,2 and i j, (2.35) yields KA = KG e4/ 2 , the arithmetic mean of hydraulic

conductivities, and KH , the harmonic mean, parallel and normal to the stratification,

respectively.

Expression (2.35) has been attributed in the stochastic literature [Desbarats,

1992] to Ababou [1991] (see Section on power-averaging method). Desbarats [1992,

Figure 7 and p. 264] found that, for a rectangular field with anisotropy ratio As /A, =

10, equation 2.35 does not agree well with numerical Monte Carlo results. We believe

that this may be due to the small number of realizations (fewer than 25 according

to Figure 7 of Desbarats [1992]) and, to a lesser degree, the narrow width of the flow
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field (L, = 30A2 and Lz = 3A,) which suggests that no-flow boundaries affect the

computed effective hydraulic conductivity [Rubin and Dagan, 1989], or, equivalently,

that this flow field does not quite approximate an infinite domain.

Neuman and Depner [1988, p. 487] and Dagan [1989, p. 192] have shown

independently that (2.34) does not depend on the choice of covariance function but

only on a?, and the ratios between the integral scales, A,/A 3 (i, j = 1, 2, 3). The former

authors have further verified (2.34) against field data from fractured crystalline rocks

having 4 in excess of 7.

2.1.2 Asymptotic Expansion and Green's Function Approach

We return to the steady state flow equation (1.5) and its transformed form (1.6).

One can formally expand h(x) in an asymptotic sequence [Dagan, 1989, equation

3.3.8]

h(x) = h ° (x) h 1 (x) h 2 (x) + • • • (2.36)

such that the variance of each term forms an asymptotic sequence for 4. Substitut-

ing (2.36) into (1.6) and solving it iteratively one obtains the sequence of equations

[Dagan, 1989, equation 3.3.9]

V 20(x) = 0 ; V2 h (1) (x) = —VY(x) • Vh (°) (x)

V 2 h (2) (x) = —VY(x) Vh (1) (x), • (2.37)

where h(°)(x) accounts for all boundary conditions. Hence all other h(')(x), i =

1, 2, • • satisfy homogeneous conditions on the boundary F of the flow domain ft.

For deterministic (Dirichlet) boundary conditions it follows from (2.37) that h(°)(x)

is deterministic and hence 0(°)(x)) = h(°)(x). Furthermore, for Y(x) stationary,
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one has

V2 0 (1) (x)) = —V (Y(x)) • V0 ) (x) = 0.	 (2.38)

Since (h( 1 )(x)) satisfies homogeneous boundary conditions, it follows [Dagan, 1989,

equations 3.3.10, 3.4.8] that (h (1) (x)) = 0.

Dagan [1989, equation 3.4.2] considers deterministic boundary conditions such

that

h(x) = —J • x	 for x E F,	 (2.39)

where J is a constant vector. Since h(°)(x) satisfies (2.37) and accounts for all non-

homogeneous boundary conditions, it follows that 0)(x) = —J • x. Under this

condition, the second equation in (2.37) becomes identical to (2.12). Taking the

ensemble mean of (2.37) yields [Neuman, 1992, p. 227], for a stationary Y(x),

V 2 0 (2) (x)) = — (VY(x) • Vh (1) (x)) = — (V (Y(x)) • Vh (1) (x))

—(Vr(x) • Vh (1) (x))

—V • Kr(x)Vh (1) (x)) (11x)V 2 h (1) (x))

—V • (r(x)V1/ (1) (x)) — (r(x)Vr(x) • VIM(x))

- —V • (11x)Vh (1) (x))	 (r2(x)) • J

= —V • (11x)Vh (1) (x)) + VI- • J
= —V • (Y 1 (x)Vh (1) (x)) .	 (2.40)

Dagan [1989, equation 3.4.8] sets (2.40) equal to zero, namely

(r(x)Vh (1) (x)) = KVY(x) Vh (1) (x)) = 0,	 (2.41)

so that (2.40), subject to homogeneous boundary conditions, gives

(h (2) (x)) = 0.	 (2.42)
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The right hand side of (2.41) implies that, on the average, the gradients of head

and log hydraulic conductivity perturbations are orthogonal to each other. In flow

domains of infinite extent h( 1 ) is stationary and hence (Y'(x)Vh( 1) (x)) is constant,

rendering (2.41) correct. However, in bounded domains h( 1 ) is nonstationary and

hence (Y'(x)Vh( 1)(x)) is not a constant (see Section 3.2.2), so that the divergence

in (2.40) is generally not equal to zero and (2.42) is incorrect (contrary to an explicit

assertion by Dagan).

From Darcy's law the flux is

q(x) = —K(x)Vh(x) = —KG e l" Vh(x)
y/2

	= -KG [I. + Y' +	 + • - -] [Vh (°) + Vh (1) + Vh (2) + • • .] , (2.43)
2

where Y' = Y — (Y) are zero mean random fluctuations in Y (x). If the flux is also

expanded in asymptotic series

.7 = g o) + 9,(1) + q(2) f.. 	(2.44)

then (2.43) can be written [Dagan, 1989, equation 3.4.7] as

-= —KG Vh (°)

= —KG {Y' Vh (°) + Vh (1) }
y/2

	= -KG {
2 

VIIM + Y' Vh (1) + Vh (2) }

(2.45)

Taking ensemble means of (2.45) yields, to first order in 4 [Dagan, 1989, equation

3.4.9],

(go)) = KG j ; K g (1)) = 0 ; (11(2)) = KG { -(72?/ J — KY' V 1 (1) )} ,	 (2.46)

(0)
q

q(1)

q(2)
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or
rr2

(q) = KG {(1 ‘f) J — a} ; a = Kr V h (1) ) .	 (2.47)

When equalities (2.41) and (2.42) are not valid, as in the case of a bounded domain,

(q( 2) and (q) include another term —KG V (h( 2)). We show in Chapter 3 that this

term is indeed recovered by Neuman and Orr [1993].

To evaluate a, Dagan rewrites the second equation in (2.37) as

V 2 h (1) (x) — Vr(x) J = 0,	 (2.48)

multiplies by the Green's function (fundamental solution) G 00 (x , x) which satisfies

(x , x) + (5(x — go) =
	

(2.49)

in an infinite domain, and integrates over Qoe to obtain [Dagan, 1989, equation 3.4.11]

h1(x)	 — J . f V/1(x) G.(x,x) dx
A-100

= J	 (x) x Gœ(X,x) dX•
	 (2.50)

Taking the derivative of (2.50) with respect to x i (i = 1, • • • , E), multiplying by Yi(x)

and taking ensemble mean gives

a
ce, = J • f	 (x)Y (X)) 	 V x G.(X,x) dX•Ox,

(2.51)

Equations 2.50 and 2.51 might seem to hold for a bounded domain S-2 upon re-

placement of the fundamental solution Gœ by the corresponding Green's function.

However, as already mentioned, the expression for IC e in (2.47) is incomplete for a

bounded domain [Neuman, 1992, p. 229]. Using Parseval's identity (Appendix B)
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Dagan [1989, equation 3.4.13] obtains (for a detailed derivation refer to Section 3.3

and Appendix F)

ai =
f kk i 

Syy (k) dk
(2r)	 ik k 2

i = 1, • • • , E. (2.52)

Equations 2.47 and 2.52 are identical to 2.14 and 2.21 derived via the small pertur-

bation and spectral approach. Hence the procedure of subsection 2.1.1 can be used

for further evaluation of K e .

2.1.3 Method of Embedding Matrix

Dagan [1979, 1981] for statistically homogeneous and isotropic fields, and Poley [1988]

and Dagan [1989] for anisotropic fields, applied the method of embedding matrix to

derive expressions for K e that are said by the authors to hold for arbitrarily large

variances of Y(x) and not to require a normality assumption. This method considers

a uniform background medium with randomly embedded non overlapping inclusions

having a different uniform hydraulic conductivity. The method assumes that any

disturbance in the head field caused by an inclusion in this binary medium is not

affected by similar disturbances due to other inclusions. For sand-shale formations

characterized by a bimodal permeability distribution with a large variance, (2.28)

gave aberrant results whereas Dagan's [1979] expression

f (K) dK  1 -1
1 [ f

Ke E [J (E — 1)K, + K (2.53)

was found to agree fairly well with numerical results [Desbarats, 1987a,b]. Here,

f(K) is the frequency distribution of K(x). One should recall however that (2.28)

was developed for a unimodal, not a bimodal, distribution. Indeed, Dykaar and
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Kitanidis [1992b], Figure 2.2, found that, for lognormally distributed K(x) fields

(2.53) yields predictions farther from the exact result (2.27) than does the linearized

approximation (2.26). They concluded that for such media the assumption of non

interacting isolated inclusions is not appropriate; the interaction between spatial

variations in K(x) is significant.

2.1.4 Method of Moments for Periodic Media

The method of moments for periodic media [Kitanidis, 19901 is considered by some

[Fenton and Griffiths, 1993] to provide K e for a bounded domain. We present below

details of this approach in order to show that it was developed assuming infinite flow

domains.

Kitanidis [1990, p. 1197] states the following (the quotation is verbatim except

for equation numbers): "Consider transient flow in a saturated porous medium. In

the absence of sources or sinks, the governing equation is given by

Do
v • (K V 0) s —at 	(2.54)

where 0 is the piezometric head [L]; S is the specific storage coefficient [L- 1 ], which

in the analysis will be assumed constant; K is the hydraulic conductivity [LIT], a

symmetric and positive definite second-order tensor (positive definite meaning that

the conductivity is positive in every direction); and t denotes time [T]. To keep the

analysis simple, assume that the boundary condition is that

çb(x,t) = 0 for very large x
	

(2.55)

and the initial condition is that of a "slug injection"

0(x, 0) = S(x — x')
	

(2.56)
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where 8 is a Dirac delta function. That is, a "unit volume" increase in the piezometric

head was introduced at time 0 at location x'. A point of clarification: In these

equations, 0 should be interpreted as the head above a background level, Ob, which

satisfies the governing equation (2.54) and is subject to prescribed steady boundary

conditions. For example, 0 b (x 1 , x 2 , x3 , t) --= J x 1 + c, where J is slope and c is a

constant. However, the background head is of no importance in this analysis. (A

reviewer has suggested that 0 can be seen as the drawdown resulting from a unit-

volume slug withdrawal)."

This description reveals that the above transient flow probem, (2.54)-(2.56),

is driven solely by the initial condition (2.56), the boundary condition set at infinity

signifying a flow domain of infinite extent. This is consistent with the subsequent

presentation of an analytical solution for 0, for K constant in space, representing

a bell-shaped mound in an unbounded domain [ibid, equation 4, and Figures 1-4],

and the use of the notation Voo [ibid, equation 5], "where Vao signifies the entire

space". Thus, it appears that the analysis applies only to infinite domains and does

not consider boundary effects, as concurred by Kitanidis himself [1994]. However, in

Section 5.4, we show that the solution for Kg derived through this method appears

to capture boundary effects. As such, though a theoretical justification is missing, it

may be considered to provide Kg in a bounded flow domain.

The introduction of a time-independent background head Ob gives the impres-

sion that the author views 0 as a perturbation around Ob, namely that the total head

h can be decomposed as h = Ob + 0. The total head satisfies

V • (K Vh) = S 
Oh	

(2.57)
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which can also be written as

	V . (K V0 b )--1- V. (K 7 ) = S
	

(2.58)

Since 0 satisfies (2.54), it follows from (2.58) that Ob is given by

V • (K V0 b ) -= 0.	 (2.59)

The solution Ob = JX1-Fc, for J 0, satisfies (2.59) only if aK/ax i = 0, which is true

if K is constant in the x 1 direction. Since K is considered later to be fully periodic

in all directions, the corresponding result applies only to a uniform background head,

06 = C.

Kitanidis [1990, p. 1200] considers K to vary periodically in all directions

(and to be differentiable),

K(Xi, X2, X3) = K(X1 M111) X2 + M2 127 X3 + m3 13),
	 (2.60)

where /, is the period in direction i, i = 1, 2, 3, X are coordinates in a global Cartesian

system, and m l , m 2 , and m 3 are integers (positive, negative, or zero). A grid of

rectangular parallelepiped elements with lengths of sides equal to the periods l (i =

1, 2, 3) is superimposed on the infinite domain. The origin of the global coordinate

system X is taken (without loss of generality) to coincide with the center of an

element where at time t = 0 the excitation ocurrs. A system of local coordinates x

is associated with each element. It is parallel to the global system, has its origin at

the center of each element, and is related to X through

= n i /i + x i 	i = 1, 2, 3.	 (2.61)

Here, n = (n 1 , n 2 ,723) (with n, integers) identifies the distance in periods between

the centroid of an element and the global origin, and --/ i /2 < x, < li /2. From the
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periodicity of K, and the particular discretization of the domain, it follows that K

at a given local coordinate x is the same in all elements. For the same reasons it

follows that, in each element,

K(11/2, X2, X3) - K( - 11/2, X2, X3)

K ( x i ,12 /2, X3) = K(Xi, —1 2 /2, x 3 )

[((x i , x 2 ,13 /2) -= K(x i , X2, —13/2),	 (2.62)

and the same (periodic) conditions hold for the gradient of K. In this way, the

heterogeneity of an infinite periodic medium is completely described by that of a

single element.

Within each element, 0 is governed by equation (2.54) where the gradient

operator V is considered with respect to the local coordinates. Local boundary

conditions now result from the requirements of continuity of head and flux at the

interface between any two adjacent elements (this does not imply periodic boundary

conditions for 0). The boundary condition at infinity, (2.55), translates into

0(n , x , t) = 0	 as n -4 +oo,	 (2.63)

i.e., for elements far away from the singularity 0 is zero. The initial condition (2.56)

0(n,

becomes

x, 0) = 8(n IT + dx),	 (2.64)

where 1 = (4,12 ,13 ) and dx = x — x'. Equation 2.64 means that for all elements

except the one in which the excitation occurs, 0(x, 0) = O. In this singular element

the same relationship is true for all local points X x', at x' such that ¢.(x', 0) = 8(0).

For large times the above problem reduces to solving, for any element, the
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boundary value problem

V • [K (x)V (x)] = V • ki (x) i = 1, • • • , E,	 (2.65)

where, icj, is the i-th column of K, and the solution g and its derivatives satisfy

periodic boundary conditions. The periodicity of the boundary conditions, for g i and

its derivatives, arise from the assumption that the head and its derivatives vanish at

large distances [Kitanidis, 1990, pp. 1202-1204]. By inserting the auxiliary functions

g i in the integral equation

1

irf13 = 2V
	Vg

 +	
• V g') dx ki3 i,j =1,•••,E,	 (2.66)

one obtains the effective conductivity for periodic media in infinite flow domains.

Here, kii is the spatial average of Kii over the volume of a local element V = 1 1 1 2 13 .

To extend (2.66) to random media Kitanidis [1990, p. 1204] states (the quo-

tation is verbatim and is emphasized by us): " Consider that D = KIS is not truly

periodic but still varies about a mean value D in a "stationary" fashion (The assump-

tion of stationary variability underlies every attempt to define effective properties).

Despite the fact that the medium is not truly periodic, one can still superimpose a

regular grid and apply the methodology using the D values over one element. One

can then solve the associated boundary value problems and calculate the integral. If

the size of the grid is large enough, it is quite possible that the value of the volume

integral of (2.66) will tend to a constant value. This value will be practically indepen-

dent of the spacing of the grid and of which element was used in the computation."

For locally isotropic (K = K I, with I the identity matrix) lognormally

distributed media with 4 < 1, (2.66) becomes [ibid, equation 80]

0.2
= KG (1 + ) 6i3 — KG k2 S(k)	 i,j = 1,• • • ,E,	 (2.67)
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where Syy (k) is the power spectrum of Y, k is an E-dimensional wave number vector,

and 6i3 is the Kronecker delta taking values 6,3 = 1 for i = j, and 6,3 = 0 for i j.

When V —> oc (or equivalently the period tends to infinity) the multiple summation

in (2.67) becomes a multiple integral and one obtains the expression for If 2e3 in (2.23),

developed via stochastic theories.

The Fourier Galerkin numerical method [Dykaar and Kitanidis, 1992a] was

used to solve equations 2.65 and to evaluate (2.66). K(x) and g i (x) were expanded

in truncated Fourier series, the Fourier coefficients of K(x) were approximated by

their discrete Fourier coefficients, and the discrete Fourier coefficients of gi (x) were

obtained by inserting both series in (2.65), then setting the Fourier transform of the

residual of this equation equal to zero.

Dykaar and Kitanidis [1992b], Figure 2.1, found that (2.67) converged numer-

ically to the two- and three- dimensional infinite domain results, (2.25) and (2.26),

when the period 1 exceeded 20 and 10 integral scales, respectively. In accordance with

the analysis of Matheron [1967], Gutjahr et al. [1978], and Gelhar [1986], they showed

that the effect on Ke from the use of an isotropic exponential and Gaussian input co-

variance is minimal (Neuman and Depner [1988] and Dagan [1989] have shown K, to

be independent of the autocovariance even for anisotropic media). The full solution,

(2.66), for an isotropic Gaussian covariance function and higher variances (4 = 2

and 4 = 4) converged in two-dimensions to KG as the period approached about

80 integral scales (10 realizations) [ibid, Figures 4 and 5]. For the three-dimensional

case, for an isotropic Gaussian covariance function and 4 = 4 (3 realizations), ap-

proximately 30 integral scales were required for (2.66) to reach (2.27) [ibid, Figure 7].

Finally, the full solution (2.66) was shown, Figure 2.2, to be in excellent agreement
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with (2.27), Matheron's conjecture. The same figure also shows the self-consistent

method giving worse predictions than the small perturbation approach. Neuman et

al. [1992] found independently, Figure 3.1, (2.27) to be in excellent agreement with

a numerical solution generated by an isotropic exponential covariance.

2.1.5 Ad Hoc Power-Averaging Method 

Journel et al. [1986] suggested that the effective hydraulic conductivity can be de-

scribed by the power averaging formula

	r 1 E	 11w

=	 =	
i=1	

(2.68)

which corresponds to the w-norm of an E-dimensional vector with components K.

Ababou and Wood [1990a, equation 6] developed a closed form expression for the

w-norm for stationary Gaussian fields Y(x). In an effort to provide a theoretical

justification for the power averaging approach, Ababou [1991] cast it in the form

= KG exP[4( 1 /2 — p)]
	

(2.69)

which is reminiscent of (2.27) and (2.34). Whereas (2.27) and (2.34) are based

on analyses of the flow equation, Ababou's (2.69) is strictly conjectural. He set

p = (1 — w)/2 where w is to be established by numerical experiments as done by

Deutsch [1989], G6mez-Hern.indez and Gorelick [1989], and Desbarats [1992a]. For

infinite domains, Ababou [1991] conjectured that

where

2 \H= 1
E

i = 1,...,E,	 (2.70)

(2.71)
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Figure 2.1: Dykaar and Kitanidis [19921)]: Numerical evaluation of (2.67) for isotropic
exponential and Gaussian input covariances.
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Substituting (2.70)-(2.71) into (2.69) yields the following form for K e in anisotropic

two-dimensional infinite domains,

Ken = exp [cr?, ( 1 Aj )1 i,j = 1,2
2 Al + A2

and i j, (2.72)

which had previously been developed by Gelhar and Axness [1983a], equation 2.35,

via a small perturbation and spectral analysis of the flow equation. Equation 2.72

will also be derived formally (Appendix J) via the residual flux theory, and the

asymptotic expansion and Green's function approach of Dagan [1989] as applied by

Sanchez-Villa and Carrera [1993].

2.2 Bounded Domain Solutions

In this section we review results for K e in bounded domains obtained via numerical

methods. Analytical studies concerned with the effects of boundaries on moments

of head are also discussed to provide a perspective on the range of influence of these

boundaries.

2.2.1 Small Perturbation and Green's Function Approach

Naff and Vecchia [1986] investigated the effects of no-flow boundaries on the head co-

variance function. They employed a small perturbation, equation 2.12, and Green's

function approach, equation 2.50 (with appropriate Green's function), to study

steady state three-dimensional flow domains bounded by two infinite impervious

horizontal planes, and subject to a constant mean hydraulic gradient in the x 1 di-

rection. Y(x) was assumed to be a second-order stationary random field, described
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by a covariance function exhibiting a negative exponential behavior in the vertical

direction and a "hole effect" in the horizontal plane. This form of input covariance

was required to keep the head variance finite. Naff and Vecchia [1986, Figures 2-5]

found that both the head variance and the head covariance exhibit nonstationary

effects resulting from the imposition of boundary conditions.

Rubin and Dagan [1988] addressed the effects of a constant head bound-

ary on the semivariogram F h of head h, and the cross covariance Cyh of head and

Y(x) = in T(x). They studied steady state two-dimensional flow in a semi-infinite

domain subject to a constant mean head gradient normal to the boundary via (2.12)

and (2.50) (with appropriate Green's function). Y(x) was assumed normally dis-

tributed, statistically homogeneous and isotropic, and was described by a separated

exponential covariance function. Rubin and Dagan [1988, P. 1692] found that, at

distances greater than 4 integral scales from the boundary, both rh and Cyh can be

adequately described by their corresponding infinite domain expressions.

In a companion paper, Rubin and Dagan [1989] showed that the effects of

an impervious boundary in a two-dimensional flow domain under constant mean

head gradient parallel to the boundary become negligible at distances greater than

3 integral scales from the no-flow boundary.

2.2.2 Numerical Studies via Monte Carlo Simulation

Smith and Freeze [1979b] studied two-dimensional steady state flow in a rectangular

aquifer subject to a uniform mean hydraulic head gradient. The hydraulic conduc-

tivity field was assumed to be lognormally distributed, statistically homogeneous and

isotropic. Realizations of Y(x) = log K(x) were generated by a first-order nearest-
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neighbor model. The authors found both the total flux through the system and

the flux across specified blocks on the inflow-outflow boundaries to be accurately

predicted by KG. Details of their numerical experiments regarding If e were not pro-

vided. However, the largest value of cry utilized in this study (which was primarily

an analysis of uncertainty in hydraulic head) was 0.91. Their results were calculated

from 300 simulations, and the flow domain had dimensions Ls = 200 and Ly = 100

units [Smith and Freeze, 1979b, p. 1548]. The range of values of integral scales,

throughout the study, was between 10 and 26 units. Thus, ax , the ratio of the dis-

tance between constant head boundaries and integral scale, assumed values between

8 and 20, whereas ay , the distance between no-flow boundaries and integral scale,

varied between 4 and 10.

Several researchers [Desbarats and Dimitrakopoulos, 1990; Rubin and Gómez-

Hernández, 1990; Desbarats, 1992a; Fenton and Griffiths, 1993] have investigated

the conditions under which an effective parameter can be approximated by a block-

averaged value. In these studies, an expression for the block-averaged conductivity

(transmissivity) is often proposed a priori (without reference to the flow equation),

and then its relationship to the effective parameter is studied via a Monte Carlo

analysis. This conjectured expression is usually of the kind described by (2.68),

selected in such a way as to provide correct limit behavior. In all cases, the effective

conductivity is defined for one numerical simulation, and thus only its ensemble mean

corresponds to our definition of effective parameter in (1.7). The authors took Y(x)

to be normally distributed, statistically homogeneous and isotropic, and possessing

an exponential covariance function.

Desbarats and Dimitrakopoulos [1990] addressed the relationship between
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Ts , a block-averaged transmissivity, and Te , the effective transmissivity, in a two-

dimensional steady state bounded flow domain for 0-?, = 1.324. Ts was defined as

a spatial geometric average of the point transmissivities T(x) over a block of area

S = L 2 ,
1

Ts = exp [—s Is Y(x)dx] . (2.73)

T, was calculated numerically by solving the steady state flow equation and deter-

mining the total flux through the system. Ts was found to be a good approximation

for T, in fields of size lA x lA and 5A x 5A where A is the integral scale of Y. The

sample mean of Ts (from less than 70 simulations) approached KG when L/A > 20

[Desbarats and Dimitrakopoulos, 1990, Figures 5-8].

Rubin and Gómez-Hemandez [1990] studied the problem of upscaling, or

defining block-averaged transmissivities from point variables. The (block) effective

transmissivity Ts over an area S was defined as

1	 1	 -1
Ts (x') = —s is Q(x)dx ( ., 19 J(x)dx) , (2.74)

where Q and J are integrated (over the aquifer thickness L) flux and head gradient,

respectively, x is a two-dimensional space vector, and x' is the centroid of S. Expres-

sion (2.74) was calculated numerically for a rectangular aquifer with constant head

gradient in the longitudinal direction, and impervious boundaries in the transverse

direction, respectively. Its mean over 200 Monte Carlo realizations (corresponding

approximately to an effective parameter) for different size blocks, was compared to

the linearized (only terms of order smaller than 2 were retained in their analysis)

expression [Rubin and Gómez-Hernandez, 1990, equation 17]

(Ts ) = TG [1. + ji 1s2 CydH (S,S)+ - -.] .	 (2.75)
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Here J1 is a constant unidirectional mean head gradient, and CydH(S, S) is the cross-

covariance of Y and the derivative of head in the direction of J1 , regularized over S.

Y(x) = in T(x) was assumed multivariate normal with constant ensemble mean. In

(2.75) CydH was approximated by its infinite expression [ibid, p. 694]. The authors

found that the applicability of (2.75) improved with an increase in the size of S which

in addition counterweighted any increase in 4. At block sizes greater than 6 integral

scales, for cr.?, up to 2, (2.75) agreed very well with the ensemble mean of (2.74) [ibid,

Figures 8-11].

Desbarats [1992a] studied the relationship between Kv , a block-averaged con-

ductivity, and Ke , the effective conductivity in a cubic field of size L. Steady state

flow was considered, with constant head and no-flow boundaries applied in the lon-

gitudinal and transverse directions of the field, respectively. Kv was defined as a

spatial "power average" of the point random function K(x) over the volume of the

block V,
1

K= ( 1	 .
— 1 K(x)w dV)
V v

(2.76)

with a constant co = 1/3 utilized in the numerical experiments [Desbarats, 1992a,

equation 21]. if, was calculated as the ratio of the longitudinal flux across a trans-

verse section of the field over the applied (constant) gradient and the cross-sectional

area. For 200 realizations and oi, = 1.0, Desbarats [1992a, Figure 1, Table I, equa-

tions 5 and 14] found that the sample mean of Kv approached the three-dimensional

infinite domain solution (2.27) at a = L/A = 10. For a= 0.1, the sample mean of Kv

approached KA = KG exp(442), the arithmetic mean of hydraulic conductivities.

A very good agreement (in less than 25 simulations) between Kv and If, was seen

to exist for fixed a = 3 and 4 up to 2.0 [Desbarats, 1992a, Figure 3A and B], as
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well as for different ratios a at 4 1 [Desbarats, 1992a, Figure 4A, B, and C].

However, this agreement deteriorated noticeably for higher values of 4 [Desbarats,

1992a, Figure 3C].

Fenton and Griffiths [1993] studied two-dimensional steady state flow in a

rectangular aquifer with a constant applied mean head gradient in the longitudinal

direction, and impervious boundaries in the transverse direction, respectively. Three

different isotropic exponential correlation functions py were employed. The block

conductivity K of the whole domain, calculated for each realization by computing

the total flow rate through the system, was found (from 2000 simulations) to be

(similarly to the point conductivities) lognormally distributed. Its moments were

calculated as functions of the statistics of the point variable Y = ln K. The estimated

mean, mh,k, of in k, normalized by the statistics phiK and oTnK of ln K, is shown

in Figure 2.3 for the three py , for different aspect ratios XL /YL of horizontal to

vertical length of the domain. The correlation scale O was normalized by the length

D = (XL YL ) 112 . Figure 2.3 demonstrates the dependence of min k on the dimensions

of the flow domain (both in terms of aspect ratio and relative to correlation scale)

and the input correlation function.



Figure 2.3: Fenton and Griffiths [1994 Block conductivity in rectangular domain.
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CHAPTER 3

RESIDUAL FLUX THEORY

The basic elements of the residual flux theory of Neuman and Orr [1993] are described

in this chapter to facilitate the presentation of subsequent analyses concerning effec-

tive hydraulic conductivity. This theory is compared in section 3.2 to other stochastic

theories dealing with bounded domains. In the last section of this chapter we ver-

ify that the theory replicates known results for infinite 3- and 2-dimensional flow

domains under a uniform mean hydraulic gradient.

3.1 Basic Equation for the Residual Flux

The theory starts from the premise that if Darcy's law

q(x) = — K(x) V h(x)	 (3.1)

can be found to be experimentally valid on a support co which is small compared to the

flow domain 52, then this law can be regarded as a local constitutive relationship. Here

q(x), K(x), and Vh(x) are representative of the support volume co centered about

some point x, and K (x) can be evaluated locally at points x with the aid of existing

measurement and interpretive methods. Upon combination with the principle of

mass conservation one obtains an operational theory of groundwater flow [Baveye

and Sposito, 1984, 1985] that is unambiguously tied to the measurement methods

52
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used and the specific scale of heterogeneity detected by the measurement process, a

need clearly pointed out by Cushman [1983b, 1984, 1986, 1987, 1993].

The steady state continuity equation

—V • q(x) + f (x) = 0
	

for x E Q	 (3.2)

is considered subject to the boundary conditions

h(x) = H (x)
	

for x E FD ,	 ( 3.3)

—q(x) - n(a) = Q()
	

for X E FN . 	(3.4)

Here f (x) is a randomly prescribed source function, H (x) and Q (x) are randomly

prescribed head and flux on the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary segments FD

and FN, respectively, and n(x) is a unit outward normal on the total boundary

F = FD U N. The prescribed source, head and flux are considered, for simplicity, to

be statistically independent of each other. The treatment of boundary conditions as

random reflects the common scarcity of data on aquifers boundaries [Gelhar, 1986].

The residual flux theory of Neuman and Orr [1993] is conditional in that

it incorporates formally the effect of measuring K(x) at specific points x. The

development in this thesis is unconditional (the locations of hydraulic conductivity

data are not taken into account).

In the conditional theory, the hydraulic conductivity field is decomposed ac-

cording to

K (x) = K(x) + K' (x)	 (3.5)

where K(x) = (K(x)), a deterministic smooth function, and K (x), hydraulic con-

ductivity perturbations about K(x) with ensemble mean (K/(x)) 0. Similarly, the
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hydraulic head h(x) and flux q(x) are written as

h(x) = (h(x)) + h 1 (x),	 (3.6)

q(x) = (q(x)) + q' (x), 	 (3.7)

with the perturbations 12/(x) and q'(x) defined to have zero ensemble means,

(h/(x))	 0 and (q'(x))	 0.

Taking ensemble means of (3.2)-(3.4) gives

—V • (q(x))+ (f (x)) = 0

subject to the boundary conditions

(h(x)) = (H(x))

for x E 12,	 (3.8)

for x E FD, 	(3.9)

— (q(x)) • n(x) = (Q(x))
	

for x E FN,	 (3.10)

which shows that (q(x)) obeys a standard continuity equation driven by ensemble

mean source and boundary functions.

The ensemble mean of Darcy's law (3.1) is

— (K(x) V h(x))

= — ((k(x) + K' (x))V((h(x)) + h'(x)))

,, —K(x)V (h(x)) — (K' (x)V h'(x)) . (3.11)

Equation 3.11 consists of two terms, the first Darcian, the second, r(x) =

— (K' (x)V hx)), called residual flux.
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For r(x) (and hence (q(x))) to be Darcian, it is necessary that there ex-

ists a symmetric, positive-semidefinite second-rank tensor k(x) which is additionally

independent of (h(x)). Then the residual flux can be written

r(x) = k(x)\7 (h(x)) ,	 (3.12)

which in turn leads to

(q(x)) = —IC ,(x)V (h(x)) .	 (3.13)

The effective hydraulic conductivity K e (x), obtained by substituting (3.12) into

(3.11), is a symmetric, positive-definite second-rank tensor given by

I f e (x) = tc(x)I — k(x),	 (3.14)

where I is the identity tensor. As shown by Neuman and Orr [1993], conditions for

the existence of K,() exist formally only in special circumstances. The range of

conditions under which _K e (x) may exist as an approximation appears to be much

broader.

The residual flux is given by [Neuman and Orr, 1993, equations 12, 19a, 19b,

and 19c]

r (x) = 
Jo
f (If' (x)K' (x)V xV77 g (X, x))V xh,(X) dX

—fr, (If i(x)K(x)VV;g(X,x)) n(X)( 11 (X)) dX

— fr, [(I0x)K i (X)Vxg(X,x)) K (X) -1 — W I ( X ) V sg (X, X ))]

( cd (x)) dx.	 (3.15)

Here g(x , x) is a random Green's function satisfying the stochastic Poisson equation

Vx • [K(X)Vxg(X,x)] + 8(x — x) = 0	 for x, x E Q	 (3.16)
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subject to the homogeneous boundary conditions

g(x, x ) =0

K(x)vxg(x, x) • n(x) = o

for X G rD

for x E FN.

The deterministic function h,c (x) is defined as the solution of

V . [tz(x)V h,(x)] 	 (f (x)) = 0
	

for x E S2,	 (3.19)

with boundary conditions

h,(x) = (H (x))
	

for X E FD
	 (3.20)

K(x)V h„(x) • n(x) = (Q (x))	 for x E FN.
	 (3.21)

Equation 3.15 clearly shows that r(x) is generally not proportional to the local

hydraulic gradient but depends, additionally, on deterministic head gradients at other

points x of the flow domain. Thus, r(x) is in general nonlocal and non-Darcian.

As properties of the stochastic Green's function g (x , x) are unknown, equa-

tion 3.15 can be evaluated only by Monte Carlo simulation or approximation. We

evaluate (3.15) analytically by treating K(x) as a homogeneous field with a constant

mean i = (K (x)) = constant. Then, under uniform mean flow parallel to a prin-

cipal direction of statistical anisotropy, the conditions for the existence of K e exist,

the latter being a constant [Neuman and Orr, 1993]. To evaluate it, we approximate

g (x , x), equations 3.16 to 3.18, to zeroth order by the deterministic Green's function

G d(X, X) defined via

Vx • [K(X)VxGd(X, z)] 8(x — X) = 0	 for x, z e f2,	 (3.22)
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subject to the homogeneous boundary conditions

E rDGd(x, x) =	 for X	 (3.23)

K(X)V XG d(X X) • 71 (X)
	

for x E r/v.	 (3.24)

The residual flux r (x) is then given approximately by

r() 	(K' (x)K (x)) V sV )1' Gd(X, x) V xh n(X) dX

fr, (K' (x)1V (x)) V xV7; G d(x, x) n(x) ( 11(X)) dX

(K'(x)K'(x)) VxGd(x, X) K(x) -1 (Q (X)) dX.
	 (3.25)

Since we take K(x) to be statistically homogeneous and K(x) = = constant, we

have (K'(x)K(x)) = (K' (x)K' (x)) . Henceforth, x will designate a coordinate sys-

tem oriented in the principal directions of the log hydraulic conductivity (say parallel

and normal to the directions of stratification), and x will designate a singularity point

in this system. Equation 3.25 is now amenable to analytical evaluation and, as such,

forms the starting point for our subsequent analyses.

3.2 Comparison of Residual Flux Theory to other Theories

The residual flux theory is compared here to other stochastic theories for the case

of bounded flow domains. We consider the approach of Section 2.1.1 as consisting

of two distinct methods for the evaluation of K e . The first, the small perturbation

approach, is used to derive the governing equation for the perturbations of head and

Y. The second, the spectral approach, is utilized to evaluate a term, (Y/01/73x,),

which is part of the expression for K. The latter imposes stationarity in head fluctu-

ations and their gradient by invoking the spectral representation theorem. Similarly,
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Dagan [1989] resorts to two methods for the evaluation of K. The first method

consists of expanding head and flux in an asymptotic sequence and developing the

governing equations for the terms of this sequence. The second, used to evaluate

a = (Y' Vh( i)), is the known mathematical technique of solving an equation by

means of the adjoint operator (Green's function approach). The former imposes sta-

tionarity in head fluctuations and their gradient by considering a to be constant.

We show in Section 3.2.1 that head fluctuations in bounded flow domains are non-

stationary. This renders both theories unsuitable for addressing this class of flow

problems. In Section 3.2.2 we discuss the case of uniform mean flow parallel to

an impervious boundary where a, as conceded by Dagan [1989] himself, is not a

constant. For this flow field we show that an extra term of order 0(o4) has been

neglected by Dagan [1989] in his expression for K e .

3.2.1 Non-Stationarity of Head Fluctuations in Bounded Domains

We investigate now the appropriateness of the assumption of stationarity of head

fluctuations for steady state saturated flow under uniform mean hydraulic gradient

in bounded domains. For one-dimensional flow through layers in series, Freeze [1975,

pp. 730-732], Smith and Freeze [1979a, pp. 524-526], and Dagan [1979, p. 56; 1982a,

p. 821] have shown that in general oi depends on x, the heterogeneity of the medium,

the integral scale of the log hydraulic conductivity, the boundary conditions, and the

extent of the flow domain. Stationary solutions for the head field will occur only

for special forms of the input log hydraulic conductivity covariance function [Bakr

et al., 1978]. For two-dimensional flow, al(x) grows indefinitely in infinite domains

[Dagan, 1981, pp. 116-118], or with the distance from the constant head boundary in
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semi-infinite ones [Rubin and Dagan, 1988, p. 1691]. In a bounded domain with two

opposing constant head boundaries and no-flow conditions on the remaining sides,

Smith and Freeze [1979b, pp. 1548-1550] found, via Monte Carlo simulations, that

ol depends on the location x, 4, the ratios )1/4,4, (i 1, 2) of the integral scales

to the lengths of the domain, and the form of the autocovariance of ln K. A similar

conclusion was reached analytically for semi-infinite domains by Dagan [1982a, pp.

825-826] and Rubin and Dagan [1988, p. 1691]. For three-dimensional infinite flow

domains, in contrast to the one- and two-dimensional cases, there exists (under very

general conditions) a stationary head solution to (2.12) [Gutjahr and Gelhar, 1981];

in particular, o is constant [Bakr et al., 1978; Dagan, 1979, 1982a]. However, for a

three-dimensional bounded domain, Naff and Vecchia [1986, Figures 2-5] found that

both the variance and the covariance of head exhibit non-stationary effects resulting

from the imposition of no-flow boundary conditions.

Gelhar [1986, p. 140S] argued, based on physical grounds, that aquifer bound-

aries, although creating non-stationary head fields, produce effects limited only to

their neighborhood. Thus, he advocated the use of the small perturbation and spec-

tral approach, and consequently the assumption of locally stationary head variance,

even for this class of problems. However, the quantitative determination of the

boundary effects, for three-and two-dimensional flow domains, was accomplished only

via a Green's function solution of (2.12) (small perturbation and Green's function

approach) [Naff and Vecchia, 1986; Rubin and Dagan, 1988, 1989].

We recall here that Dagan [1989] imposes stationarity of head fluctuations

by neglecting the divergence of a non constant term in the governing equation 2.40

for (hP)) (asymptotic expansion approach). This results in an incomplete expres-
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sion for K e . Development of the solution h( 1 ) in (2.50) by means of the Green's

function method does not impose any condition on the head field since the method

can equally well be applied to bounded domains. The Green's function approach is

particularly appropriate for problems where conditioning on field-measured values

is desired [Delhomme, 1979; Clifton and Neuman, 1982]. Here, even if the uncon-

ditional probability field is stationary, the ensuing conditional probability field is,

in general, nonhomogeneous, i.e., the moments of the flow variables at a point x

of the domain depend on the location of x relative to the sampling points [Dagan,

1982a]. Thus, the use of the Green's function approach (as done also in this thesis),

in contrast to the spectral approach, allows the study of non-stationary head fields,

arising from bounded flow domains and/or conditioning on field data.

3.2.2 Asymptotic Expansion and Green's Function Approach

Dagan [1989] assumed in equation 2.41 that a = (Y' Vh( 1)) is constant, which

implies that (h( 2 )) satisfies Laplace's equation subject to homogeneous boundary

conditions, which renders it zero. Consequently, ensemble averaging of q( 2 ) in (2.45)

leads to (2.46), where the term —KG V (hM) has been eliminated from the expression

for (q(2)). This term is of order 0(4). Dagan [1989, p. 204] studied the case of

a bounded domain S2, consisting of a half-space with an impervious lower boundary

z = 0. He considered uniform mean flow with the mean hydraulic gradient vector

J parallel to the impervious boundary. The zero order approximation of head was

given by 1/( °)(x) = —J • x. Equation 2.50, with an appropriate Green's function G for

this bounded domain holds for the first order approximation h( 1 )(x). Such a Green's

function can easily be obtained with the method of images [Stakgold, 1979]. On the
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impervious boundary z = 0, G satisfies aG/az = 0, and the same is true for h( 1 )(x)

(and hence, az = 0 for z = 0). Dagan [1989, p. 204] stated: "...As a result a, as well

as K ef, is a function of the coordinate z only, i.e. of the distance to the boundary...".

He proceeded [ibid, p. 205] to evaluate ax and ay , and consequently Kef , for z= 0.

However, since a is a function of z, its divergence in (2.40) is not equal to zero, and

hence, for this problem the use of (2.42) is incorrect. Instead, 0( 2)) obeys a Poisson

equation with homogeneous boundary conditions and so 0( 2)) � 0. This means that

the expression for K e in (2.47) is incomplete and the term —KG V (h,( 2)) = 0(4)

needs to be taken into account.

3.3 Effective Conductivity for Infinite Domains

The objective of this section is to show the need for some further approximations

toward the analytical evaluation of (3.25), and to replicate expressions for K e corre-

sponding to three- and two- dimensional infinite flow domains under uniform mean

hydraulic gradient by means of the residual flux theory.

We consider steady state flow in a three- or two- dimensional unbounded

domain 52„„,

V . (K (x) V h(x)) + f (x) = 0 for X E 52,„ (3.26)

where for the randomly prescribed source function f(x) we set (f(x)) -__.- 0. Flow is

controlled by random boundary conditions at infinity which result in a uniform mean

hydraulic gradient V (h(oc)) J = constant. The same is true for Vh,c (x) and thus

(3.25) reduces to

r (x) P-- J f (1-C(x)K 1 (x))V s V xT Gd(X,x) dX,
S-2 00

(3.27)
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where the deterministic Green's function Gd (x,x) is defined via

[tcVxGd(X,x)] + 6(x — x) 0	 for x, x E	 (3.28)

Surface integrals do not appear because Gd(X, x) (in the three-dimensional case) and

its gradient vanish at infinity.

The constant effective hydraulic conductivity tensor K e is defined through

(3.13) and (3.14),

(q) = —IC, J	 Ke =iIk. 	(3.29)

For Y(x)	 ln K(x) and 1/1 (x)	 Y(x) — (Y(x)) Gaussian and statistically homo-

geneous, we have that i = (K (x)) = KG exp[ol,/2], the arithmetic mean of the

hydraulic conductivities (Appendix A). The constant tensor k, defined in (3.12), is

given by the integral term of (3.27),

SZ	
' (x)K 1 (x)) xV xT G d(x X) dX.

oo

(3.30)

For Y'(x) Gaussian and statistically homogeneous, the following relationship holds

(Appendix A),

(K , (x)K , ( x)) =	 [e0/(x)Y(X)) _ 1] . 	(3.31)

The autocovariance of Y(x), Cy (x,x)	 (Y(x)Y()), is given by the anisotropic

(three- or two- dimensional) exponential function

Cy(ri) =4 exp [— (le/AO	 (3.32)

where ri = x — x, A i are principal integral scales, and the Einstein summation

convention is utilized. Hereafter, norms of vectors are represented by unaccentuated

versions of their boldface symbols.
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Using (3.30)-(3.31), and the transformation GF(x,x) = KGeai/ 2 Gd (x, x),

the effective hydraulic conductivity in (3.29) becomes

K = IfGe4 I 2 —
c
 [ecY(X -x) — 1] V xVTx GF(x,x)dX}
t o„,

Here, GF(x,x) satisfies the Poisson equation 3.28,

	

V 2 GF (x,x) S(x — x) = 0	 for x,x E
	

(3.34)

and constitutes a fundamental solution given in the three- and two- dimensional cases

by GF (x,x) = 1/(4777) and GF (x, x) = 1/27r ln respectively [Greenberg, 1971,

1978].

Expression 3.33 is evaluated for the three-dimensional case in Appendix F by

expanding the term ecY(X-x ) — 1 in Taylor series and performing the integration in

Fourier space following the methodology of Neuman et al. [1987] (see also Zhang

[1990]). For the statistically isotropic case we obtain (Appendix F)

	KG fr_2K	 2
If, = 	 C 2 (4 —	 (3.35)

3

which results in negative Ke for 4 > 1.386. This physically impossible situation

results from the use of different order approximations for the stochastic Green's

function (zeroth order approximation) and the autocovariance (exact evaluation).

We proceed instead, here and in the rest of this dissertation, to approximate

all functions in (3.33) to first order in 4. For infinite domains this amounts to

writing (3.33) as

rj.2
K = KG{(1	 —	 Cy(X — X) 

vxvxT---,F
(X, X) dX} (3.36)

(3.33)

Equation 3.36 is identical to the linearized expression for K, equations 2.47 and

2.51, of Dagan [1989]. The analysis in Appendix F, for three-dimensional infinite
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domains, can still be utilized for the derivation of K e as given in (3.36) by retaining

now only the first term (m = 1) of the infinite series for the exponential, and first

order approximation in c4 of all expressions. Thus, equation F.10 becomes

,,2	 1	 f kkT 
If e, = KG {(1d-u	

(27r)
n 	  jk k2 4) 1 (k) dk} ,
2 

(3.37)

where i,j = 1,2,3, and Ke j = 0 for i j. The spectrum of the three-dimensional

anisotropic exponential covariance function, equation F.9, is given now by

(D i (k) = f ( — k) =
8 o-?,-	 A2 A3

(3.38)
7F [1 + (Aiki)1 2

where summation over the index i = 1,2,3 is implied. We can write

k2 = 11k 211 = kkT = ki ki, (3.39)

where i,j = 1,2,3, and k, are components of the wave-number vector k. Equation

3.37 has appeared frequently in the stochastic literature. Thus, (3.37) corresponds

exactly to the three-dimensional expression for K e in (2.23) of Gutjahr et al. [1978]

and Gelhar and Axness [1983a], equations 13 and 14 of Neuman and Depner [1988],

(2.47) and (2.52) of Dagan [1989], and equation 81 of Kitanidis [1990]. Different

constants in front of the integral term arise merely from different definitions of the

Fourier transform (FT) pair [Bakr et al., 1978, equation 23; Gutjahr et al., 1978;

Gelhar and Axness, 1981, equations (A3) and (A4); Gelhar and Axness, 1983a;

Neuman and Depner, 1988].

Different methods have been used by the above researchers to evaluate the

integral term in (3.36) or (3.37). For one-dimensional flow, Gutjahr et al. [1978]

observed that the integral term equals, by definition, 4 ; for statistically isotropic

media in two- and three-dimensional flow domains each of these terms equals 4 1 E
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(page 27). Gelhar and Axness [1981, 1983a] for an exponential anisotropic covari-

ance, Neuman and Depner [1988] and Dagan [1989] for an arbitrary anisotropic co-

variance, defined a coordinate system that renders the autocovariance isotropic and

subsequently transformed (3.37) into spherical coordinates (a similar approach for

the two-dimensional case is used in Appendix E). Gelhar and Axness [1981, Ap-

pendix G], and Dagan [1989, pp. 191, 192] succeeded in reducing the triple integral

to a single and double integral, respectively. Neuman and Depner [1988, Appendix

B] and Dagan [1989, p. 192] have shown that (3.37) is independent of the spectral

density (1)1(k) but depends only on 4 and the ratios between the integral scales.

Dykaar and Kitanidis [1992b] evaluated numerically the discrete form of (3.37), i.e.,

they represented the multiple integral in (3.37) by a multiple summation.

Equation F.19 becomes, to first order in 4,
cry2	 +1	 G..2

= KG {(1. + ay 
) 	 L i

 [27	
du d	 , 	 (3.40)

2	 47r Ci (2 (3

where G, B, and Ci are defined in (F.14)-(F.16) and i = 1,2,3. Equation 3.40 cor-

responds to equations 5.8, G8, G10, and Gil of Gelhar and Axness [1981], equation

52 of Gelhar and Axness [1983a], and equations 3.4.16 and 3.4.14 of Dagan [1989].

For the statistically isotropic case, substituting (F.21) into (3.40) gives

Ke = KG { +	 } ,	 (3.41)

which has previously been derived by Gutjahr et al. [1978], Gelhar and Axness [1981,

1983a], Dagan [1982a, 1989], and Kitanidis [1990].

To obtain expressions valid for large 4, we adopt in the remaining of the

dissertation a conjecture similar to that proposed for isotropic fields by Landau and

Lifshitz [1960], Shvidler [1962], and Matheron [1967], and utilized later for anisotropic
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fields by Gelhar and Axness [1983a] and Neuman and Depner [1988], that the ex-

pressions within braces in (3.40) and (3.41) constitute the first two terms in a series

expansion of an exponential.

The linearized expression 3.41, its exponential generalization, equation 2.27

(E = 3), and the numerical solution by Levin [1992], are compared in Figure 3.1

for various 4 (also in Neuman et al. [1992]). The numerical solution was obtained

via high-resolution Monte Carlo simulations of uniform mean flow across a finite

element grid of 35 x 35 x 35 trilinear cubes in a statistically homogeneous, isotropic,

lognormal K (x) field with an exponential covariance. Random realizations of K (x)

were generated with the turning band method of Tompson et al. [1989] so as to

obtain an integral scale of five cube lengths. Point values of K (x), generated at

the centroid of the cubes, were assigned without change to the corresponding cubes.

The finite element flow equations were then solved in residual form by preconditioned

conjugate gradients (with incomplete LU factorization) using the ESSL-IBM package

DSMGCG. Constant heads were imposed on two opposing sides of the cubic flow

domain, and-no flow conditions were imposed on the remaining sides. The global

mass balance error, averaged over 500 simulations, increased from 0.002% for 4 ,
0.25 to 0.5% for 4 , 7. The largest global mass balance error during any simulation

was less than 3%.

Figure 3.1 shows an excellent agreement between the exponential solution

and the numerical results up to at least 4 , 7. A similar agreement with Monte

Carlo results, generated with a different numerical method, has been reported re-

cently by Dykaar and Kitanidis [1992b], Figure 2.2, for 4 as large as 6, and by

Desbarats [1992a] for 4 < 3 (25 realizations); Ababou [1988] found earlier, on the
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basis of a single realization in a large domain, that this agreement holds at least

up to 4 = 5.3. This may explain why, when (3.37) was applied by Neuman and

Depner [1988] to data obtained from relatively small-scale single-hole packer tests in

fractured granites, according to which 4 > 7 and Y(x) is statistically anisotropic,

it showed consistency with the results of much larger-scale cross-hole tests conducted

and interpreted independently of the single-hole tests.

The residual flux theory, at the level of approximation performed in (3.25)

and the consistent approximation of other terms, replicates (Appendix J) the closed

form expressions 2.33 and 2.35, derived in Chapter 2 for two-dimensional anisotropic

media from expressions due to Gelhar and Axness [1983a]. A similar conclusion

was reached by Sanchez-Villa and Carrera [1993], Appendix J, using the asymptotic

expansion approach of Dagan [1989]. All three results yield (2.72) which corresponds

to Ababou's conjecture [1991].

In conclusion, for infinite domains and anisotropic or isotropic media, the

small perturbation and spectral approach, the asymptotic expansion and Green's

function approach, and the zeroth order approximation of the residual flux theory

produce identical results, which is a natural consequence of their common starting

point, equation 3.36 or 3.37. However, the residual flux theory can address bounded

flow domains as demonstrated in the following chapters.
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Figure 3.1: Comparison between (2.26), (2.27) and numerical Ke .
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CHAPTER 4

EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITY FOR 3-D BOUNDED DOMAINS

4.1 Basic Equation for the Effective Hydraulic Conductivity

We consider a flow domain 51, Figure 4.1, consisting of two planes that extend in-

finitely in the x 2- and x3-directions, and are separated by a distance 2a in the

r i-direction. On the boundary F31 traversed by the negative x i-axis, (H(x)) =-

112 = constant, and on the opposite boundary Fj5 1 traversed by the positive x i-axis,

(H(x)) = = constant. At infinity (Q(x)) = 0, and in the interior of the domain,

(f (x)) = O.

Then, in (3.25) the integral on the FN boundary vanishes, and the integral on

I'D becomes

IFD

= jrf	 (x)K1(X)) sVIx' G d(x , x) n* (X) H dX
DI

fr731 
(K'(x)/f /(x)) V.V1»'d(x, X) ( — n* (X)) H2 dX

= (H1 — 112) f (K I(X)K I (X)) Vx •Vr Gd(X, x)'n * (X)dX,

where Gd(x,x) is the deterministic Green's function defined through (3.22)-(3.24),

Ki(x) is the perturbation of the hydraulic conductivity K (x), and n*(x) is a unit

vector normal to the F15 1 boundary.

(If ' (x ) K'(x)) vvix'cd(x, x) n() (H()) dx

(4.1)
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q(x)

11,    

2a

Figure 4.1: The flow domain a
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Substituting (4.1) into (3.25) the latter becomes

r (x) .-,- fo (K'(x)If' (x)) V x'V'T Cd(x , x) V xhk(x) clx

+ (H2 — H1 ) jr+ i (If' (x)K i (x)) V xV Tc Gd(x,x) n* (X) dX.
	 (4.2)

We designate the gradient of hk(x) by J,

J = ( Hi - H2 0 0 ) T
	

(4.3)

where 2a is the distance between the Dirichlet boundaries. Substituting (4.3) into

(4.2) gives

r(x)'-,-.,- {12 (K'(x)if i (x))V sVT( Gd(x,x) dX

—2a fr+ (K'(x)K'(x)) VxVGd(x, X) dX}
Di

J, 	(4.4)

where the term in braces is a symmetric second-rank tensor k(x). Thus, the residual

flux can be expressed as

r (x)',-s..', k(x) J. 	(4.5)

Equations (4.4) and (4.5) hold because the working coordinates x are oriented parallel

to the principal directions of statistical anisotropy of K', and then symmetry implies

that V (h(x)) ... Vh k (x) -.. J. Since stationarity prevails on planes parallel to the

constant head boundaries with (qx2 ) = (qx,) = 0 (from Figure 4.1 the mean hydraulic

gradient exists only in the x i -direction), and by virtue of the continuity equation (3.8)

with (f (x)) = 0, we have d (qx1 ) I dx i = O. Hence (q„) is constant in the x 1 -direction

which implies that r (x) remains constant in the direction of the mean flow. Then

the residual flux has only one nonzero component parallel to x l ,

r1 (x 2 , x 3 )R---, k 1 (x 2 , x 3) J1 ,	 (4.6)
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ki(x2, x3)

Using (A.9),

32

( x ) Ki (X)) axiaxi 
dG (X I X) d X

32
2a

r+ (K i(x)K i (X)) axiaxi Gd(x, x) dx.	 (4.7)
Dl

(K i (x)K'()) = I e4 [e (31(x)Y(X )) — 1],	 (4.8)

and the transformation GF(x,x) KG exp(4/2) Gd (x,x), equation (4.7) becomes

ki(x2, X3) KG eerW 2 f [e(Y(x)Y(X))	
(92

11 	 GF(x X) dXaxiaxi  
a2

[e(Y(X)Y(X))	 1.] ax1	 GF(X) X) dX} •2a XI, (4.9)

Here, GF (x,x) satisfies (equations 3.22 to 3.24)

Vx2 GF(x) X) +	 x) = 0	 for x, x E	 (4.10)

with boundary conditions

	G(—a, X2, X3, X) = 0,	 (4.11)

	GF(H-a, X2, X3, x) = 0.
	 (4.12)

The derivatives of CF with respect to x 2 and x3 vanish far from the origin. Using

the method of images [Stakgold, 1979] as in Figure 4.2 one obtains

1 +"	 (-1)3
GF(X,X) = 4-- E47 3_ 00 [(xi — 2ja — ( -1 ) 3 x 1 ) 2 + (x 2 — x2) 2 (X3 — X3 ) 2i

11/2

When a	 oo, all terms except the one corresponding to j = 0 vanish and one

recovers the three-dimensional fundamental solution [Greenberg, 1971].
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Figure 4.2: Green's function's infinite series of images.
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Approximating all functions in (4.9) to first order and substituting into (3.14)

yields, for the effective hydraulic conductivity,

Ke = KG {(1. + °I) - f Cy((X - X) a2 GF(x,x) dx2	 o	 axiaxi
a2

	+2a f Cy (x — x) 	 GF(x,x) dX} •
rI,	 axiaxi

(4.14)

Here, Cy (x — x) is the autocovariance of Y, and K(x) = K = KG exp[4/2] in (3.14)

was linearized to first order in 4. On the left hand side of (4.14) the dependence

of Ke on x 2 and x3 has been dropped, for reasons to become apparent later in the

analysis.

We set

with

f -F.	 roe	 02
cy(n) axiaxi GF(x,x) dx2 dx3,7 J= 

x2=-09 A3=-00

(4.15)

T1 = X — x	 X = (X1.7 x2, x3)T , x = (X1, X2, X3) T .	 (4.16)

Then the third term within braces in (4.14), which incorporates the surface effects,

is

S = —2 a 7-1,	 (4.17)

where S must be evaluated at x i = +a. Likewise, the domain integral over S-/ is

so that lie in (4.14) becomes

fxxi=1-1+:D =	 7-1 dXi, (4.18)

K e = KG {1 + 1 — (D + S)}	 (4.19)
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Adopting the Landau-Lifshitz [1960] conjecture, an expression for If e valid for large

cry is given by

We define

K0 = KG exp (12-1± — (D S)} .
2

(4.20)

I
	f+00	 .x'A(—k 2 , — k3; Xi, x) =	 f +Q.° L	 CY(XI;X17 x ) e	 (4.21)

27r -00	
oo

L00	

a2

F (k2 , k3; Xt, x , a) = —	 G F(x' ; Xt, x , a) ei x' dX',27r -00 LOO aXlaX1

with

(4 .22)

	k' = (k2 , k3 ) T 	;	 = (X27 X3) T ;	 (4.23)

k = (k 1 , k2 , k3 ) T denoting the three-dimensional wave number vector. Under the

transformation

	= x' — x'	 x' = (x 2 , x3)T,	 (4.24)

(4.21) and (4.22) become

A(—k2,—k3;	 x) =

1 _ 2 ki .x ,	 f +00f-[+00
— e	 Cy('; 	— xi) e-iki "1 ctrY,
27r	 J-00 _Do

(4.25)

F(k2,k3; Xi, x,a) =

1 / .x, P+00 re° 	32
G,(77'; xi, xi, a) ez k 1.1r dn '.	 (4.26)

27r	 J-09	 axiaXi

With the aid of Parseval's identity (B.7), the integral R is transformed via (4.25)

and (4.26) into the Fourier space integral

R(Xi, x i , a) = jk, A F dk'	 (4.27)
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Since S is given by evaluating 7-t(x i , x l , a) at x i = a we have that S = S(x i , a).

Similarly, D = D(x i , a), and hence Ke in (4.19) or (4.20) is also a function of x 1 and

a. However, we made clear earlier (page 71) that (qx1 ) is constant in the xrdirection,

hence the same is true for the effective conductivity, i.e., Is  = Ke (a).

4.2 Two-Dimensional FT of the Covariance Function 

To evaluate the effective hydraulic conductivity in (4.14) we need to assume a func-

tional form for Cy (x — x), the autocovariance of Y. For infinite flow domains, under

a uniform mean gradient in normally distributed and statistically homogeneous lnK

fields, K, has been shown to be independent of Cy (x—x). Matheron [1967] has shown

that, for statistically isotropic ln K fields (see also Gelhar [1986] for two-dimensional

media, and Gutjahr et al. [1978] for one-, two-, and three-dimensional domains), K,

depends only on the variance of Y(x). This was verified numerically (Figure 2.1)

for exponential and Gaussian isotropic functions by Dykaar and Kitanidis [1992b].

Neuman and Depner [1988] and Dagan [1989] found that, in the presence of ellip-

soidal or geometric statistical anisotropy (examples include exponential, Gaussian,

and spherical covariance functions), the solution depends additionally on the ratios

between principal correlation scales, but not on their values.

However, for bounded flow domains, numerical studies have indicated that

the form of the covariance function may have an effect on K,. Dykaar and Kitanidis

[1992b] found that, for statistically isotropic media with "small 4" (a value for the

variance is not provided), the three- (two-) dimensional infinite domain solution is at-

tained for a cube (square) with characteristic length of 10 (20) integral scales. Figure

2.1 [Dykaar and Kitanidis, 1992b] indicates that, for smaller flow domains the input
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covariance function influences Ke . Figure 2.3 [Fenton and Griffiths, 1993] shows that

the values of the normalized sample means of block conductivity K, for aspect ratios

XL /K, = 1/9, 9/1 of horizontal to vertical length of a rectangular domain, differ for

three isotropic exponential correlation functions. In both studies the small difference

in the solutions for different input covariances may be the result of numerical error.

However, it seems reasonable in view of (4.14) to expect an influence on If, from

the input covariance as different covariance functions are truncated differently by the

boundaries.

In this study we will employ an anisotropic exponential function, (3.32), to

describe the spatial correlation structure of Y. The exponential and the spheri-

cal covariances constitute the most popular models in the representation of field

data [Delhomme, 1979; Clifton, 1981; Hoeksema and Kitanidis, 1985; Sudicky, 1986;

Neuman and Depner, 1988; Gómez-Hernandez and Gorelick, 1989; Desbarats and

Dimitrakopoulos, 1990]. However, the exponential due to its simplicity is particu-

larly advantageous for analytical studies [Bakr et al., 1978; Gelhar and Axness, 1981,

1983a; Dagan, 1982a, b; Rubin and Dagan, 1988, 1989; Rubin and Gómez-Hernandez,

1990] and as such it will be used in this dissertation.

Define
= 1 f+ao f+oo

Il	 CY(r/i;Xi — x1) e -ik1.1
27r J-00

and the transformations

(4.28)

*	 172 X2 -- X2 (4.29)X2 =	 = 
A2

X3 =
*	 773 

= 
X3 -- X3

	A3
	 7	 (4.30)
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,2	 ,2
2	 q2	 q3MX * 11 = )72 +

3 
(4.31)

Upon setting   

1 7111	 1X1 — xil 
7	A l

the exponential covariance function in (3.32) becomes isotropic,

(4.32)

Cy (x * ; *y) ,	 e _ 2 *2 
( 4.33)

Let us also define a vector

k* = L'k' ,	 (4.34)

where L' is a 2x2 diagonal matrix with elements A2 and A3. Based on (4.29)-(4.34)

the integral I in (4.28) becomes

A2 A3 2 +00 1	 e+0°
Il   =	 y	

_ Vey2 *2 
e 

_ik*.x *	 *
r,	 Cr	 aX2 aX3 •	 (4.35)
Zir	 f oo

Transforming (4.35) into polar coordinates so that the x-axis coincides with the

direction of k*, we obtain

A2A3 0.2 )(::: 10:0 e_2+x *2
Ii 	e=  	 —ik*x*cosO x* dx*d0Y27r

	A 23 2
	+.0

	

0-
Y	

v„12+x*2

=X	 e —ik*x* cos o do } dx * .
7r	 fx*.—o	 Joo

The integral over 0 is given by [Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980, p. 482[5]]

(4.36)

10= 0

/ L*e —ik* x * cos ° do = 7r JOVi; X * 
1, (4.37)

where Jo(lex*) is Bessel function of order zero, and Jo(—k*x*)	 Jo(k*X*) [Grad-

shteyn and Ryzhik, 1980, p. 951[8.402]]. Substituting (4.37) into (4.36) yields

Ii = A23 4 I+00

x- e	
2 *2

—V-Y +x Jo (k*x*) d
x*.o

(4.38)
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From Erdelyi et al. [1954, p. 9[23]], for x i	x1 (or -y	 0), we obtain

A(—k2 , —k3 ; Xi, x) — e—i(k2x2+k3s3)      

A23 4 (1+ k. 2 ) -3 12 + 	1 + k* 2 ] e —YV1 +k*2 	(4.39 )

For x i = x 1 (or y = 0) equation 4.38 becomes

/1 = A 2 	f	A 3 4 + œ x . e—x* Jo (k.x .) dx*.	 (4.40)
.=0x

From Erdelyi et al. [1954, p. 9[20]] one finds that

1	 1
/1 = A23 0-y2 	  P 	 ,' (1 + k*2) i [(1 -E k*2)1/2]	

(4.41)

where Pi (k*), the Legendre Polynomial of order one, is evaluated in Appendix D.

Substituting (D.7) in (4.41) we obtain (for x i = xi)

A(—k2 , — k3; x i , x) = e-2 ( k2X2+k3X3) A2A3 4 (1 + k*2)-3/2,	 (4.42)

and hence (4.39) represents the two-dimensional FT of the exponential covariance

function for all x i .

An independent check of (4.39) is provided in Appendix L by performing an

additional FT with respect to x i , and obtaining

8	 Ai A 2A 3 4e - i k 'x
FT (3) (—k) =	 (4.43)

ir [1 + (A 1 lci)2	 (A 2 k2 )2	 (A 3 k3 )2i2 •

This is the three-dimensional FT of the exponential covariance function (for x = 0)

[Gelhar and Axness, 1983a; Gelhar, 1986; Zhang, 1990].

4.3 Two-Dimensional FT of the Derivatives of GF 

The governing equation of the Green's function GF, (4.10), can be written as

	GF(x,x) — 8(Xi — xi) 6(x2 — x2) 8(x3 — x3). 	 (4.44)
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We designate

FT (2) [GF] .4̂( k2 , k3 ; Xi x, a),
	 (4.45)

the two-dimensional FT of GF with respect to x 2 and x3 • From (4.44) we obtain

[Haberman, 1987, p. 382]

02

k —
1

=	 8(Xi — xi) e
i(k2 x2 +k3 x3 ) (4.46)

We then rewrite (4.46) as

— :4" + (14 + q) = c (5(x i — x i ),	 (4.47)

where c is a constant,

1	 „;	 \41,2X2—F rb3X3
C	 C	 •

27r
(4.48)

Taking the two-dimensional FT of the boundary conditions (4.11) and (4.12) we

obtain

Xk2, k3; Xi = —a, x) = 0
	

(4.49)

k3;	 = +a, x)	 O.	 (4.50)

The solution of

d2 u
— dx2 02 u = (5. (X —	 (4.51)

subject to the boundary conditions

u(—a,x) = 0 , u(-ka,x) = 0,	 (4.52)

is given in Appendix M as

1 +co
u(x , ․ ) = _ E	 e -p1x-2i0-(_I)Jxl, (4.53)
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where 0 2 = k'2 = k3	 and k' = ( k2 , k3 ) T was defined in (4.23).

Based on (4.53) :g is given by

C ta9,

2-3
i=-00(-1)3 e-k'	 2ja-(-1)3

Taking the derivative of (4.54) with respect to x i gives

3.4
axi	 2 E ( -1 ) j [sgn(Xi — 2ja — (-1) jx 1 )1

and then

(92;,'
C	

e
	—

	 = 	
axiaXi	 2	

-Ici !xi -2 a- ( -1 ) 3 s1 I3 

+0.
	+ c	 s(xi — 2ja — (-1)Jx1) e- lc' lxi -2ja - ( - 1) - 011 .E 

Here we have used the relationships

(4.54)

(4.55)

(4.56)

sgn(xi — 2ja — (-1) 1 ) = —2(-1) 8(x i — 2ja — (-1	 (4.57)

sgn 2 (x i — 2ja — (-1)-1 x 1 ) = 1.	 (4.58)

The second series in (4.56) is expanded as

+.0

	

E s(xi — 2ja — (-1)2x1)	 1X1-2ja-(-1)3x3.1

J -00

— + 6( X1 — X1) e	 IX1-si I

+ (Xi — 2a + x 1 ) e -ki

8 (X 1 + 2a + x1) CV IX7+2a-Fsil

-2	 +00

+ E (.-.)+ E (• • .)
:7= -00

( 4. 59)

ax,

and
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However, for j = +2, the delta function applies at x i + 4a — x i 0 because —a <

Xi, xi _< +a, hence the delta function is zero. Similarly, the delta functions are zero

for all j = +n, n > 2, and thus the two series at the end of (4.59) drop out. For

—a < x 1 < +a, the second and third terms on the right hand side of (4.59) are equal

to zero. This results from the fact that

S(Xi — 2a + xi) 0	 only for xi + x i = +2a	 (4.60)

6(xi 4- 2a xi) � 0	 only for	 x i + x 1 = —2a,	 (4.61)

and hence the delta functions are zero for —a < Xi < +a.

only for

We now have that

6(xj — x l) 0 Xi — X i = 0,	 (4.62)

(4. 63)

and thus, for x i 	x i , (4.56) becomes

c k' +
E— 2 j=-00

For x i = x i , (4.56) is given by

= c 8(x i — xi)
C k'	 e	 j a—(-1) 3 sli

2	 •
3 — cx=

Combining (4.63) and (4.64) and substituting c from (4.48) we obtain, for all xi,

1
x,	

ei(k2s2“.3x3){6(xi — 
xi).Aq	 27r

_ _k' +Eoe
2	

• (4.65)

The result for x i 	x 1 in (4.63) was also derived by an alternate method presented

in Appendix P. The approach in Appendix P has a disadvantage in that it requires

the evaluation of integrals which, for x i = x i , do not appear in any available tables.

(4.64)
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The infinite series in (4.65) is evaluated in closed form in Appendix O. This

allows rewriting (4.65) as

,;(1.	
)
	 k'

ki8 (X1	 1) - —2

k' cosh[k' (x i + x 1 )]	 k'	

e-

_ 2k, cosh[le (x i — x1)] 
4(.66)

2	 sinh[2k'a]	 2 6 	sinh[2kia]

a 

However, this does not make the evaluation of integrals any easier, and we shall

therefore use (4.65) in the subsequent analysis.

When the plates are far from each other, only the index j = 0 in the infinite

series of (4.65) applies, and (4.65) takes the simpler form

1	 il-	 , 1,	 \e2X2 -r ,,3 X3/ { 8 (X1 — x1)=
2 7r -

}

(14 + q)1/2 e _(1,3 +k3 ) , /2 ixl-xli
2

(4.67)

where k' =	 4)1/2. A check of (4.67) is provided by taking its one-dimensional

FT with respect to x i (Appendix N) to obtain the three-dimensional FT of the mixed

derivatives of the infinite Green's function.

4.4 Evaluation of Surface and Domain Integrals

Upon expressing k' in polar coordinates,

=	 cr = k i (cos 0, sin 0) T ,	 (4.68)

the norm of k*, (4.34), becomes

k*2

	
1** 2 11 == 	 Hni-112

(L'o-) T (L' o)

=,	 (c1.7'	 cr).	 (4.69)
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= A i /A 2 	0
I N ) '	

(4.70)

	

0	 A 

	

Ic*2 =	 )4. R2 .	 (4.71)

Setting

the above norm becomes

The scalar R2 is given by

or, explicitly, by

Here we have set

R2 _ (TT A-2 cr,

R2 = E 22 c0s 2 0 + E 	 O.

(4.72)

(4.73)

,À2	 A3
E2 == 	E3 =	 (4.74)

Ai

It is clear that R2 is strictly positive for integral scales different from zero. Matrix

A -2 is given by
1A-2 _	 L /2

Al

We define the dimensionless parameters

a
P = 

xi—1 G px = < +1
a --
xi

—1 < px =	 < + 1,

(4.75)

(4.76)

(4.77)

(4.78)

where the singularity point is assumed not to occur on the Dirichlet boundaries. The

dimensionless parameters p, E 2 , and E3 are recognized by Smith and Freeze [1979a,

b] to be fundamental parameters describing flow within a bounded domain: "the

output distributions of the prediction variables must be interpreted in light of these

parameters".



1
—27r 8( 71) I	 (k' 

'

• ni) dk'

1 +°°
fk

kle -klxi - 2 a-(-1) 3 s1 I	 (k'; 77 1 )	 .	 (4.83)
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We rewrite (4.39) as

A(—k2,—k3; Xi, 
x) = e-02.2+k3x3)	 (k2, k3; 711),

	 (4. 79)

where

A t (k2 , k3;	 = A23 a-?, (1 + k* 2 ) -312

[1 + -41 + k* 2 ] e --YV1 +k* 2 	(4.80)

We also rewrite (4.65) as

F(k2, k3; Xi, x) = ei ()C2S2-1-k3x3) Fi (k2, k3;

where

1	 k'	 -23a-(-1)3s1 IFi (k2, k3; Xi, X1) = —
27 

6 (x1 — xi) — —
2 

E
3=-00

Based on (4.79)-(4.82) the integral 7-( in (4.27) becomes

H(Xi., x 1 , a)	 fk, A F	 =	 A' F'

(4.81)

(4. 82)

4.4.1 General Expression for the Surface Integral

The first term of (4.83) is given by

1
A = 474) {-1	 770 die'}

27.

= (Xi — xi) Cy(Xi — Xi, 0, 0). (4.84)
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Here 77 1 = Xi — x 1 and the term within braces, from the definition of the inverse FT

in (B.1), equals Cy (x i — x i , 0, 0). Substituting (3.32) into (4.84) we obtain

= 6(xi — x1) Cy(xi — xi, 0,0)

	

,	 a?, exp ( 	)1 xi)

Substituting (4.83) and (4.85) into the surface integral S, (4.17), yields

+co
S(x l , a) = —2a s(ni )	 exp	

)
— E	— 	a

	A i 	27r

J
k'
/ a_(-1)3x1 I A '  (k ' ; dk' ,

k '

(4.85)(4.85)

(4.86)

where the right hand side of (4.86) must be evaluated at x i = a.

We need to account for the existence of the Dirac delta function s(n ) in
OUT expression for the surface integral. To this end, we define a delta-sequence

[Greenberg, 1971], Sa (77 1 ),

6a(771) = 01/2a 
otherwise. (4.87)

This delta-sequence is depicted in Figure 4.3.

We borrow some terminology from Zauderer [1983, p. 365] to define the

concept of a delta-sequence and its relationship to the Dirac delta. We begin by

considering the collection of test functions 0(x), assumed to be infinitely differentiable

and to vanish identically outside a bounded region. The Dirac delta, 6(x), belongs to

a class of functions called generalized functions which are determined by specifying

their effect on the test function 0(x) through the linear functional (8, 0). Strictly

speaking, a generalized function is not a function of x (i.e., it does not assume values

for each x) but rather of each test function 0(x). Given a delta-sequence, Sa (x), for



6.070
A

1/2a

• Th

87

—a 0
	 +a

Figure 4.3: Dirac delta sequence 6.01)•
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which

lai9( 6., 0) = ( 8, 0),	 (4.88)

we say that 8a (x) converges to the generalized function (5(x) as a --4 0. Let us consider

the operation of the delta-sequence (4.87) on the test function 0(x),

(8., 0) = f
+00

Lc° Sa (x) 0(x) dx

-----ci f+ a 0(x) dx = ° ' (z ) f +a dx=	 0(), (4.89)

where "i E [-a, a] and the third equality arises from the mean value theorem

[Gaughan, 1987].

Since 0(x) is continuous at x = 0 we obtain

lai9(6., 0) = li9 O ( ) = OM = ( 8 , 0).
	 (4.90)

Recalling the definition of the convergence of sequences of generalized functions in

(4.88), we conclude that (4.87) converges to the delta function as a —> 0. We have

shown earlier (pages 71 and 76) that the effective hydraulic conductivity If e does not

depend on the coordinate x 1 but only on a. For any fixed point x 1 = i E [—a, +a]

and for x i = +a the first term of the right hand side of (4.86) equals c 8(74). Here

c = —2a cq, exp {("X — a)/A 1 } is a constant (for fixed a and "X). For finite distances

2a between the boundaries, by virtue of the relationship

f+co
6(771) c dy 1 = f +a

.1-09	 — 
—
1 

c dyi = c,
a 2a

(4.91)

expression (4.87) is seen to operate on the constant term c of the right hand side

of (4.86) in the same manner as the delta function SO). When a —> oc expression

(4.87) behaves the same as the delta function 6( 1 ) and the first term of the right
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hand side of (4.86) equals zero. Hence, for any a, we can substitute the Dirac delta

in (4.86) by the delta sequence of (4.87).

On a less rigorous note, we observe that (Figure 4.3) the delta-sequence ,(77 1 )

exhibits correct limit behavior. When 2a tends to zero, 6a (7h) tends to infinity, and

such behavior corresponds to the case where the two planes come arbitrarily close

together, hence the influence of the boundaries becomes extremely large. When the

two planes are at a large distance from each other (2a tends to infinity), the influence

of the delta-sequence is not felt. Finally, Sa(771) satisfies

f+a

i—a

+ a 1
8a( 711) 6/1 =

-a	
d1 = 1,

2a
(4.92)

and hence, behaves exactly like a Dirac delta function.

Upon substitution of (4.87) into (4.86), the surface integral S becomes

e-P()	 a v•
27r J=L-",,,,

fk,	 A/(k'; 77 1 ) dk'

S(x i ,a) =

(4.93)

Here equations 4.76, and 4.78 were used, and x i was replaced by its value on Ft),,

i.e., Xi = +a. Transforming (4.93) into polar coordinates, and substituting (4.80),

we obtain

aA 2 A 3 2 +	 (x) f
S(Xi, a) -,- -4	 + 	  y E

27r	 L=0 Je=o

k'2 (1 + k* 2 ) -3 / 2 [1 +	 k*2] e--)V1A-k*2

11 de de.	 (4.94)

Setting x i = +a, and with the help of (4.76), and (4.78) we rewrite -y as

=	 —111 — a 	P11	 (4.95)
A i 	Al	 a



With the use of (4.71) and (4.95), equation 4.94 becomes

aA 2 A 3 2 +0
0 	27r foo

S(X1 7 a) =	 e-P(1-Pz) 	 a-y E
27r	 .L=Oj=- 00 

	k' 2 [1 + (k'AiR) 2 ] -312 	+	 PAO + (k/A1R)21

90

— PII — Px10+(leAlT0 2 e — ak1 1-2j — ( -1 )i 10 .1 . (4.96)

Performing the transformation x =	 k', selecting, without loss of generality, x 1 = 0

(or lox = 0), and using the relationship

aA 2 A 3
3	  = p E2 E37	 (4.97)

a dimensionless expression for the surface integral S, for statistically anisotropic

media, is finally given by

2	 [27 Too

S(a) =	 CP	 j.cr p E2 E3
27r 	Lo L=o3= -00

X 2 [1 + (XR) 2 ] -3I2 [1 + p.11 (x R) 2 ]

e/1+(x)2 CPI 1-231 ' dx dB.	 (4.98)

For statistically isotropic media we have E2 = E 3 = 1 and R = 1. Then the surface

integral is given by 

	+0 9 	co

S(a) = —0-y2 CP pa  E
=00 1	3— 	=0

X 2 [1 + X 2 ] -312 [i p -11+ x 2 ]

e-P Vi+X2 e-P 11-23 lx dx. (4.99)

4.4.2 General Expression for the Domain Integral  

We recall that the domain integral D, (4.18), is given by  

D =J x1=1=faa (4.100)



fie "xi= -a

k , e -k i 'xi -2ja-(-1) 3 s1 I AVe; ) de dXi. (4.101)
xi=+.
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Upon substituting	 from (4.83), this becomes

D(x i ,a)
1 )(	 fX1=-1-a

27 k' 43 .-a

1 +œ)
6(711) A- 1 (e ; qi)	 dx i -	 E

3= — Do

From the property of the delta function we have that

Jx1=-a

Then the first term of the right hand side of (4.101) becomes

217r fk, A' (k'; 0)	 = Cy (0,0,0) = a?, .

Here we recall that A' in (4.80) is the two-dimensional FT of the exponential covari-

ance function, hence (B.1) and (3.32) lead to (4.103). Considering (4.103) equation

4.101 simplifies to

2	 1	 Tx]. = -1- a
D(x i , a)	

4r	

k,

7 
.i=-09 

fk'	 =.-a

A' (k'; 	 de dxi• (4.104)

=ma

6 ( 11) A' (k i ; 77].) dxi = 11' (le; 0).	 (4.102)

( 4. 1 03 )

Transforming into polar coordinates, and substituting (4.80), we obtain

2	 A2A3 2 +CC	
xi—Fa co

D(Xl, a) = o-y 	ay E	 [ 	 f27

47r	 fx1=-a

(1 + V 2 ) -312 [1 + 71 k* 2 .1 e -YV1+k*2

'xil de dB dx i .

k'2

(4.1 05 )

Using the definitions in (4.76)-(4.78), expressions (4.71) and (4.97), the transforma-

tion x = A i k' , and selecting x 1 = 0 (or 19s = 0), the domain integral D for statistically



anisotropic media is finally given by

	+00 	 px=+1	 27r	 co

47r	 j=_co fp x =-1 0=0 x=0
D(a) = Cry2 —	 p E 2 E3 E	 x 2

[1 + (XV] —3/2 	+ plpx1V1

e-
PIPx10+(5R) 2 e IPx 23k dx dû dPx•

For statistically isotropic media, D takes the simpler form

+00 PX =+ 1 1.0°
D(a)	 x 2

3 =-
=- — p =17- E

2 •	 jp„,--1 L=o09 	,L -

[ 1 + x2 ] -3/2 [ 1 	P 1Px1V1 	x 2 ]

— PIPx1V1 +T2 dx dpx•

92

(4.106)

(4.107)

4.5 General Expression for Effective Conductivity

We made clear earlier (page 76) that the effective hydraulic conductivity K, in our

case assumes a constant value. Hence we have set, without loss of generality, in

(4.98), (4.99), (4.106) and (4.107) Px = 0. Summarizing now, our expression for the

surface integral is given by

S (a) =- o S (a),	 (4.108)

where for statistically anisotropic media

27r	 co

0$(a) =	 P 62 63 	10 0 L
27r 3=-0°

x 2 [1 + (XR) 2 ] -312 	p\11 (x R) 2 ]

e
-p-V1+(5R)2 e_ P 11-2ils dx dB,

and for statistically isotropic media

S(a)	 p	 x 2

x=0

(4.109)



X 2
/

CC)

Jx=0

[1+ x 2 ] -312 [1+ pV1+ x 2 ]
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e_12 6 
—p 11-231 x dx. (4.110)

Likewise, the domain integral is given by

D(a) = a?, D(a),	 (4.111)

where for statistically anisotropic media

+00
p E2 E3 \—•	 fPx =4.1 [ 27r

D(a) = 1
47r 

i=-00
ipx=-1 fo=o

[1+ (xR) 2 ] -312 	+ PIPx1\11 + ( x R) 2 ]

e -plPx1V1+(sR) 2 e -plpx -2alx dx dO dPx ,

and for statistically isotropic media

p -1-C° fpX=+1 f00

D(a) =1 — E	 x 2

j= —co p x = —1 Jx=0

[1+ x 2 ] -312 [1+ PIPx1V1 + x 2 ]

e — P IPx1V1+x2 e" 2j 	 dpx .

The linearized KeL in (4.19) becomes

2 [1
KeL (a)= KG {1+ uy —(1)+S)]},

and for large 4, Ke in (4.20) is given by

(4.112)

(4.113)

(4.114)

2 [1.
K e (a) = KG exp {cry	— (D + S )] } .	 (4.115)



p E 2 E3 f p x =+1 /271- /co

47r	 p x—i o.o s=o [1+ (xR) 2 ] 3/2

X 2
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CHAPTER 5

ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

5.1 Boundaries Come Arbitrarily Close Together

In this section we obtain the limits of the effective hydraulic conductivity as p	 0.

We proceed by showing that the domain and surface integrals are bounded. Then by

invoking the Dominated Convergence Theorem [Ray, 1988, p. 202] we interchange

in (4.112) and (4.109) the order of limit and integration.

We consider (4.112),

+.
D(a) =1 — E

where

Ii

+ PIPx1\11 (x R) 2]dx dO dpx .e-Plp,10 2

It can easily be seen that inequality Ipx — 2j1 > Ipx l holds for all j. From this it

follows that exp( — P1Px — 2j1 x) < exP( — PIPxl X) (p ,x � 0) . Hence Jo bounds from

above all other integrals, or /3 < 10 for all j.

Let us consider that A,	 0, i = 1, 2, 3. We designate E = min(E 2 , E3) and

max(E 2 , E3 ). The following inequalities are then satisfied:

/2 -	 2	 2 • 2	 -E '2 	= E2 COS
2 + 6 sin u -> E 2

3	 — (5.3)

(5.1)

(5.2)
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[1 + PIPx1V1 (xei) 2] >	 + ppi + (xR) 2 1	 (5.4)

	

+ (xR) 2 ] 312 >	 + (x02i3/2,	 (5.5)

1	 1
(5.6)

[1 + (xe) 2 ] 3 /2 � [1 + (xR) 2 ] 3 /2 '

	

PIPx10 (xR) 2 	tolioxV1 + (xe) 2 ,	 (5.7)

	

exp ( — PIPx1V1 (xE) 2)	 exP (—P1Px1V1 (xR) 2 )	 (5.8)

Substituting (5.4), (5.6), and (5.8) into (5.2) (j	 0) we obtain

	I 0 	< M,	 (5.9)

where

and

/22= E

2 f: [1 + (

xx

e)2]3/2 
K dx, (5.10)

fPx=+ 1

iPx=- 1
[1 + plPxk, 11+ (xe9 2 ]

exP{ — PIPx1(x 1I1 + (xE) 2)} dPx-
	 (5.11)

Setting A =	 (xe')2 and B = \11+ (xE) 2 , the integral K is found to satisfy

[Macsyma, 1992]

rpx=-Fi
K = p f 	[1 + PIPxl	 exP {—PIPx1(x B)} dPx

px =-1
x+A+B

<9
( x + B) 2

(5.12)

We have that

Ad-B< 2 A,	 (5.13)
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1 + (xe) 2 > (xE) 2

x \11 (xE) 2 • x E

(X + B) 2 • (X E) 2

1	 1 
(x + B) 2 	(x E)2'	

(5.14)

Upon substituting (5.12)-(5.14) into (5.10) we obtain

M < E
r2

62

e /2

E 2

Using the inequality

ix=0 [1+ (x02]312

f foo	 x
j=„ o [i + (x02]312 dx

A 
2 

fs=o [1 + (xE)2]3/2 
dx} . (5.15)

1 + (xE 1 ) 2 < (1 + xE 1 ) 2

+ (XE9 2 < 1 + XE I ,	 (5.16)

equation 5.15 is written as

et2 f ro	 x 

	

M <	 dx
e2 .ix=o [1 + (xE) 2 ] 3/2

+ r	 dx 
+ 2 e i 1.°° 

x
2 fs=o [1 + (xe) 2 ] 3/ 2 	L-o [1 + (xE)2]3/2 

dx} .	 (5.17)

By means of Macsyma [1992], the first integral of (5.17) was found equal to 1/E 2 ,

whereas the second was 1/E. Substituting these values we obtain

Hence

	E /2 { 1	 2	 2E'
M< — —+-+.

	

_e2 E2	 E	 E2
(5.18)

<I <	 < f (e,	 (5.19)



1 + ( XE) 2 	(XE)
2

(1	 (xE) 2 ) 3 / 2 > (xE) 2

1	 1

[1 + (xE) 2 ] 3/2
	

(x E) 2 '
(5.23)
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or, for non zero principal integral scales all the integrals I are bounded above.

We proceed now to bound the surface integral S(a) and to that end (4.109)

is written as

S(a) = — e —P

=—oo

where

X2

27r	 e=o	 [1	 (xR) 2 ] 3 / 2

[1	 p \11	 (xR) 2] e —P V1+(xR)2 C — /911-231x dx dB.

(5.20)

(5.21)

p E2 63 1 2" 1°°

From the inequality 11 — 2j1 > 1 it follows that, ./.; < I for all j. Using (5.4), (5.6),

and (5.8) (for Px = 1) one finds that

x2
/(')	 E/2

fs=o [1 + (xE) 2 ] 3 / 2

[1	 p \11	 (xE) 2] C—P 	eX dx.	 (5.22)

Based on the inequality

and the fact that 0 < exp[—p \11 (xE) 2] < 1, one obtains

foe	 x2
N/1+(")2 CP x	 <

L=o [1+ (xE)1312 
CP	 dx

Using the inequalities

1 f oo

E 2 L=0
11

E 2 p .

e -Ps dx

(5.24)

1 + (xE') 2 < (1 + xE 1 ) 2

(xE1 2 < 1 xe	 (5.25)
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and 0 < exp[-p \11-1- (xe) 2] < exp(-p), one obtains

X 2foo
jx=0 [1 + (x6)13/2 [p N11+ (xe9 2] e-P \A+)2 e -Px dx

P e P	
f	 x2 e-Px X3 C

—p

ix-o [1+ (xe)1 312

co

	 dx	 Ei s 0 	
[1 + (x6)2]3/2 

dx} .	 (5.26)

Based on (5.23) we have that

Too	 2	 p—
X C

	dx < 1 f°	
1 1

e-Px dx =
ix=c) [1+ (X6)213/2	 62 x.0	62 p

Using the inequality

(5.27)

1 + (xE) 2 > (x6) 2

(1 + (x e ) 2 ) 3/ 2 > (xe ) 3

	1 	1
(5.28)

[1 + (x6) 2 ] 3 /2 	(xe)3'

one obtains
-x

0° 	X3 e p	 1 foo	 1 1
-Px	 -

63	L o [ 1 + (x6)2]3/2 	ax <	 -
p

.	 (5.29)x=0 e	 dx

Substituting (5.24), (5.26), (5.27), and (5.29) into (5.22) we find that

1 1
r	

_p 
[ ' 2{	

1
i < 4 < p e'2 - - + p e 	  + e' ] }E2 p P 6 2	 P E

E
a 6 /2	

E
/3

= 
—Y + P 

0

e ' k 4- —i} •	 (5.30)
E	 E	 E

One can see immediately that as p -> 0, or p -- pc the upper bound in (5.30)

becomes 6'2 /6 2 .

For non zero principal integral scales we find that

x 2
limp e 2 63 [1 + (xR)1312	 (xR)2]
p—).0	 PIPX1V1

e — PIPxl-V1+(xR) 2 e — PIPx -2 j1 x } = 0. ( 5.3 1)
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Invoking the Dominated Convergence Theorem we can interchange in (5.2) and (5.21)

the order of limit and integration. Then (5.1) becomes

D(a) = 1,	 (5.32)

and (5.20) gives

S(a) =	 (5.33)

When p	 0, (5.33) gives S (a) = —1. Upon substitution into (4.115) we obtain

K = KA = KG exP(c4/ 2 ),
	 (5.34)

the arithmetic mean of hydraulic conductivities, expected theoretically [Neuman and

Orr, 1993].

For isotropic media we have e 2 = 63 = 1, R2 = 1, and e = e' = 1. The upper

bounds in (5.18) and (5.30) equal 5, and 1 + 2 p exp(—p), respectively. For this case

(5.31) holds and hence (5.32)-(5.34) apply also for statistically isotropic media.

5.2 Boundaries Tend to Infinity

We have shown in Section 5.1 that the domain and surface integrals are bounded

above and hence one can interchange limit and integration. For statistically

anisotropic media we could not derive a closed form solution (either analytically

or via Macsyma [1992]) by taking the limit of the expression within braces in (5.31)

as p c o . However, when the planes tend to infinity, the surface integral can be seen

directly from (4.2) to approach zero. Hence only the domain integral contributes, and

the analysis for the effective hydraulic conductivity in infinite domains is provided

in Section 3.3.
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We proceed now to evaluate this limit for statistically isotropic media. When

a -* oc (or p	 oc), the Green's function Gd and its derivatives are evaluated in

the second integral of (3.25) at a point lx1	 oc and hence, they equal zero. Thus,

in (4.114) and (4.115) the surface integral S vanishes and only D needs to be taken

into account.

When the planes are far from each other, only the index j 0 in the infinite

series of (4.113) applies (see page 72). Taking the limit of (4.113) as p co (À 1 0)

we obtain

where

	1 	 x2
D =1- -

2 x.o (1 + x2)3/2 
k

p x =1-1

	

= lim o	 [1+ P1Px1V 1 + x 2 ]p—)-co LX=-1

(5.35)

Upon setting

e -plpx 1Vi+x 2 e -PIPx1x dPx• (5.36) 

z = P Px, (5.37)

we obtain

A = -\/1 + x 2 , (5.38)

z=+p
IC = lim	 (1+ Az) e -A lz 1 e-slz 1 dz.	 (5.39)

p-00 fz=—p

Since the integrand is absolutely convergent (due to the exponential terms) we can

write (5.39) as

IC =	 (1 + Alz1) e—(A+T)Izi dz.	 (5.40)
Z =-00

Upon substitution of the absolute value of z with its appropriate expression, (5.40)

becomes

Z=4.

=	 (1+ Az) e -(A+x ) z dz
fz=0
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_

LO ( 1 +x x 2)312 dx } • (5.45)
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z=o
+	 (1 — Az) e (A+T ) z dz

fz=-09

= 2 
{  1 	A 

+	 (5.41)
A + x (A + x) 2 }

where details of the simple integrations that produced the last result have been

omitted. Substituting (5.41) into (5.35) we obtain

oo	 X2	 1
	D = i — 	 dx

fx=o (1 + x 2 ) 31 2 A + x

	ro 	 x 2	 A

Jx=o (1 + x 2 ) 31 2 (A + x)2 dx.

Upon replacing the value of A the first integral of (5.42) becomes

X
2	 1

Lo (1 + x2)3/2 x + vi_ + x2 dx

+x1
 (x V1 + x 2 ) dx

T 
	dx

oo	 x 3	°9 	 X2

is=0 (1 + X 2 ) 3/ 2 	+ L 
	 dx.

O 1 + X 2
= 

The second integral of (5.42) is given by

co	 X2

Ix=o (1
=

(5.42 )

(5.43)

co	 X	 V1 + X2 
2

fx=0 (1 + X 2 ) 3/ 2 (X + \/1 + X 2 ) 2
-112 =   dx

x
J

=   (X — 1/1 + X 2 ) 2 dx
foo

x=0 1 + X 2

oco	 x4	 oo	 c	 X 3

1=0 1 + X2 
dx + f x2 dx 2 

Lo V1 + x 2x=o
= 	 dx.	 (5.44)

Adding up (5.43) and (5.44) we obtain

coco	 X 3

1I1 + 112 	2f
 x

2 dx
— 2 fx=o V1 + x 2 dx

09	 x 3
_ 

f=0 (1 + X 2 ) 3/2
 dx

=
d--oo
lial {	

d	 d

21=0 
x 2 dx — 2

fx =o -V1 + X 2
	dx

x3



From Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [1980, p. 83[8]] we have that

d	 x3	 d2 + 2
	dx =

J=o (1 + x2)3/2	
2

 -V1 d2 '
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(5.46)

whereas the second integral within braces in (5.45) is given by [Gradshteyn and

Ryzhik, 1980, p. 83[4]]

d 	x 3
—2 fx=0 v1 + x2 dx =	 (d2 — 2) V1 d2 — —

4
.

3	 3

Substituting (5.46) and (5.47) into (5.45) we obtain

2d3 	d22
IIi +112 = Inn {— + 2 	

-1-
d— co 3	 -V1 d2

4 
— —

2 
(d2 — 2) N/1 + d2 }

3 3

After some algebraic manipulations (5.48) yields

2	 {2d3	 d2 + 2	 2
//1 +1/2 = —

3 
+ urn (d2 — 2) V1 + d2 }

co	 3	 V1 d2 3

2d3 	d2 — d2 — 2d4 — 2
—
2 

+ lim 	
3 d—co	 3 V1 d2

2

(5.47)

(5.48)

(5.49)

where the last result was obtained by means of Macsyma [1992]. Upon substitution

of (5.49) into (5.42) we obtain

1
= —

3
.

Equations (4.114) and (4.115) by means of (5.50) become

(5.50)

K = KG (1. al)	 (5.51)

Ke = KG exp(4/6),	 (5.52)
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respectively. These are the linearized and generalized expressions for the effective

hydraulic conductivity in infinite three-dimensional flow domains for statistically

isotropic media [Matheron, 1967; Gutjahr et al., 1978; Gelhar and Axness, 1983a;

Dagan, 1982a, 1989; Noetinger, 1990].



e-P IPxl (1+x ) dx dB dpx

Io <
px=+1 127, foo

47r fp x=-1 0=0 s=o
p E2 63 
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5.3 Analytical Results for Anisotropie Media

Let us consider the case where 62 = 63 = 6 = E l —+ 0. This corresponds to having

mean flow along parallel channels with mutually uncorrelated hydraulic conductivi-

ties. For this case we observe that the upper bound in (5.18) tends to infinity and

hence we proceed to bound the domain integral in a different way.

The following relationships hold,

since 1 + (xR) 2 > 1,

x 2

[1 + (XR) 2 ] 3 / 2 	X2'
(5.53)

1 + PIPxkli + (x R) 2 < 1 + p \ 11 4- (x R) 2

< 1 + p(1 + xR) =1 + p + pxR, 	 (5.54)

because IPx1 < 1 and 1 + (xR) 2 < (1 + xR) 2 , and finally,

exp( — PlioxV1 + (xR) 2) 	 exP( — Pli9x1)

since PIPx10 + (xR) 2 � PIPxl.

(5.55)

By virtue of (5.53)-(5.55) we have that the integral 10 in (5.2) satisfies

X2 (1 + p + pxR)

P ( 1 + P) 62 63 rx=+1 
co

X2 e — P IPxl ( 1 +x),	 dx dpx
2	 is=oJPx=- 1

10 2 E2 E3 fpx =+1 f2ir	 co

+  	 R x 3 	dx dû dpx .
47r	 ipx—i .i64=.6 Lo	

e—PIPxl (1+x)

The integral over Px was calculated with Macsyma [1992]

fpx=+1	 { 	 1	 e-p s
e — P IPx1 ( 1 +x) dpx = 2

(x +1)	 p eP (x +1)}

(5.56)
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2
(5.57)

	p (x	 1) .

Substituting (5.57) into (5.56) and taking into account that x 2 /(x + 1) < x and

x3/(x + 1) <x 2 we obtain

h < ( 1 + P) E2 E3 foe x dx
Jx=o

+ p E2 E3 127	R 	 x2 dx d0.	 (5.58)
27r	 o=o Lo

Setting R = E the integral over 0 equals 27r E. Substituting the upper limit of the

integral over x with 1/6 (where e —> 0) we obtain

/0 < (I + P) 62 -2 1E2 + P E
 31E3 5P 6+ 3.

Hence for finite p, integral h and consequently /3 (for all j) is bounded above by a

constant. For the surface integral the bound in (5.30) equals 1 + 2 p exp(—p).

Upon substitution of 62 = 63 = E the limit as E -> 0 of the expression within

braces in (5.31) is found to equal zero [Macsyma, 1992]. Invoking the Dominated

Convergence Theorem we interchange the order of limit and integration to obtain

	D(a) = 1,	 (5.60)

S(a)=
	 (5.61)

Substituting (5.60) and (5.61) into (4.115) we finally obtain

e (a) = KG exp	 [exP( — P) — 0.5]
	

(5.62)

which is shown in Figure 5.1. When p —> 0 and p —> co we obtain the arithmetic and

harmonic mean of hydraulic conductivities, respectively. When E2 = 63 E = ->

co the bound in (5.18) tends to zero, and the bound of (5.30) equals 1 +2 p exp(—p).

Hence, we obtain again (5.62).

(5.59 )
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Figure 5.1: Normalized K e , equation 5.62, as a function of v-i2, and 2p.
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5.4 Numerical Results for Isotropic Media

We present below numerical results for the linearized form of K, in (4.114) and the

generalized form in (4.115) in statistically isotropic media.

Our results were calculated with the program "Plates.For" (Appendix Q)

which relies on Gaussian quadrature (Appendix K) for the evaluation of (4.110) and

(4.113). Although such a numerical scheme is appropriate only for finite intervals

(the integral on x in (4.110) and (4.113) has an infinite upper limit), the negative

exponentials in these expressions dominate at large values of x so that both the

surface and the domain integrands decay rapidly with x. Figures 5.2 to 5.10 show

the behavior and magnitude of the integrands of (4.110) and (4.113) for different

values of p and j. In the plots of the domain integrands the dimensionless length Px

is shown as u.

From these figures, for each p and j, one can approximately evaluate the

area and volume under the curves and hence, obtain an idea of the magnitude of

the integrals of (4.110) and (4.113). Multiplying the area by p, and the volume by

one can approximately calculate 173 in (5.21) and /3 in (5.2), respectively (for

E2 = E3 = 1). For statistically isotropic media we have found that the upper bounds

for /3 and / 13 are 5 and 1 + 2p exp(—p), respectively (Section 5.1). Figures 5.2, 5.3,

5.5, 5.7, and 5.9 show that _Pi < 4 < 1 < 1 + 2 p exp(—p). From the plots of the

domain integrands one can easily see that 13 < 10 < 5. For example, for p = 0.01

and j = 0 (Figure 5.10), one can calculate an area of a triangle 0.3 x 100/2, multiply

it by 2, and obtain a volume of approximately 30 units. Multiplying by 0.01/2 the

value of 10 is approximately 0.15 < 5. Hence, by means of Figures 5.2 to 5.10 one

can verify the bounds of Section 5.1. Indeed, our numerical results show that /3 and
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I in magnitude with increasing IA, and for all p and j the above bounds

are satisfied.

The numerical procedure for the evaluation of (4.110) and (4.113) was as

follows:

1. The number of Gauss points required for accurate evaluation of (4.110) and

(4.113) was established via numerical experiments, initially for the case where

the boundaries are far apart, and subsequently for the bounded cases. Thus,

for the domain integral in (4.113) 1000 points were used within each interval

in the x-direction, and 360 in the u- (or px-) direction. The higher number of

Gauss points in the x- than the u-direction was required in order to capture

the sharp behavior of the domain integrand at low values of x . For the surface

integral in (4.110) which has a much smoother behavior, we used 360 points in

the x-direction.

2. The terms of the infinite series that have a significant contribution to (4.110)

and (4.113) were established. It can be easily seen that inequality Ip x -2m1>

1Px — 2n1 holds for all 1m1 > n, where in, n take values from	 to -koo. From

this it follows that exp(—plpx — 2m x) < exp( — P1Px 2n x) (p,x > 0). Hence

the terms of the series decrease in magnitude as the index j takes (absolutely)

higher values. We initially used Figures 5.2 to 5.10 to get an estimate of the

magnitude of the domain and surface integral for different values of j. This

enabled us identify (for each p) an approximate upper value k of the index IA

and avoid excessive computational effort. Using k as our guideline we retained

for each p these terms of the series that differ up to 6 orders of magnitude from

the j = 0 term. We give below the number of terms of the series calculated in
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each case:

• For p = 50, Figure 5.2, only the j = 0 term was evaluated.

• For p = 10, we calculated (4.110) and (4.113) up to the j = +2 terms.

• For p = 4, and p = 2, Figures 5.3, and 5.5 show that the surface area

for j = 10 is of the order of 10 -6 , and 10 -5 , respectively. The volume

of the domain integral, Figures 5.4, and 5.6, for j = 12, and j = +4,

respectively, is of the order of 10 -3 . The calculations in these cases, as

well as for p = 1, Figures 5.7, and 5.8, were performed up to j +10.

• For p = 0.01, Figures 5.9, and 5.10, significant contribution is provided

by a large number of terms. Based on the above criterion the evaluation

proceeded up to j = +100.

3. Finally, the number and length of the discretization intervals (over which the

Gaussian quadrature was applied) was established based on the behavior of

the domain and surface integrands. In general, a much finer discretization was

required for small values of x, where the integrand in (4.110) and (4.113) rises

sharply (Figures 5.2 to 5.10) than for larger values of x. In the x-direction for

both domain and surface integral an interval of 0.2 was used up to x = 5, 0.5

up to x = 20, 1 up to x = 50, 2 up to x = 100, and 100 up to x = 1000. In

the u- (or pr-) direction an interval of 0.01 was used for p = 50, and 0.1 for all

other values of p.

All calculations were performed on the University of Arizona Convex C240

with four vector processors, except for the computationally intensive case of p = 0.01

which was run on the Connection machine at Los Alamos National Laboratories. Our
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results for the domain integral D, (4.113), and the surface integral S, (4.110), are

shown in Table 5.1 for different ratios 2p = 2a/A of distance between the Dirichlet

boundaries and integral scale. We also show in the same table the values of the

normalized effective hydraulic conductivity, Ke /KG from (4.115), and the linearized

expression KeL/KG , (4.114), both for 4 = 1.

Ratio 2p D(p) S(p) Ife/KG (eq. 4.115) KeL /KG (eq. 4.114)
0.02 0.127487 -0.127055 1.6480 1.4996
2 0.206813 -0.076014 1.4466 1.3692
4 0.272186 -0.045962 1.3149 1.2738
8 0.317110 -0.009506 1.2121 1.1924
20 0.320503 -0.289*10 -4 1.1966 1.1795
100 0.325204 -3.06*10 -22 1.1910 1.1748

Table 5.1: Effective Hydraulic Conductivity in Bounded Domains.

From Table 5.1, for 2p = 0.02, the sum D + S = 4 * 10 is very close

to the exact value of D + S = 0 which corresponds to the arithmetic mean KA =-

KG exp(4P2) expected theoretically as p -4 0 (Section 5.1). The normalized KeL /KG

takes the value of 1.4996 which differs only by 0.03 % from the linearized value

KA/KG =- 1 + 4/2. We tried also to verify analytically the values of D and S as

p .-+ 0.01. We have shown in Section 5.1 that the domain and surface integrals are

bounded above. The limit of the left hand side of (5.31) as p --+ 0.01 was evaluated

by means of Macsyma [1992] and was found to be a function f (x , ipx 1, j). Invoking

the Dominated Convergence Theorem we interchanged in (4.113) the order of limit

and integration. The integral over Px of f (x , Ipx 1, j) was calculated by Macsyma

[1992]. However, the integral over x of the resulting expression does not appear in

any available tables (and could not be evaluated by Macsyma [1992]).
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Our analysis in Section 5.1 and the numerical result at 2p = 0.02 supports

the theoretical finding by Neuman and Orr [1993] that If, reduces to KA when the

flow domain Q shrinks to the support volume w. It also coincides with the numerical

result by Desbarats [1992a] when the ratio of characteristic length of the domain to

integral scale approaches the value of 0.1. Desbarats [1992a] investigated numerically

steady state flow in a cubic field with constant head and no-flow boundaries in the

longitudinal and transverse directions, respectively. For isotropic media he found

that, for the above ratio and 4 , 1.0, the sample mean (from 200 realizations) of

block-averaged hydraulic conductivities (defined via (2.76)) approaches KA.

At 2p = 100, D + S = 0.325204 differs by only 2 % from the exact theoretical

value D+S = 1/3 corresponding to the infinite domain solution Koo = KG exp(4N6)

[Noetinger, 1990; Dykaar and Kitanidis, 1992b; Neuman et al. 1992]. The exact

infinite domain solution was previously derived in Section 5.2 by formally taking the

limit of our expressions as p —p pc. Hence, this 2 % difference need not be entirely due

to a numerical error, as a length of 100 integral scales does not necessarily correspond

to an infinite domain.

The normalized effective hydraulic conductivity, (4.115), is shown in Figure

5.11 as a function of o-?, for various 2p. Here KA = KG exp(472) and if =

KG exp(4/6) designate the arithmetic mean of hydraulic conductivities and the

infinite domain solution, respectively. Figure 5.12 presents K,, (4.115), as a function

of 2p for various 4. The value of If, (for each 4) equals the arithmetic mean,

KA, at 2p = 0, and approaches asymptotically the infinite domain solution, Koo ,

at large values of 2p. The linearized KeL , (4.114), is shown in Figure 5.13, with

KA = KG (1 + 4/2) and ifc,„/' = KG(1+ 4/6).
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The three figures show that, for statistically isotropic media and arbitrarily

large 4, the assumption of an infinite domain is accurate for distances between

the two constant head planes exceeding 8 integral scales. At 2p = 8 the sum D +

S = 0.307604 differs 8 % from the exact theoretical value D -I- S = 1/3 which

corresponds to K. Rubin and Dagan [1988] found that the effect of a constant

head boundary in a two-dimensional, semi-infinite flow domain, becomes negligible

at distances greater than 4 integral scales from this boundary. This coincides with our

finding which concerns the effect of two such boundaries. The effect of an impervious

boundary was found [Rubin and Dagan, 1989] to be felt within 3 integral scales from

the boundary. Desbarats and Dimitrakopoulos [1990] showed numerically that the

sample mean of block-averaged transmissivities in a two-dimensional bounded flow

domain approaches the infinite domain If, value when the characteristic length of

the domain exceeds 20 integral scales. Desbarats [1992a] showed numerically that

the sample mean of block-averaged conductivities in a three-dimensional cubic field

approaches the infinite domain If, value when the ratio of characteristic domain

length to integral scale exceeds 10. Dykaar and Kitanidis [1992b] found that for small

4, and large 4, respectively, 20 and 80 integral scales were needed for boundary

effects in 2-D to decay. In 3-D, 10 and 30 integral scales were required.

Smith and Freeze [1979b] found that the infinite domain K, in a two-

dimensional bounded domain is a very good approximation to the true K,. They

used 4 , 0.83 and ratios as and ay of distance between the Dirichlet boundaries to

integral scale and no-flow boundaries to integral scale, between 8 and 20, and 4 and

10, respectively. For the range of values of ay of this study the impervious bound-

aries exert a minor influence on the solution of the effective conductivity [Rubin and
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Dagan, 1989]. In addition, based on our three-dimensional results we ascertain that

for such values of 4 and as the solution of a bounded domain is practically indistin-

guishable from that of an infinite domain. Such an agreement would not, in general,

hold for larger variances and smaller flow domains (Figures 5.11 and 5.13).

Rubin and Gómez-Hernndez [1990] found that the applicability of their ana-

lytical approach to two-dimensional bounded domains improved with an increase in

the size of the domain. We recall that their equation 2.75 was linearized and also

that an infinite expression for the the cross covariance of Y and gradient of head

was used in (2.75). Hence a large bounded domain makes the applicability of the

above more appropriate (Figures 5.11 and 5.13). Moreover, these authors stated:

"this increase in S counterweighted any increase in 4". Indeed, from Figures 5.11

and 5.13 one observes that by increasing 4 the divergence of the bounded domain

solution from the infinite one becomes more pronounced. For fixed 4 an increase in

the size of the domain brings the true solution closer to the infinite one. For domains

with characteristic length of 6 integral scales and 4 up to 2 [ibid, Figures 8 and

9] they found a good agreement between their analytical and the sample mean of

a numerical solution (which corresponds approximately to an effective parameter).

For these values the infinite domain solution constitutes a very good approximation

to the true solution (Figures 5.11 and 5.13).

Finally, the behavior of the domain integral D, (4.113), and the surface inte-

gral S, (4.110), as a function of 2p, are shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. These figures

and Table 5.1 show that, contrary to Dagan's assertion [1989], S is as important as

D when 2p becomes small. At 2p = 8, 2p = 4, and 2p = 2, respectively, the value of

1 ,9 1 corresponds to 3 %, 17 %, and 37 % of that by D. When 2p = 0.02, 1,51 becomes
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approximately equal to D.

Dykaar and Kitanidis [1992b], Figure 2.1, presented results for the effective

hydraulic conductivity for statistically isotropic media with small 4 (a value for 4

is not provided) in three- and two-dimensional flow domains. These were obtained

by numerical evaluation of the linearized expression (2.67) over the finite averaging

volume of a local element of a global grid. The two- and three-dimensional IT values

were normalized by KG and /fcc," = KG(1 + 4/6), respectively.

Figure 2.1 shows that at a ratio of characteristic length of local element to

integral scale, r, equal to zero, the Ke" values are much higher than the linearized

infinite domain solutions. Neuman and Orr [1993] have shown that when the flow

domain f2 shrinks to a point (practically the support volume w) then Ke reduces

to KA. We inferred the value of 4 = 0.95 as the value that, upon substitution in

the three- and two-dimensional normalized expressions KV/f" and /q/KG , would

reproduce the values 1.27 and 1.475, respectively, of the normalized If," of Figure 2.1

at r = 0.

Values of the three-dimensional if/K" for different ratios r for the isotropic

exponential covariance function were obtained directly from Figure 2.1 and are listed

in the second column of Table 5.2. The if/KG values of Dykaar and Kitanidis

[1992] are listed in column 3 of Table 5.2. They were calculated by multiplying the

normalized results of column 2, Table 5.2, by the constant (1 + 4/6) = 1.1583

corresponding to 4 = 0.95. Column 4 gives our /f,"/KG values, (4.114), that

correspond to 4 = 0.95. Column 5 compares the values in column 3 with those in

column 4.
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Ratio r Method of Moments Residual Flux % Diff. Value of F
_K-' I KI-,'„ Kel' I KG Kt' I KG

0.02 1.270 1.471 1.4746 0.2 0.004
1.100 1.274 1.3507 5.7 0.212

4 1.050 1.216 1.2601 3.5 0.273
8 1.015 1.176 1.1828 0.6 0.315

Table 5.2: If, values in bounded domains: method of moments and residual flux

theory.

Equation (2.67) for the isotropic case can be rewritten as

1	 2 n
trzmIfe = KG{i 0-k-

2 
— F)} with F = E  in2 (5.63)

where Qm, is the spectral density of Y. Equation 5.63 can be solved for F using

the values in column 3 of Table 5.2. Values of F are listed in column 6 of Table 5.2,

for various r. The values of 0.004 and 0.334, corresponding to r = 0.02 and r = 10,

respectively, reproduce KA' and K. The fact that the solution for Ife , derived via

the method of moments for periodic media, provides correct limit behavior at r = 0

indicates that it may be capturing boundary effects. Comparing the values of F in

column 6 of Table 5.2 with those of D in column 2 of Table 5.1 for 2p = r = 2,4,8,

shows that F = D to a high degree of accuracy.
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Figure 5.2: Surface and domain integrands, (4.110) and (4.113), p = 50 and j = 0.
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Figure 5.3: Surface integrand, (4.110), p 4, j = 0, and j = 10.
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Figure 5.4: Domain integrand, (4.113), p = 4, j = 0 (top), and j = +2.
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Figure 5.5: Surface integrand, (4.110), p = 2, j = 0, and j = 10.
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Figure 5.6: Domain integrand, (4.113), p = 2, j = 0 (top), and j = +4.
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Figure 5.7: Surface integrand, (4.110), p = 1, j = 0, and j = 20.
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Figure 5.8: Domain integrand, (4.113), p =1, j = 0 (top), and j = +4.
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Figure 5.9: Surface integrand, (4.110), p = 0.01, j = 0, and j = 100.
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Figure 5.10: Domain integrand, (4.113), p = 0.01, j = 0 (top), and j = ±100.
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Figure 5.11: Normalized Ife , equation 4.115, as a function of o for various 2p.
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Figure 5.12: Normalized Ke , equation 4.115, as a function of 2p for various 4.
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Figure 5.13: Normalized KeL, equation 4.114, as a function of u?, and 2p.
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Figure 5.14: Domain integral, equation 4.113, as a function of 2p.
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Figure 5.15: Surface integral, equation 4.110, as a function of 2p.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

Our analysis leads to the following conclusions:

1. The small perturbation method for cq,	 1, when coupled with a spectral ap-

proach [Bakr et al., 1978; Gutjahr et al., 1978; Gelhar and Axness, 1981, 1983a],

cannot address flow in bounded domains. Whereas the spectral approach must

assume that head fluctuations are stationary, in bounded domains they are in

fact non-stationary [Smith and Freeze, 1979b; Naff and Vecchia, 1986; Rubin

and Dagan, 1988, 1989]. When the small perturbation method is coupled with

a Green's function approach [Naff and Vecchia, 1986; Rubin and Dagan, 1988,

1989], this limitation disappears.

2. The asymptotic expansion and Green's function approach of Dagan [1989] as-

sumes that a = (171 (x) Vh( 1 )(x)) is equal to a constant. This is generally true

only if the first order approximation of head, h( 1 ), is stationary, which is not

the case near boundaries. Indeed, Dagan [1989, p. 205] provides an example of

flow parallel to an impervious boundary where a is not a constant. Further-

more, the above assumption leads him to ignore a first order term in 47 from

the effective hydraulic conductivity. This term, —KG Vh(2)(x), is recovered by

the residual flux theory of Neuman and Orr [1993].
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3. We have developed expressions for the effective hydraulic conductivity of a

three-dimensional, statistically anisotropic or isotropic, medium in the presence

of two constant mean head boundaries. Our expressions hold for exponential Y

covariance with flow parallel to a principal direction of statistical anisotropy. Is

is seen to be a function of o and the ratios p = a/A i , E2 = A2/A1, E3 = A3 /A i ,

where a is half the distance between the boundaries and A, are principal integral

scales (i = 1, 2, 3).

4. We have formally shown that as p 0, If, reduces to the arithmetic mean,

KA. This agrees with the numerical result by Desbarats [1992a]. It supports

the theoretical finding by Neuman and Orr [1993] that If, reduces to KA when

the flow domain 11 shrinks to the support volume co. In isotropic media we

formally obtain the asymptotic result Ke = KG exp(4N6) when p oc. The

former is the exact solution in infinite domains [Noetinger, 1990; Dykaar and

Kitanidis, 1992b; Neuman et al., 1992].

5. When E2 = E3 -> 0 or E 2 = E3 oc we obtain theoretically the simple ex-

pression If, = KG exp{4[exp(—p) — 0.5]). One can think of the former case

as mean flow along parallel channels having mutually uncorrelated hydraulic

conductivities, and of the latter as mean flow normal to layers having uniform

hydraulic conductivities.

6. We have shown that, for small values of 2p, contrary to Dagan's assertion

[1989], the surface integral S is as important as the domain integral D. In the

limit as	 0, S becomes absolutely equal to D (Sections 5.1 and 5.4).
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7. For statistically isotropic media with arbitrarily large 4 in three-dimensional

flow domains, our analysis indicates that the infinite domain solution becomes

a very good approximation to the bounded domain solution when the distance

between Dirichlet boundaries exceeds 100 integral scales. For practical pur-

poses, the same happens after 8 integral scales (Figures 5.11 and 5.13). This

supports the theoretical finding by Rubin and Dagan [1988], and the numer-

ical results by Desbarats and Dimitrakopoulos [1990], Desbarats [1992a], and

Dykaar and Kitanidis [1992b]; it also explains the numerical results by Smith

and Freeze [1979b], and Rubin and G6mez-Hernandez [1990].



APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF EXPRESSION FOR THE COVARIANCE OF THE

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY

The development of expressions from appendix D of Neuman and Orr [1993] is in-

cluded here for the sake of completeness. Let us commence by performing the trans-

formation Y(x) = lnK(x). The random function Y(x) is decomposed according

to

Y(x) = (Y(x)) Y'(x),	 (A.1)

with (Y(x)) the ensemble mean and Y'(x) a zero mean perturbation. Then

	K(x) = eY(x) = KG (x)e"x) ,	 (A.2)

where KG(x) = e(Y(x)) is the geometric mean of K(). If Y'(x) is Gaussian it can

be shown [Mood and Graybill, 1963] that (el/1 (x)) = e'cr'- ( x ) and then

	K(x) = (K (x)) = KG (x) e4(x) 	(A.3)

with

	Ki(x) = K (x) — (K (x)) = KG(x)[eY ' (x) 	— el'2Y (x) ].	 (A.4)

The autocovariance of K'(x) is given by

(K'(x ) K '(x)) = KG(x ) KG(x) ({eY' ( x )

 e 4(X)}
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l ev(X) _ e 2y(X)})

= KG(x)KG(X){Kev(x)+311(X))

_. e . (01,-(x) -F ,7(X))).

where some intermediate steps have been omitted. For normally distributed Yi(x)

we have [Mood and Graybill, 1963] exactly

1( ey , (x)w(x)) , exp[
-2 (4(x) + a(x) + 2 (r(x)V(X)))]•

Substituting (A.6) in (A.5) we obtain

(K i(x)K '()) = KG( x ) KG(x ) el(01-(x) -,a(x))

[e (yi(x)Yi(X)) _ 1] .

For the statistically homogeneous case (A.3) and (A.7) become

respectively.

1 2

K = KG e2aY,

(Ki(x)K , (x)) , n e-2y [ eo7(xmx)) _ 1 ] ,

(A.8)

(A.9)
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF PARSEVAL'S IDENTITIES

Let us define the Fourier Transform (FT) pair

	f (x) - (27) 772 1 2 fk F(k) C ik*X dk,	 (B.1)

	F ( m ) (k) = 	 1
(20771/ 

2
 x 

f (x) ei k.X dx,	 (B.2)
7 

where m = 1, 2, 3 is the dimension of the space domain and k is the wave number

vector in the corresponding Fourier space. We want to evaluate the integral

	+ 00 	f+.
	H =	 f (x i , x2, x3) g(xi, x2, X3) dX2 dX3.	 ( B.3 )

fr2 = - 00 JX3 = - 00

Let us define now the two-dimensional FT

1 +. f+.
-i(k2x2+k3x3) „ „ „	 „	G (2) (—k2, —k3;	 =	 .V(A.1, A21 A3) u,k2 43, (B.4)

L7I- x2=-00 JX3 = °°

1 f+'	 [4'	 ei(k2x2+k3x3) f t

	

F (2) (k2, k3; Xi) = —271_	 fx3=_„0	
J lX1, X2, X3) dX2 43.	 (B.5)

Now,

-co

=	 F(2)(k2, k3; xi) e- z(k2X2-1-k3X3) { 1

27r

+. f+.

fk2= - 00 ik3 = - CO

	+ 00 	+00
y Gb 1 , .G2, x3) dX2 dX3} dk2 dk3

f	
e -i(kx2+k3x3) ,_, ,„. „„ ,„

x2=-co x3	

2
=-co

=	
\	 1 j+C° 	f +00	+00	 +00

g(x l , X2, X3) {—,
J2_ 	X3=-00	 L7f- k2=-oo fk3=œ

e-ik2(x2+x2) e
-ik3(x3 +x3) F (2) (k2, k3; xi) dk2 dk3} dx2 dx3

f+00

	

F (2) (k2 ,
J_

	k3 ; x i ) G (2) (—k 2 , —k3 ; xi) e- i ( k2X2143X3) dk2 dk3

g (x i , x 2 , x3 ) f	 x 2 + v x -1- v dx,2, __ 3 , ,3	 2 ____3.
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+.	 -1-00

12=-00 13=-00
(B.6)



Setting X2 = X3 0, we obtain Parseval's identity
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J
1+00

o	 +co

2 = -00 k3=-00

	

+00	 +00

=
X2=-00 X3=-00

F (2) (k2 , k3 ; x i ) G (2) (—k2 , —k3 ; x i ) dk2 dk3

g(x i , x 2 , x3) f	 x 2 , x3 ) dx 2 dx 3 . (B.7)

Now,

fk F (3) (k 1 , k2 , k3 ) G (3) (—k1 , —k2 ,—k3 )	 dki dk2 dk3

fk F (3) (k 1 ,k2 ,k3 ) e -ik.X (27r1)3/2 fx g(x i , x 2 , x3) e-ik: dd k} dxx } dk

Lg(xi,x2,x3){1
(2 ) 3/ 2 ik

F(3) ( k1,k2,k3 ) Cik (x

+

7

fx g(xi, x2, x3) f (xi + xi, X2 + X2) X3 + X3) dXi dX2 dX3.	 (B.8)

Setting X1 = X2 = X3 = 0, we have for the three-dimensional case (m = 3)

fk 
F (771) (k) G (m ) (—k) dk = fx g(x) f (x) dx.	 (B.9)

Parseval's identity in the form of (B.9) can be easily shown to hold in general for

G (2) (—k2 , —k3; x 1 )

m= 1, 2, 3. Equation B.9 is related to ( B.7) as follows

fx xxi,x2,x3) f (xi + xi, X2 + X2) X3 + X3) dXi dX2 dX3

= fk F (3) (k1, k2, k3) G (3) ( — k1, — k2, —k3) e'LX dk

= fk F(3)(k 1 ,k2 , k3) e x { 	1 	f
(27 ) 3/ 2 jx g(x 1 ,xi, x 2 , x 3 )	 ik.x dx} dk

	1 	f +co	 .ke-i ixi= ik F(3	 'k•X	 G(2)(—k2,) (ki, k2, k3 ) e
-\/27r Li---00	

—k3; x i ) dx i dk

+00	 1	 f
=	 F(3)(k1, k2 , k3 ) e 1+s1) dki

ixi=-00	 ,i, L -V271- /lc,

e
-i(k2 X2 +k3 x3) dk dk d2	 3 X1

fs , _ _ {/k2 fk3

+co

G(2)( — k2, —k3 ; x 1 ) F (2) (k2, k3; Xi + xi)

(B. 10)e
-i(k2x2+k3 X3) dk2 dk3} dXi.
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Setting again x = 0,

fx g(x) f(x) dx =
fd-oo

xi -00

{lc, I,	
2 )( 2 , 	3)xi ) F(2) ( k2,k3; xi ) dk2 dk3 } dxi.	 (B.11)



APPENDIX C

FOURIER TRANSFORM OF MIXED DERIVATIVES OF 3- AND

2-DIMENSIONAL INFINITE GREEN'S FUNCTION

- ()	 .The 3-dimensional Fourier Transform (FT) of the infinite Green's function, GF 3
 is

given by

O'F (3) = 	 1 f+" f+c° 1+0° 	  'VX dx i dX2 dX31	 (C.1)
(27) 3/2 —00 —03 —00 4777

where

	X = (Xi, X2, X3)T	 X = (x1, x2, X3) T ,	 ( C.2)

	

=	 (C.3)

k is the 3-dimensional wave number vector, and norms of vectors are again repre-

sented by unaccentuated versions of their boldface symbols. Then we can write

CF
(3)	 1	 ik.x f+" f +cc) 1+0° 1   ik.n

(27)312 e 	j co —00	 47ry e	 ay2 u773,

which in spherical coordinates becomes

(C.4)
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CF
(3) 1 	1 1+' f1 f 27r

471- (27) 3/2 e 	n=o e=o o=o

1 e ikn cos 0 772 sin 0 a c/71 dzi)
y

1	 1ir
= 	 f +c° y {1 e iim cos o sin 0

2 (270 3/2 e 	Jn=o	 e=o	
c/01 c/7/

1=
(271.)3/2 e

ik.x r sin(kY) dy
J0	 k

1 	 ik.x 1=
(270 3/2 e 	k2 '

(C.5)
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where the integrals over 0 and 77 were evaluated using Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [1980,

p. 482[5] and 966[8.464.1]] and Haberman [1987, p. 365].

The FT of the 3-(or 2-) dimensional infinite Green's function GF can also be

calculated by applying the FT directly on their governing equation 3.34,

FT(m)[V2GF] = — FT (16 (X — x)]

(27)m/ 2

1 	 eik.x (C.6)

and utilizing the relationship

a2

FT(77- )[ GF],	 d F (m) 	i = 1, • • • , m	 (C.7)
aXi

we obtain

zk.ve 1
dF (m) = 

(270
	

e
m/ 2 	k2'	

(C .8)

where n2 is the Euclidean (and equivalent Fourier) space dimension and all vectors

(and their norms) should be considered in the corresponding space. Based on the

relationships,

we finally have

,
a	 a

CF 	GF,
ox,	 uxi

FT(-)[AGF] = —iki dF (m) 	i = 1, • • , m,

1	  kk T ik.xkli(k) = FT (In) [V.V xTGF(n)]= (2
7r )	 k2 6 	•

(C.9)

(C.10)

(C.11)



APPENDIX D

EVALUATION OF THE LEGENDRE POLYNOMIAL Pi (x)

The Legendre Polynomial of order one [Erdelyi et al., 1954, P. 424] is given by

1 d

Pi(x) 2 cU (x2 1)7
(D.1)

where x, equation J.11, is given by

1
x = 	

	

(1 + k*2)112	
x(k*).	 (D.2)

Here k* is the norm of the vector k* = Lk, where L is a 2x2 diagonal matrix with

elements A i and A2, and k = (k 1 ,k2 ) T is a two-dimensional wave number vector.

From (D.1) and (D.2) we have that

g(k*) = x 2 — 1 =
1 + k* 2

The derivative of g(k*) with respect to x is expressed as

d dg dk* = dg / dx

dx 

g(e)

 dk* dx	 dk* dk*

The derivatives of g and x with respect to k* are evaluated as
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k*2
(D.3)

(D.4)

and

dg	 2k*

dk*	 (1 + k* 2 ) 2 '

dx	 k*  

dk*	 (1 + k* 2 ) 312.
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Upon substitution of (D.5) and (D.6) in (D.4) the Legendre Polynomial of order one

becomes
1

Pl(k * ) - ( 1 + k* 2 )1 / 2 .
(D.7)



APPENDIX E

EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRAL E

Sanchez-Villa and Carrera [1993] evaluated integral E, given in (J.13), as

	e  A 1 A 2 4 f kleT 	dk

27r	 he k 2 [1+ (A i ki ) 2 	(A2 k2 ) 2 J 3 1 2 '

by expressing k* = (A 1 k1 ,A 2 k2 ) T in polar coordinates k* = k* (cos 0, sin 0) T , thus

transforming eij into

=
.72 foe f 	/Ai Ai 	k*

(E.5)
3 	27r I k*=0 11)=0 cos 	sin2 	(1	 k*

2
) 3 / 2 

dk* dO,

	A? 	 A?

where i, = 1, 2, m 1 = cos 0 and m 2 = sin 0. The integral with respect to k* equals

one [Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980, p. 83[6]], and thus the components of E,3 can be

evaluated by performing the integration over 0. Defining e = A 2 /A 1 we obtain

4 pir	 COS2 0
d
	24 po  1 	 dt
O — 

7r it=0 1 + 4 1 + t227r .45 =0 COS 2 0 + sin2	 ç‘2	 ee

0

= 
24 1	 fe. dt

7r 1 — e2 it--o 1 + t2,

where the transformation t = tg 0 was employed and some intermediate steps were

omitted. Similarly for the integral 122 we have

4 f27	 sin2	 2a2 foe 	1 	dt
122	 = 	 Y

27r igs=o e 2 cos 2 	sin2 	t=0	 e2t2 1	 t2

24  1 r foe —e 2 dt	 f œ  dt  1	 A l 4 
7r 1 — C 2 Pt=0 1 + e 2t2 	t=o 1 + t 2 i 	X 1 + A2 1

(E.4)
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(E.1)

Eli

2 foe	 dt	 A2 4
(E.3)

e it=o 1 + t2	 = Al + A2
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where in this case the transformation t = cotg 0 was used. Integrals e12 and E21 are

immediately seen to equal zero because of the integration of an odd function over a

symmetric interval.



APPENDIX F

DERIVATION OF EQUATION 3.35

The three-dimensional K e , equation 3.33, is given by

	K = KGe4 12 {I — f [ecY(X -x) — 1] V xV Tx GF(x,x) dX}	 (F.1)

Let us define the three-dimensional Fourier Transforms (FT),

e3) ( — k) = 	 1
	+00 i+- r {ecy(n) _ 1,	 dx

(27r)	 -co

T (3) (k) = 1 jf+c° f+°° 1+0° VxVxTGF(x, X) ek.X dX,	 (F.3)
(27r)  

where k = (k1 ,k2 ,k3 ) T is a three-dimensional wave number vector and n x - x.

Then, using Parseval's identity (Appendix B), we can write (F.1) as

K = KG e - tr'	 — f 00)(—k)W (3) (k) dk} .

From Appendix C we have that

T (3) (k) = i(k) eik.x ; T.r(k)	
1	 kk T 

= (27r) 	k2

Expanding the term ecYCM — 1 in Taylor series we obtain

1	 " 1
0 (3) (—k) = 	  E	 c37(n) e -ik *X dx.

(27r) m = 1 mi X
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(F.2)

(F.4)

(F.5)

(F.6)



The FT of the m-power of the covariance function is given (Appendix G) as

me -ik.x
FT() (—k) =-

8 
det(L)

7r	 [m2 + (A 1 k1 )2	 (A 2 k2 )2	 (A3k3)2p

where m = 1,2, .... Equation F.6 using (F.7) becomes

(I) (3) (—k) = I (—k)

with
co	 2mCfy	 1

43	 =	 det(L) E  	 (F.9)
7r	 ni=1 (m — 1)! [m 2 + () 2 ] 2

where summation over the index i = 1,2,3 is implied. From (F.8), (F.9) and (F.5) we

observe that 1.(3) is an even function, whereas W( 3) is an odd function in ki (i 1, 2,3).

Thus, for the off-diagonal terms of I C e the integral in (F.4) becomes zero (due to the

integration of an odd function over a symmetric interval) and consequently IC et, = 0,

i,j = 1,2,3 and i j. The expression for the principal components of the effective

hydraulic conductivity using (F.5), (F.8) and (F.9) then becomes

	= KG 	{1 	1
(2

	f kk T
,b.r (—k) dk} .	 (F.10)

7r) Jig k 2

Let us define now a coordinate system X that is aligned in the direction of the

mean flow (q) (with components (q1 ) 0, (q2 ) = (q3) = 0), and k is a wave-number

vector in this system. Then, coordinates x are related to X through x = X, where

(3 is the matrix of direction cosines A, between x i and X.-3 , i ,j = 1,2,3 [Gelhar and

Axness, 1981; Neuman et al., 1987]. The same relationship, k = k, holds for the

wave-number vectors. Let us also designate with A i, the length of a radius vector

parallel to (q) corresponding to an ellipsoid having semi-axes A i , A2 and A3 oriented

along x i , x 2 and x3 , respectively. The latter is given by
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(F.7)

(F.8)

Ap, = 1/ 
()31)2 	( ilA21)2 	C3A31 )2

	
(F.11)



7r 2 A3 E
m=1

Here,
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Switching to spherical coordinates

k = co = k(cos 0, sin 0 cos 0, sin 0 sin b)T ,	 (F.12)

the second term within braces of (F.10), evaluated in Appendix H, becomes

2m	 oo f r [ 27r	 Z2

L
Y 	 sin 0 dB dzi) dz.	 (F.13)

(m — 1)!	 I 9=0 ..10=o G [m 2 + (Bz) 2 ] 2

QQT
G=

A2	 C2 = w	 (F.14)

A2 = QT	 wT	 B2 QT c 2 Q (F.15)

-2 L2 z=î\	 (F.16)
A 2

Equation F.13 after contour integration (Appendix I) and using the transformation

u = cos 0 becomes

detL v,"
u 

+1

 , 

27 G
= 	 — du c111).

471- A 34 77,Z-1=1 m!	 =-1 p=0 B 3

The infinite series in (F.17) is written in closed form as

(F.17 )

co	 2m

E crY
n2=1

0.2= e Y — 1.	 (F.18)

Substituting (F.17)-(F.18) in (F.10) we obtain

{

e 0 1el, — 1 f +1 f 27 G..
If e = IfGe 4 1  	 " du dO}

47 (1(2(3 L=-1.4=o B 3
(F.19)

where i =1, 2,3.

When the medium is statistically isotropic A A =	 = A2 = A3, regardless of

how ( q ) is oriented, and then	 = = I, Q = w and A = B = 1. The effective

conductivity, equation F.19, now becomes

"4	 {	

0.2

Ke = Kii	 G e.24 1
	e' — 1TA-1. [2,

47 A-1.4=0
Gii du 4} ,	 (F.20)



where G = co'. We can evaluate now the integrals of (F.20),
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+1	 f 27r
Gil du dzi)

lu=-1 Jo=o

	

+1	 2	[ 7	 4
U 2 du d'zi) = —7

	1=-1 fo=o	 3

+1 /27r

122	 G22 du chi)
f.=-1 0=c)
+127r

1(1 - U2 ) du	 cos2 dO
,=.0

4 /2-
d 	cos2	 =0_0 	—47

3

and similarly 133 = 47r/3. Substituting the value of 4 7F/3 in (F.20) we obtain

KG 
—

3 
e 2 (4 —

(F.21)

(F.22)

(F.23)



APPENDIX G

3-DIMENSIONAL FOURIER TRANSFORM OF EXPONENTIAL

COVARIANCE

Using the transformation T = L -1 n the exponential covariance in (3.32) becomes

isotropic, Cy (r) = 4 e'. Here, ri = x — x, and L is a diagonal matrix with com-

ponents A i , A2, A3, the integral scales in the x i , x2 , x3 directions, respectively. The

three-dimensional FT of the covariance function with the use of the transformation

w = L k becomes

FT (3) ( — w)
(2707 X

1	 3 I CY(n) c_ik.x dx

1 	-ik.x 
f 

Cy (n) cikri dri
(27r) e

2
e-ik.X	 e-it" dr,	 (G.1)det(L) 	

(27	 Jr0

where det(L) is the determinant of matrix L. Switching to spherical coordinates

T = ro- = r(cos 0, sin 0 cos V), sin 0 sin 0)T ,	 (G.2)

equation G.1 is written as
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4, c ik-xFT (3) (—w) = det(L)
(27r)	 Jr=o L00
e_r _iwrcosû r2 sin 61 dB di' dO, (G.3)



fxe sin bx dx =
eas

a 2	 b2

det(L) (ilfm  e -de.x	 +00 17 127

(27r) 1=0 0=0 11)=0
FT() ( —w) =m
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with 0 the angle between vectors w and r. Here, without loss of generality, vector

w was taken in the direction of the principal axis r 1 and the other two axes were

rotated accordingly. From Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [1980, p. 482[5] and 966[8.464.1]]

we have

and then (G.3) becomes

2
e-iwrc" 9 sin° dû = 	  sin(wr),

1(9=0	 Wr
(G.4)

„.2
FT (3) ( —20 = de(L) —

2 J-1-0° 
r sin(wr) e -r dr.

7r r=o
(G.5)

From Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [1980, p. 198[5]] we have the following relationship

a 2	 b2
	 sin bx-a2 b2

(	 2ab bx 
a 2 	b2

cos bx1 . (G.6)

Evaluating the integral term in ( 0 .5) with (G.6) (a = —1 and b = w) gives us the

spectrum of the covariance function

8 1 
FT (3) (—k) = —7r det(L) Uî e'Vx 

[1 + (A1 k1) 2 (A2 k2)2 (A3k3)2p
.	 ( 0 .7)

The FT of the m-power of the covariance function is given by

	FT(3
o	

1
	) 	 cm (n) czkx dx,(n

(-w) - 
(27r) X Y

where C(r) = r e-mr. Equation 0 .8 in spherical coordinates is written as

(G.8)

e-rnr —iwr cos 6+ r 2 sin O dû dr 4, (G.9)
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and based on (G.4) and (G.6) (a = —m and b = w) it becomes

FT() ( — k) —
8 

det(L) 2m Czk.x 	
[m 2 + (A 1 k1 ) 2 	(A 2 k2 ) 2 	(A3k3)212

, (G.10)

where m = 1,2, ....



APPENDIX H

EVALUATION OF INTEGRAL TERM OF EQUATION F.10

We consider the second term within braces of (F.10)

E = 
1

(27r)

	f kkT
(1) 1 ( — k) dk,

k 2

with 43. 1 (—k) given by
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A—k) =
00	 0" 

2 m	 1
—
8 

det(L) E 	Y
7r	 Tn=1 (m — 1)! [m 2 + (A i ki ) 2 1 2 '

(H.2)

and where summation over i = 1,2,3 is implied. We transform the terms in (14.1) in

the coordinate system (defined in Appendix F). Thus, we have

k2
(H.3)

kT k '

where the relationship 13T,(3 = I was used. Equation H.3, switching to spherical

coordinates

k = k w = k(c0s 0, sin 0 cos 0, sin 9 sin O) T ,

is written as

k kT 	w (f3 w) T Q QT 
k2 CO CO	 A2

Here, matrix Q and scalar A 2 are given by

; A2 = QT = w (H.6)

kkT	 k (0 k)T
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The norm of vector tv, defined in Appendix G, is now written as

w =II w II = II L k II

= 11 L 0 k II= k 11 L 0 w 11

= k (QT L 2 Q) 112 .	 (11.7)

Using the transformation

L2
(11.8)

C-2 = A 2ii '

where A„ was defined in (F.11), w becomes

w = k À. (QT C -2 Q) 112 = k A o B.	 ( 11 .9)

Here, we define scalar B as

B2 = QT C' Q.	 (H.10)

The explicit forms of Q, B 2 and A2 , with the use of u = cos 0, are as follows

Q = Onu + 012V1 — u 2 cos 0 + /313V1 — u 2 sin zi)
021U + 022V1 — U 2 COS V) + 0231/1 — U 2 sin 	I 	( 11 .11)

031u + 0320 — U 2 cos 275 + 033 .0 — U 2 sin V)

B2 = 0 Aii1 )2 + ceA 2 )2 + 0 AA 3 )2,	 (H.12)

A2 = ,Q + ,Q + Q.	 (H.13)

Substituting (H.2) in (H.1), and using (H.5) and (H.9) we obtain

detL "	 o-?,m	 To. fir	 /.27r	 -k2
	E ,     sin 0 dO clO dk. (H.14)

72
m. (m, — 1)! .1k=0 4.0 4=0 G [m 2 + (AB)2]2

Here, the relationship
QQT

G = 	 (H.15)
A 2 '

and the fact that dk = die were used.



APPENDIX I

DERIVATION OF EQUATION F.17

Integral

fx.,o [m2 + (xB) 2 ] 2 '

using the transformation a = ml B becomes

1 foe	 X2 dx

B4 L.o (x 2 + a 2 ) 2•

This integral is evaluated now with the use of residue theorem. Let us consider the

integral
z2 dz=	 (I.3)( z 2	 a2)2

where C is the closed contour consisting of the semicircle F, with radius R, and the

line from —R to R, and where C is traversed in the positive (counterclockwise) sense.

The only pole inside this area is the z ici (of order 2) which has a residue of

d z2	 1
Ernice —a,z [(z — ia)2 

(z ia) 2 (z — ia)2 
= 

4ia •

Thus,
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(1.2)

CO x2 dx

11=

or explicitly

Z2 dz	 1	 7r

(z 2 a2)2 
= 27ri —

4ia 
=

2ce     



Taking the limit R —> oo of (1.6) we obtain

R	 x 2 dx	 +00 x 2 dx
lim—

f- R (x 2 a2 ) 2 	f-co (x 2 a2 ) 2
	  = 

2oe'

and thus integral /1 is given by 

7F 
(1.8) = 4mB3. 

To proceed from (1.6) to (1.7) we need to show that

lim
R->oo

z2 dz

Jr ( z2 a2)2	 0. (1.9)

Let z = Re ie , and let us also represent the integrand of expression 1.9 by f (z). Then

we have

R22°	1	 1
=< 	 • <	 (1.10)(R2 e2i0 a2)2 — R2 e229 — R2

Using the property fc f(z)dz ML, where M is an upper bound of the function

f (z) and L is the length of the curve C, we have that

2 dz	 7
I Jr ( z 2	 a2)2 1 R .

Taking the limit R	 co of (1.11) completes the proof of (1.9).
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(1.7)



APPENDIX J

EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITY IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL INFINITE

DOMAINS

The linearized (to first order in 4) K 0 , equation 3.36, is given by

0.2
K e = KG {(1	 I — f Cy (X — X) V s 'V'Tx G F (X ) X) dX}

2	 009

Here, GF(x,x) satisfies the two-dimensional Poisson equation 3.34 and is given by

G F (X, X) = 1/27r ln ri [Greenberg, 1978]. We take Cy (x— x) to be a two-dimensional

anisotropic exponential function

Cy (n)= 4 exp [— { TA4 + 41 2 1 ,	 (J.2)

where n = x — x and A i , A2 are principal integral scales in the xi, X2 directions,

respectively.

Defining the two-dimensional functionals

0 (2) (—k) =	 f+c° 1+0° Cy(n) e -2k.X dX,	 (J.3)
27r. -oe

T (2) (k) = —1 1+0° f+c0 vsvxTGF(x,x)eikX dX,	 (J.4)
27r -0.	 -03

and using Parseval's identity (B.9), equation J.1 becomes

rT2

Ke =KG {(1	 —	 1,(2) (— k) klf (2) (k) dk} (J.5)
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(J.1)
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where k = (k1 ,k2 ) T is a two-dimensional wave number vector in the Cartesian co-

ordinates X = (Xi, X2) T which are oriented parallel to the principal directions of log

hydraulic conductivity.

Taking the Fourier transform (FT) of (3.34), Appendix C, allows expressing

(J.4) as

111(2)(k)	 41/(k) cik-ge where
	\ 	 1 kkT

	Wi(iv) 	k2 •
(J.6)

Defining the transformations x* = L -1 71 and k* = L k, where L is a 2x2 diagonal

matrix with non-zero elements A i and A2, renders the covariance in (J.2) isotropic.

Its two-dimensional FT in (J.3) then becomes

„.2
4) (2)(_k*) =	 ex	 e-x* e n

27r

Al2 4 	f e_* X* dx* . (J.7)
27r	 JX*

Transforming into polar coordinates we obtain

A 1 A 2 	.k.	 f+.0 f 2 7,(1) (2) ( _ k * ) = 	 e-x	 t9,	 e—ik*x*cos x* dx*dO,	 (J.8)
271 Jx*=0 h=c)

which with the use of the relationship [Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980, pp. 482[5] and

951[8.402]]
f27, 

e
_ik* x * cos° de = 2 71 Jo(k * x*),fo=o

(J.9)

becomes

4) (2) (—k*)  +0°= )0 2 o*?, e-ik ' x 1	 x* c -x* Jo(k * X * ) dX *
x*=-0

(J.10)

where Jo (k*x*) is Bessel function of order zero. From Erdelyi et al. [1954, pp. 9[20]

and 424] we find that

=
1 	p r 	1 

0 (2) (—k * )	 A i A 2  (1 + k* 2 )	 1. (1	 k*2 ) 1 1 2
(J.11)
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where Pi (k*) is the Legendre Polynomial of order 1. Evaluating Pi(e), Appendix

D, we obtain

1
41) (2) (—k) = A 1 A 2 cs,2 	

[1 + (A 1 k1 ) 2 	(A 2 k2 ) 2 1 3/2 e
(J.12)

Substituting (J.6) and (J.12) in (J.5) we obtain

o- 2 	)02 a?, f kk T 	dk
K e = KG {(1 -37- )1"

27r	 ik k 2 [1 + (A 1 k1 ) 2 	(A2k2)21312}	
(J.13)

which is the two-dimensional version of the three-dimensional expression (3.37) of

Gutjahr et al. [1978], Gelhar and Axness [1981, 1983a], Neuman and Depner [1988],

Dagan [1989], and Kitanidis [1990]. Equation J.13 is identical to that by Sanchez-

Villa and Carrera [1993] who developed it independently following the approach of

Dagan [1989].

We consider now a system of coordinates =	 i'2)T where	 is parallel

to the direction of mean flow. The two-dimensional matrix f3 of direction cosines

between k, and k- 3 (i, = 2) 1S

)( cos 0 —5m 0
sin 0 cos 0 (J.14)

where 0 is the angle between Xi and	 and A t, is the length of a radius vector

parallel to (q) corresponding to an ellipse having semi-axes A i and A2 oriented along

Xi and k2 , respectively. The latter is given by

= 1/ ( COS 0 )2 + ( sin 0
)2.

\	 j	 A2
(115)

We can then write in polar coordinates

= k w	 k(cos , sin o)T
	

(J.16)
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where "k is the norm of the wave number vector k corresponding to the coordinates.

Upon defining (similar to appendix F) the transformations

G = QQT 	Q =	 = (cos 20, sin 20) T 	(J.17)

A2 QT Q 	B2 QT c -2 Q	 (J.18)

= 

L2c-2 	z = "1	 (J.19)

the second term within braces in (J.13) becomes

E = (detL) (7•?,
 fc° /27

27r A 2/., L=o e=o
G 

[1 (B z)2]3/2 
dz d0

where detL =	 A2. From Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [1980, p. 83 [ 6]],

foe

1
L=o [1+ (Bz)2]312 

dz
 B2

so that (J.20) simplifies to

E, == ( dr.et f,	 jf27 G
— Od

27r A 2t,	 e.o B2

(J.20)

(J.21)

(J.22)

Substituting Gll = cos 2 20, B 2 = (A l 	2 cos 2 20 + (.\ 2 /À 1 ) 2 sin 2 20, e2 = (A 1 / ) 4 ) 2

and d2 = (A 2 / ) /i ) 2 in (J.22), we can write

(
4 r 

C2 COS 2 t + d2

cos2 t	 A2 4detL)
En =	 dt =  	 (J.23)

71- A 2 	it=0	 sin2 t	 Ai + A2 •g

This result was obtained with the aid of Macsyma [1992] by making the change of

variable t = 20 and recognizing that the integrand is an even function. By the same

token we find immediately that

E22 -

- + A2
(J.24)
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whereas the off-diagonal terms E12 and 521 by virtue of the integration of an odd

function over a symmetric interval, equal zero. An alternative evaluation of the E

term, due to Sanchez-Villa and Carrera [1993], is provided in Appendix E for reasons

of completeness. This appendix applies, for the two-dimensional case, the approach

of Gelhar and Axness [1981, Appendix G, 1983a], and Dagan [1989] for the evaluation

of the three-dimensional K e from (3.37).

Upon substitution of (J.23) and (J.24) in (J.13) the linearized form for the

principal components of the effective conductivity becomes

[14 Aj 4
i,j = 1,2

2	 Al + A2    

and i	 j,	 (J.25)

Ke„ = KG 1+

which is identical to (2.33), derived from the relationships of Gelhar and Axness

[1983a], and coincides with the result of Sanchez-Villa and Carrera [1993]. Invoking

the Landau-Lifshitz [1960] conjecture we finally obtain, equation 2.35,

Ke„ = KG exp [
 1
	 A' i,j= 1,2

2	 Al + A2

and i	 j,	 (J.26)

which is valid for large 4.
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APPENDIX K

NUMERICAL EVALUATION USING GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE

Let us consider integral

d 1+1
II =	 gu , 0) du ch 7 b .

J:p=o u=-1
(K.1)

The Gauss-Legendre formula for an integral evaluated at any finite interval [a, b] is

given by

I
b

f (t)dt 	
b—

2
	a 

n 7b— a	 a + 6
kf 	 X k + 	

)

2	 2 ) 'k=1
(K.2)

where wk and x k are the Gauss weights and points respectively, and n is the total

number of Gauss points. By rewriting (K.1) as

1 1 = 
4
fd [ fo

f(u,)du + 
fu 

-1-1
f (u , 71)) du] dO,	 (K.3)

1.o	 u=-1	 =o

the integral over u can be approximated, using the Gauss-Legendre formula, by

	// •-_-', .1-- 	f d
	2 	 p=o

[ 7 	Wk[f(211,0) + f (-14, 7,b) + gu 2k , 0) + f( —u)]0)] 1
1c=1

4.	 (K.4)

Here,

1
uk =

1
—2 (xk — 1 ) (K.5)

1
= —

2
(x k + 1), (K.6)
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and where the symmetricity over zero in the [-1, +1] interval of the Gauss points

was utilized. Applying the Gauss-Legendre formula to the integral over zi) we obtain

m/2 n/2
2-'1=1 2-dk=1 wiwk[f(74,01) + f (-uL OD + f(u O ) +

f (-u lk, 0) + f(74, Oh + f (-uL '0 ) + f(14, Of) +

f(-u, '0)1, (K.7)

where now,
d

01. = (xl + 1 )

0? =

(K.8)

(K.9)



APPENDIX L

DERIVATION OF EQUATION 4.43

Let us define

(L.1)

= 
Xi — xi 

	

(L.2)

where k 1 , and A i , are, the coordinate of the wave number vector k, and the integral

length in the x i-direction, respectively. The three-dimensional FT of the exponential

covariance function is given by

FT (3) ( — k 1 , —k2 , —k3 ) =

	1 	 f+...
FT (2) (—k2 , — k3; Xi) dx i

N/271--

FT(2)(—k2, — k3; Xnedxi.	 (L.3)
-127

Substituting in (L.3) the two-dimensional FT of the exponential covariance function,

(4.39), we obtain

	FT(3)(— k)	 e-zk.gc Al A2A3 0.1,2 (1 	k*2 y3/2

V27

Jf
+.0 

6-2" +	 1/1- k *2 1 
e-141N/1+02d

XT ,
	(L.4)

where
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k*2 = (A 2 k2 ) 2 + (A3 k3 ) 2 .	 (L.5)
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Substituting in (L.5) the appropriate expressions for the absolute value IXT1 we obtain

FT (3) (—k) = 
e _ i k.x A 2 A 3 2

	 Cry (1	 k 
*2 ) _ 3/2

-VTir
+ 09

{ 10	
e -iiq XI [1	 ,*	 + k* 2 ] e -XIVii-k*2 ,*

-r	 I	 dxi

o
	 e&ixi [1 + x i V1 + k* 2 ] e — xW1 +k * 2 dx*i 	 (L.6)

With the use of the transformation

(3=V1-kk* 2 ,	 (L.7)

equation L.6 becomes

FT (3)	
= c _ i k.x  1 2A3 2	 +09

- k )	 o-y (1 + k*2)-3I2 {f•IT7r
r+.	

e—xI(o+ikT) dxi*

	

# j
o	

e—x1(13+ikI)	 lo dx
+00

	+ /3 10 	Xie -xT( '3-ikn 	/ •  (L.8)

The exponential integrals of (L.8) can be easily calculated to produce

FT (3) (—k) =
e_ik.x A1A2A3 cf?, (1+ k*2) -3/2-VT7r

	1 	 0 
{0	 + —	 + ik	

4.

i) 2 	iki)2}	
(L.9)

which after some algebraic manipulations of the terms within braces results to

FT (3) (—k)=
2

—
8 

A l A 2 A3 	
7r	 (02 + 42)2 (L.10)

the three-dimensional FT of the exponential covariance function.



APPENDIX M

SOLUTION OF EQUATION 4.53

Let us consider equation

d2 u

— dx 2 + ?32 U = 8(X - x),	
(M.1)

satisfying the boundary conditions

u(—oo,x) = 0 , u(d-oo,x) = 0,	 (M.2)

and where 0 2 is a constant. The general solution of (M.1) is given by

{ A ef3x + B e -°x for —oo < x < x
u(x,x) =	 (M.3)

C ef3x + D c - )3x for x <x < -Foo

where A, B, C, and D, constant coefficients to be determined subsequently. From

the boundary conditions (M.2) it follows that the constants B = C = 0, and then

u(x, x) becomes

u(x,x) = 
{ A ef3x for —oo < x < x

De 	for x < x < +00

In order for the function u(x, x) to be continuous, at x = x we must have

A el3s = D e- r3s , (M.5)

which is the first equation relating the unknown coefficients A, and D. The second

relationship is obtained by integrating (M.1) across the singularity x, that is

x-Fo	 x-Fo

fx-o	 x-o—	 (uxx— 0 2u) dx = f 6(x — x) dx = 1

s+0
au

-

dx
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(M.4)

f
+ 02	

u dx 
= 1

x-Fo

ix--ox-o

	

0 D e- f3x + 0 A e'3x = 1,	 (M.6)
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and where the integral over u(x,x) was set equal to zero from the requirement of

continuity of u(x,x) at x = x. Solving the system of equations (M.5) and (M.6) for

A and D, we obtain the solution of (M.1) subject to (M.2),

eci; ((::: )) for —co <x < x
u(x, x) =	 2 '3

for x < x < +0020

or in a compact form

u (x , x) = 1 e -Olx- x l .

20
(M.8)

The solution of (M.1) subject to the boundary conditions

u(—a,x) = 0 , u(-Fa,x) = 0,	 (M.9)

is obtained (utilizing (M.8)) with the method of images [Stakgold, 1979], and is given

by
1+00

u(X,x) =	 • E (-1) ex2âa1)JTI

3-00

(M.7)
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APPENDIX N

ONE-DIMENSIONAL FT OF EQUATION 4.67

The two-dimensional FT, with respect to x2 and x3 , of the second mixed derivative

of the infinite Green's function is given from (4.67) as

We set

e i(k2s2+k3.3) { (9( xl — x1)—
27r

(k22 	k32)112
 e"2 lxi -xi }l

2

Xi = -

and then a three-dimensional FT is given by

FT (3) (k, x ) = V-277r Jx1=-0.

1	 f+cc'

f	

FT(2)(k2,k3; Xi, x) 
eikixidkx0:

+.0

1 dx*i.

(N.3),v7r 	FT(2)(k2, k3; Xi* , x2, x3) ei

Substituting (N.1) into (N.3) we obtain

eik.x r 	k'	 e-k1	
dxi}FT (3) (k,x) = (2 703/2 11 	2

(N.4)

where k'2 = k22 q. Substituting the appropriate values of IXT1, (N.4) becomes

eik.x { 1 	roo
(ki	 dxT

(270 3/ 2 	2 io

' 

fo-FG° e-xI(P+iki) aiXI }

FT (3 ) (k, x)

(N.5)



Calculating the exponential integrals of (N.5) results in

eikx k'	 2k'
FT (3) (k x) = (27 )3/2 { 1 	2 (k'2 ki)}

which, upon the substitution of k'2 =	 g, gives

e:
FT (3) (k, x) = (2 .)3/2 k?	

the three-dimensional FT of the mixed derivatives of the fundamental solution (Ap-

pendix C).
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(N.6)

(N.7)



APPENDIX 0

DERIVATION OF THE SUM OF THE SERIES IN 4.66

Let us commence by expanding the series of (4.65),

+00

E a-(-1)3x11,

+09E

Now, the following relationships are always satisfied

Xi — 2ia — (-1) 3 x 1 <

Zia — (-1) 3 x 1 > O.
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(0.1)

(0.2)

(0.3)

For j = odd, say j = 2p — 1, with p = 1,2, • • • , -Foo, and using (0.2) and (0.3) we

can write

0—(-1) 3 sil	 e—lcilx1d-2j0—(-1)3x11 =

= e '(<1_ 2 +x) 	e -ki(xi-Ezia+si) =

= e -21c1a3[e kl(x1d-x1)	 =

+ x1 )] e -2k i aj .= 2 cosh[P(x i (0.4)

For j = even, say j = 2p, p = 1,2, • • , +co, we obtain

_
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_= e 	a sl)	 e—ki(X1+2ja—xl) =

= e -2kia3 [ e ki(x1 	+ e -ki(xi -.1 )]

= 2 cosh[P(xi _ x1 )] e -2k/a3. 	(0.5)

For j = 2p — 1 (j = odd) we have that

e- 21e a = e-2k/a(2p-1) 
— e-41ecip e2lea	 (0.6)

whereas for j 2p (j -=- even) we have that

= e -41ciape- 2Ic'aj

Substituting (0.4) - (0.7) into (0.1) we obtain

+00
+ 2 { e 2kia cosh[lAx i H- xi)] + cosh[e(x i — xi)] E

p=1

	E +.	 a p isThe partial sum of the series	 e— 4ki
p=0

= 1 + e -41c i a	 e-4/cia(n-1),

(0.7)

( 0 .8)e
- 4Iciap

(0.9)

and multiplying Sn by exp(-4 k' a) we obtain

e —zik'a sin	e-4k'a	 e —41c i a(n— i) 	e-41ean.	 (0.10)

+00	 +00

E e
-41ciap = _ 1 E e -41eap

(0.11)

(0.12)

Subtracting (0.10) from (0.9), and taking the limit as n	 co we obtain

+00 1
" e — k t a p
 1 _ e -4k/a •

p=0

We have that

p=1	 p=0
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which after the substitution of (0.11), and multiplication and division by e2k'a gives

+co	 e-2Icia

e -41c i ap

2 sinh[2k'a]p=i
(0.13)

Finally, substituting (0.13) into (0.8) we obtain

+0.

E e _ku1_23a_c_i>3.11 =

cosh[ku, + x 1 )]	 _ 2k, cosh[k'(x i — x i )]
.	 e	 a  	 (0.14)

sinh[2k'a]	 sinh[2k'a]

which has also been presented in the stochastic literature (without any details of its

derivation) by Naff and Vecchia [1986].

We investigate now the convergence behavior of (0.1). Defining the trans-

formations pi = a/Ai, Px = Xi/ a, Ps = x i /a, and z = k', the series of (0.1) is

written as

+0.	 +00

E —Ic i lx 1 -2 ct—(-1) 3 xi I =	 E e -ak'ipx -2j-(-1)3pxl

j= -00 	j=—co

+00

i=-00 

e-
9
1 IPx —2j — ( -1 ) 3 Px I z .

	 (0.15)

Expanding the series of (0.15), and using (0.2) and (0.3), we obtain

+00

E e
-p11,9,-2./-(-1)3pxlz =	 Ipx-pslz

i=-00

+00

E epi (px -2j--(-1)3p)z

j=1

(P x -F 2 j—( — 1 ) 3 px ) z . (0.16)

The ratio test of absolute convergence, for the series 	 epl (px —2j—(-1) 3 z

gives

eP1 (Px-2(70-1)+(-1) n p5)z

e1
 (px -2n—(—i)ps ) z

l e2	 z{(-1)npx —1} 1 . (0.17)
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Since ps < 1, and (-1)nps = +px , it follows that for either sign we have that

Px — 1 = — px — 1 < 0 (0.18)

(—i)p —1= +p s —1 <0. (0.19)

Then (0.17) gives

L = e 2	z {(-1 )np.-1) = e -2 pi z 1(-1) n p,-11 < 1, (0.20)

for all z, except for z = 0 where L equals one. Based on (0.20), and the ratio test

of absolute convergence,
Un+i

Ern 	  = L,	 (0.21)
—r co u n

the series Etc° eP' ( Px - 2i- (- 1)3 Ps ) z converges absolutely (and therefore converges) for3 =1

all z, except for z = 0 where the test fails.

Similarly, for the series E.tœl e-Pl(px+2j- ( -1 )3 Pz)z we have that

Lt = 	  = l e-2 z{( -1 ) nPz+ 1.11 ,

ri

and based on the relationships

(- 1 )np. + 1 = —p. +1> 0

(- 1-)n P. +1 = +px +1> 0,

we obtain

Lf = e -2 Pi z{(-1)nps +1 } = e -2 Pi z1(-1) np-1-11 < 1 ,

(0.22)

(0.23)

(0.24)

(0.25)

for all z, except for z = 0 where L' equals one. Hence, based on the ratio test, the

series Et") e1 IPx2±1)3p z converges for all z 0, whereas for z = 0 we do

not know if it is convergant or divergant.



APPENDIX P

SOLUTION FOR x i � x 1 , EQUATION 4.65

The three-dimensional GF(x,x) from (4.13) is given as

1	 +.°
GF(x,x) = +— E Hoi A

471-

where

A, = 	
- 2ja - (-1) 3 x1) 2 + (x2 - x2) 2 + (Y	 1\-3 - x3, 2 , 1/2•

The first derivative of Ai with respect to x i is

a 
= HXi - 2ja - (-1) a xilsga(xl - 2ja - (-1) 3 x1)

aXi 3

[(Xi - 2ja - (- 1 ) 1 ) 2 + (X2 - x2) 2 + (X3 - x3) 2 ] -3/ 2 ,	 (P.3)

and then the second mixed derivative of A, using (4.57) and (4.58), is given by

a2

axiaxi
	A, = (-1).1 [4. + (x2 — x2) 2 + (X3 — x3) 2] 312

where

x[1 + 2e1 (Xi - 2ja - ( -1 ) 3 x1)]

- 3 (- 1) 3 c	 + (x2 - x2) 2 + (X3 - x3) 2 1 -5/2 )

= Xi - 2ja -
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(P.1)

(P.2)
1
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1 +CO

= -
47 

E Lci lX2 X2)
2 

+ (X3 – X3) 2 ] -3/2
r 2	 (

i= -00

1+00

—47 E 2 c1 61 (x i — 2ja — (-1) 7 5 1 ) x

[c + (X2 — 
52)2 4_ (x3 53)2]-3/2

+003 E ci2 [ci2 4. (x2 _ 52 )2 + (x3 x3 )2]-5/2

	

•	 (P.6)
i=-.0

The series containing the delta function, based on the analysis in page 82, simplifies

to

-Foo
E e1 8(x 1 — 2ja — (-1)7x1)	 + y/2]-3/2 _

=	 17111 
8

(i
1) [74 + 77/2]-3/2, (P.7)

where

y/2 =. (x2 _ x2) 2 + (x3 _ 53) 2 , (P.8)

and	
— Xi. Substituting (P.7) into (P.6) we obtain

Therefore we have that

3 2

	GF
aXlaX1

32

	CFaxiaxi
1

▪ --47r 2 1 7111 8 ( 711) { 71?	 7/2 1 -3/2

3 +1É)9	[ci2 + y /2 ] -5/2
- 47i- 3-00

(P.9)

where

The two-dimensional FT of (P.9) is given by

i9

1ile' .x'
FT(2) 	

{ax02 X1 GF } = 

p

-	 {13 + -.3121 ,

	 (P.10)
47	 3=-00

+00 +00
13 = -

1 171 1 8( )
 /-

(74. + 77 /2)-3/2 eik i -7/ 1 d772 dy3,	 (P.11),-Tr- 700 
f

-.0



1
1-21 =

e1 ekicl •
(P.16)

and 
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1 i+c° f -1-c°
=	

(c2 + 7/2)-3/2 eik.Tr c/772 d773— 1
2'7r -co	 -co

Li. ,
3 2 +oe f	 2	 /2\ -5/2 eito	 d772 d773.— f	 77 )

271- 	-co	 -co
(P.12)

Here, we have again 71 = (7/2,773) T = (x2— x2, X3 — X3) T , and k' (k2 , k3 ) T . In polar

coordinates 12 is given by

1 roo f2ir

2 	‘1,71 =0	 o
77 / (c 	77 2 ) -3/ 2 e ik / W cos 6/ clO

7r	 Jo—

3 2 +" 127	 2
Ci	

/ 
( 	+ 77 /2 ) -5 / 2 eik / 77 1 cos e dO ,

Lir	 77,=0 0=0

and based on (4.37) it simplifies to

—	 77, (4 + 71 ,2 ) _3 /2 jo(kv)
n , =0i

3 4 1+00 77 , (4 + 77 /2)-5/2 jo ucto
71 , =o

= 121 — 3 ci.2 /22.

(P.13)

(P.14)

(P.15)

Integral /21 , for	 = lxi — 2ja — (-1) 3 x i 1	 0, is given by [Erdelyi et al., 1954, p.

7 [ 711

=

Condition ci 	0 is satisfied by all j	 0; for j = 0 it applies only for x i 	x i .

Integral /22 is given by [Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980, p. 686[4]]

	- Fe. 77' Jo(kV) 	,	 ci-3/2 1C /3/ 2 
K 3 (	 ) ,122	 5	 =  	 (P.17)

	

f„ , =c) ( c? + 77 /2 ) 2	 23/2 F()

where K _	 ci ), the modified Bessel function. From Abramowitz and Stegun [1972,

p. 358, and 375], and Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [1980, p. 967[8.468]] we have that

\Fr 	1 

( 1 +12kici 	kici
(P.18)f	 ci) = If _q(k' ci ) =



and then /22 becomes  
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122 = 	  (1 + 
kici

1	 ) C —Vc1
3 c? 

Substituting (P.16) and (P.19) in (P.15) we obtain

(P.19) 

k' 
(P.20)=	 e ki ci •

Integral 13 is evaluated in polar coordinates as  

+0.
13 = 2 1 7111 8 ( 110 j 

r	

71' ( 71i + 712 ) -312 Jo(k' 71') c171'71 , -o
2 8(171) e -k'	 , 0 . (P.21)

Here, equation P.16 was used, and therefore the second equality applies for	 0

(or x i x 1 ). However, for x i 	x i , the delta function, 800 = S(x i — x j. ) = 0, and

hence 13 equals zero. Substituting (P.20) and (P.21) in (P.10) we finally obtain

FT (2) { '92 GF }=	 eik' -x' +Ec° 	.11
axiaxi	 471-

valid only for x i

(P.22)



APPENDIX Q

PROGRAM PLATES.FOR

program plates

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)

c ux Gauss points in the direction of u

c uw Gauss weights in the direction of u

dimension ux(2000),xx(2000),uw(1000),xw(1000)

dimension nptsu(101),nptsx(101),xxl(101),xx2(101),xu1(101)

dimension xu2(101),x1000(1000),w1000(1000),x360(360),w360(360)

dimension domain(200),surface(400)

common /one/rho,aksi

c Read in data

open(10,file='g1000')

do i=1,1000

read(10,*)x1000(i)

end do

do i=1,1000

read(10,*)w1000(i)
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end do

close(10)

open(10,file='g360')

do i=1,360

read(10,*)x360(i)

end do

do i=1,360

read(10,*)w360(i)

end do

close(10)

do i=1,101

domain(i)=0.0

surface(i)=0.0

end do

do i=102,202

surface(i)=0.0

end do

open(10,file='input.dat')

read(10,*) rho,aksi,nintervals

do nn=1,nintervals

print* ,nn
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read(10,*)njeys

do i=1,njeys+1

read(10,*)xx1(i),xx2(i),xul(i),xu2(i),nptsx(i),nptsu(i)

end do

do i=1,njeys+1

j=i-1

c For every j calculate the appropriate gauss points

c and Gauss weights

if (nptsu(i).eq.360) then

call g360(ux,xul(i),xu2(i),x360)

do m=1,360

uw(m)=w360(m)

end do

else if (nptsu(i).eq.1000) then

call g1000(ux,xu1(i),xu2(i),x1000)

do m=1,1000

uw(m)=w1000(m)

end do

end if

if (nptsx(i).eq.360) then

call g360(xx,xxl(i),xx2(i),x360)

do m=1,360

xw(m)=w360(m)
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end do

else if (nptsx(i).eq.1000) then

call g1000(xx,xx1(i),xx2(i),x1000)

do m=1,1000

xw(m)=w1000(m)

end do

end if

sum2=0.0

sum3=0.0

c Domain integral

do 1=1,nptsx(i)

sum1=0.0

do k=1,nptsu(i)

sum1=sum1+uw(k)*(f(ux(k),xx(1),j)+

f(ux(k),xx(l+nptsx(i)),D+

f(ux(k+nptsu(i)),xx(1),j)+

f(ux(k+nptsu(i)),xx(l+nptsx(i)),j))

end do

sum2=sum2+sum1*xw(1)

c Surface integral

sum3=sum3+xw(1)*(g(xx(1),D+g(xx(l+nptsx(i)),j))

end do

if (j.eq.0) then
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domain(i)=domain(i)+sum2*(xx2(i)-xx1(i))*

(xu2(i)-xu1(i))/4.0

else

domain(i)=domain(i)+sum2*(xx2(i)-xxl(i))*(xu2(i)-

$	 xul(i))/2.0

end if

surface(i)=surface(i)+sum3*(xx2(i)-xx1(i))/2.0

if (j.ne.0) then

c Surface integral for -j

sum3=0.0

do 1=1,nptsx(i)

sum3=sum3+xw(1)*(g(xx(1),-j)+g(xx(l+nptsx(i)),-j))

end do

surface(101+j)=surface(101+j)+sum3*(xx2(i)-xx1(i))/2.0

end if

end do

end do

close(10)

njeys=100

open(10,fileresults')

write(10,'(" Rho=",f6.3," Aksi=",f5.3)')rho,aksi

do i=1,njeys+1



write(10,'(" j=",i4," Domain integral:

Term Contribution=", d12.6)')i-1,domain(i)

write(10,'(" j=",i4," Surface integral:

Term Contribution=", d12.6)')i-1,surface(i)

if (i.ne.1) write(10,'(" j=",i4,

" Surface integral: Term Contribution=",

d12.6)')-(i-1),surface(101+i-1)

end do

sum1=0.0

sum2=0.0

do i=1,njeys+1

suml=sum1+domain(i)

sum2=sum2+surface(i)

if (i.ne.1) sum2=sum2+surface(101+i-1)

end do

sum1=1.0-0.5*rho*suml

sum2=rho*sum2

write(10,'(" Domain Integral value=",d12.6)')suml

write(10,'(" Surface Integral value'' ,d12.6)')sum2

write(10,'(/" Final result: Keff/Kg=",d12.6)')

dexp(0.5-sum1-sum2)

close(10)
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end

real*8 function f(u,x,j)

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)

common /one/rho,aksi

f=x**2/((1.0+x**2)**(3.0/2.0))*(1.0+rho*dabs(u-aksi)*

dsqrt(1.0+ x**2))*dexp(-rho*dabs(u-aksi)*

dsqrt(1.0+x**2))*dexp(-rho*dabs(u-2.0*j-

$	 ((-1.0)**j*aksi))*x)

return

end

real*8 function g(x,j)

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)

common /one/rho,aksi

g=x**2/((1.0+x**2)**(3.0/2.0))*(1.0+rho*dabs(1.0-aksi)*

dsqrt(1.0 +x**2))*dexp(-rho*dabs(1.0-aksi)*

dsqrt(1.0+x**2))* dexp(-rho*dabs(1.0-2.0*j-

$	 ((-1.0)**j*aksi))*x)
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end

C******************************************************

SUBROUTINE G360 (Y,alower,upper,X)

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H 2 O-Z)

DIMENSION X(1000) ,Y(2000)

temp1=(upper-alower)/2.0

temp2=(upper+alower)/2.0

DO 10 J = 1, 360

Y(J) = temp1*X(J)+temp2

Y(360+J) = -templ*X(J)+temp2

10 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

C*************************************************

SUBROUTINE G1000 (Y,alower,upper,X)

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H 2 O-Z)

DIMENSION X(1000),Y(2000)

temp1=(upper-alower)/2.0

temp2=(upper+alower)/2.0

DO 10 J = 1, 1000
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Y(J) = temp1*X(J)+temp2

Y(1000+J) = -temp1*X(J)+temp2

10 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

program make

j=100

do a=0.0,3.8,0.2

print*,j

do i=0,j

write(*,'(f5.1,1x,f5.1," -1.0 1.0 1000 1000")')a,a+0.2

end do

end do

do a=4.0,9.0,1.0

print*,j

do i=0,j

write(*,'(f5.1,1x,f5.1," -1.0 1.0 1000 1000")')a,a+1.0

end do

end do
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do a=10.0,19.0,1.0

print*,j

do i=0,j

write(*,'(f5.1,1x,f5.1," -1.0 1.0 1000 1000")')a,a+1.0

end do

end do

j=10

do a=20.0,45.0,5.0

print*,j

do i=0,j

write(*,'(f5.1,1x,f5.1," -1.0 1.0 1000 1000")')a,a+5.0

end do

end do

j=0

do a=50.0,90.0,10.0

print*,j

do i=0,j

write(*,'(f5.1,1x,f5.1," -1.0 1.0 1000 1000")')a,a+10.0

end do

end do

do a=100.0,700.0,100.0

print* ,j

do i=0,j
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write(*,'(f6.1,1x,f6.1," -1.0 1.0 1000 1000")')a,a+100.0

end do

end do

print*,j

do i=0,j

print*,'800.0 3000.0 -1.0 1.0 1000 1000'

end do

stop

end
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